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Abstract 

 

 

Society’s demands for more products and more energy places great strain on the industries 

responsible for producing them. Polymers present the opportunity to replace many of the 

“traditional” materials and open the door for advancement of technologies in ways previously 

unattainable. Polymers present many advantages over other materials as their inherent material 

properties are often easily altered, or tuned, via subtle yet distinct differences in their 

microstructures. Alteration of polymer microstructures and their effect on the resulting material 

properties is an ongoing investigation undertaken by many research groups. Timely and accurate 

characterization of these materials is critical to keep up with the hastening pace of the evolution of 

polymer science. This dissertation seeks to add to this discussion by providing insight into 

polythiophene copolymer microstructure-property relationships, reaction kinetics of an 

epoxy/thiol based crosslinked copolymer system, and application of low-field 1H NMR 

spectroscopy to compositional analysis of multicomponent polymer systems.  

As the demand for energy increases, the need for more efficient methods of energy generation is 

growing. Conductive polymers such as polythiophene and its derivatives present the opportunity 

to realize devices with tunable properties to aid in the recovery of the waste heat, which accounts 

for a large amount of the energy expended during energy generation. Poly(3-alkylthiophene)s have 

been widely studied for these application due to their well-controlled synthesis, typically enhanced 

solubility, and favorable optoelectronic and solid-state properties. Poly(3-hexylthiophene) is the 

most studied and utilized poly(alkylthiophene), however, other thiophene derivatives present 

alternative advantages such as enhanced charge transport, chemical stability, and a wide variety of 

functionalities. It is often desirable for a material to have a combination of these properties. Small 
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changes to polythiophene microstructure, either by 3-position substitution or by copolymerization 

of thiophene derivatives, yields polymers with tunable properties and favorable combinations of 

homopolymer properties to enhance resulting device performance. This dissertation explores 

topics pertinent to polythiophene copolymer chemistries such as the tuning material properties via 

statistical copolymerization of 3-hexylthiophene with unsubstituted thiophene or 3-methoxy 

thiophene, and compositional drift of thiophene comonomers synthesized via Grignard metathesis.  

In addition, this dissertation explores the application of low-field 1H NMR spectroscopy to the 

compositional analysis of a variety of polyolefins. Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) 

spectroscopy is arguably one of the most widely used characterization techniques as it is capable 

of characterizing many critical aspects of polymer materials. Traditional, or high-field, 

spectrometers (spectrometers rated at >300 MHz) are the most widely used version of these 

instruments in contemporary macromolecular science as they produce high-quality data and are 

capable of detecting subtle but distinct differences in polymer architecture. However, high-field 

spectrometers have several critical requirements for operation including cryogenic fluids, 

specially-trained personnel, and large amounts of laboratory footage. Recently, low-field NMR 

spectrometers have started to take a foothold in the industry as a viable replacement for their high-

field counterparts. The main drawback of low-field NMR spectrometers as compared to high-field 

instruments is the broader peaks often associated with the weaker magnetic fields. This problem 

is further exacerbated by the repeat units within polymer backbones as repetitive signals coalesce 

and widen the observed spectral peak further. To combat this issue, many experimental parameters 

can be tuned such as sample concentration and molecular weight. In addition, many instrumental 

parameters, such as the number of scans and relaxation delay, can be adjusted to more closely 

emulate a high-field experiment. Low-field NMR spectroscopy is utilized to accurately determine 
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the microstructure and composition of mixed microstructure polyisoprenes, symmetric triblock 

copolymers, and polymer blends through a plethora of combinations of experimental and 

instrumental parameters to within 1-2% of a high-field NMR spectrometer (400 MHz). The ability 

of the low-field NMR spectrometer to accurately determine polyolefin microstructures and 

compositions will prove invaluable to both industry and academia as it will hasten research and 

analytical rates and also reduce the overall costs.  

The last subject discussed in this dissertation is the cure kinetics of an epoxy/thiol based 

crosslinked copolymer system intended to address environmental concerns with leakage of 

fracking wellbores. Hydrocarbons, brine, and other injected chemical components have the 

potential to leak from both operating and abandoned wells into the surrounding environment, 

contaminating resources such as groundwater supplies and ecosystems impacting human health. 

Mitigating the impact of leakage thereby requires solutions to extend wellbore lifetime and seal 

leakage pathways in these systems. Traditional strategies for intervening to end leakage in 

fractured wellbore systems rely on injection of solid particle slurries (> 100 microns) into the 

concrete to seal the fracture. But penetration into small cracks require commercially available 

ultra-fine (< 10 micron particles) cement technologies, that are significantly more expensive and 

have short set times, complicating injection operations. Two polymer systems were explored that 

address the potential hazard by sealing leakage pathways in fractured wellbore systems. As 

expected, the reaction rate of our system is highly dependent on curing temperature as are the 

resulting physical properties. A firm understanding of the relationships between system chemistry, 

cure kinetics and material properties will allow for tailoring the design of the polymer sealant to 

particular subsurface wellbore conditions. 
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AT [acquisition time] 

ATR [attenuated total reflectance] 

CB [chlorobenzene] 

CDCl3 [deuterated chloroform] 

CHCl3 [chloroform] 

CV [cyclic voltammerty] 

DB3EHT [2,5-dibromo-3-(2'-ethylhexylthiophene)] 

DB3HT [2,5-dibromo-3-hexylthiophene] 

DBT [2,5-dibromothiophene] 

DBTDL [dibutylin dilaurate] 

DCH [hexamethylene diisocyanate] 

DFT [density functional theory] 

DGEBA [bisphenol a diglycidyl ether] 

DMA [dynamic mechanical analysis] 

DMAP [4-(dimethylamino)pyridine] 

DSC [differential scanning calorimetry] 

ET [experimental time] 
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FPT [freeze-pump-thaw] 

GDP [gross domestic production] 

GPC [gel-permeation chromatography] 

GRIM [Grignard metathesis] 

HH [head-head coupling] 

HOMO [highest-occupied molecular orbital] 

HT [head-tail coupling] 

LFNMR [low-field nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy] 

LUMO [lowest-unoccupied molecular orbital] 

MeOH [methanol] 

MoT [3-methoxythiophene] 

MW [molecular weight] 

n [number of scans] 

NBS [N-bromosuccinimide]  

NidpppCl2 [1,3-bis(diphenylphosphino)propane nickel(II) chloride] 

NMR [nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy] 

NP [number of points] 

P3AT [poly(3-alkylthiophene)] 

P3BT [poly(3-butylthiophene)] 

P3EHT [poly(3-(2'-ethylhexyl)thiophene] 

P3HT [poly(3-hexylthiophene] 

P3OT [poly(3-octylthiophene)] 

PEOD [poly(ethylene oxide) diglycidyl ether] 

PI [polyisoprene] 

PICH [polyisoprene synthesized in neat cyclohexane] 

PICT [polyisoprene synthesized in cyclohexane/triethylamine blend] 

PMMA [poly(methyl methacrylate)] 

PMoT [poly(3-methoxythiophene] 
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PPD [p-phenylenediamine] 

PS [polystyrene] 

PTMG [poly(tetramethylene ether) glycol] 

R [spectral resolution] 

RAF [Rigid Amorphous Fraction] 

RD [relaxation delay] 

SBS [styrene-butadiene-styrene triblock copolymer] 

SIS [styrene-isoprene-styrene triblock copolymer] 

SNR [signal-to-noise ratio] 

SW [spectral width] 

TEA [triethylamine] 

TEG [thermoelectric generator] 

THF [tetrathydrofuran] 

TMS [tetramethylsilane] 

TPB [tripheynl bismuth] 

Triol [2-ethyl-2-(hydroxymethyl)-1,3-propane diol] 

TT [tail-tail coupling] 

WAXS [wide angle X-ray scattering] 

WWII [World War 2] 

XRD [X-ray diffraction]  
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Chapter  1 -  Introduction 

It is nearly impossible to look around in modern times and find a facet of our daily lives in which 

polymers do not affect us. For instance, polymers can be found in the seat cushion you may 

currently be sitting on, the rubber on the bottom of your shoes, the clothes that you are wearing, 

and in the systems by which you received this document. Polymers are so integrated into our daily 

lives that it would be impossible to maintain our current way of life without them. There are as 

wide a variety of polymers as there are applications for them. Polymers can have structures that 

contain many types of atoms such as fluorine, chlorine, or sulfur; although they are largely carbon-

based. They can have many conformations such as linear or branched chains. And finally, their 

bonds may vary from a simple single-bonded structure to alternating (conjugated) double bonds. 

The combination of all of these chemical features makes up what is known as the polymer 

microstructure. The microstructure of polymers plays a critical role in the resulting material 

properties. Fortunately, polymer microstructures are, in general, amendable to alterations or tuning 

and thus may be manipulated and designed for many specialized applications.  

What classifies a molecule as a polymer? Polymers are long chains of repeating smaller units 

(called mers) that are covalently bonded. Copolymers have one or more type of repeat units and 

this can lead to random, block, or statistical mer distributions along the polymer chain. By 

changing the mer units in a polymer chain the overall material properties change greatly. These 

changes can be quantified by various methods of characterization. Examples of property changes 

include the chemical environment (probed with nuclear magnetic resonance spectrum shift), 

physical properties as evident by various signature temperatures, crystallinity, glass transition 

temperatures, degradation temperatures, etc. and their optical properties such as absorption 

behavior, optoelectronic band gaps, and UV-oxidative stability. The relationships between 
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microstructure and overall material properties are the focus of this research. More specifically, the 

impact of varied chemical structure and composition in polythiophene copolymers on 

optoelectronic and solid-state properties is of primary focus. By statistical copolymerization of 

two or more chemically different thiophene monomers, namely unsubstituted thiophene and 3-

substituted thiophenes, a range of copolymers with varied composition are synthesized. This route 

presents an ideal platform to investigate microstructure-property relationships as alteration to the 

polymer synthesis method needed is merely a variation of the relative amounts of monomers and 

the monomers themselves. Additionally, this work investigates and benchmarks the utility of new, 

digitalized low-field 1H NMR spectrometers for the characterization of copolymer and polymer 

blend systems, which is of critical importance for understanding structure-property relationships 

in these systems. 

1.1- Motivation  

1.1.1- Polythiophene Copolymers 

With the ever-increasing population of the world, the demand placed on the energy generation 

sectors continues to grow. This demand places strain on an already over-burdened section of 

society. Much of this strain results from the largely inefficient technology and equipment that are 

used in the generation of electricity. Many generators are only 30-40% efficient at best, not taking 

into account the loss of efficiency over time from the usage of non-ideal operating conditions.1,2 

The current demand for electrical energy in the United States is approximately 4.08 trillion kWh 

of electricity annually. Taking into consideration the amount of electricity demanded and the 

efficiency of the equipment used to generate it, it is apparent how much energy is wasted; 2.98 

trillion kWh and 1.92 trillion kWh for the 30% and 40% efficiencies respectively. If we take the 

optimum case (40% efficient electricity generating equipment) and implement energy recovery 

technology assuming only a 1% recovery of the wasted energy, an approximate 19.2 billion kWh 
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can be recovered; 1% recovery is purposefully an underestimate and is only a 0.6% increase of 

efficiency of the overall equipment efficiency. To put that energy number in more relatable terms, 

that translates to an approximate savings of $600 billion on the operational side of the industry.3  

The technologies currently utilized in this field are often unable to be deployed effectively, 

expensive to manufacture, and/or do not possess the desired material properties.4 Two such 

methods for waste energy recovery are heat exchangers and thermoelectric generators (a solid-

state heat exchanger). Traditional waste-heat recovery heat exchangers are costly to maintain, 

require significant space, and are often inefficient.5 Thermoelectric generators are a unique method 

for waste-heat recovery in that they convert low-grade waste heat directly to electricity via the 

Seebeck Effect (aka Peltier Effect). Many current thermoelectric generators are comprised of small 

molecules such as constantan and alumel, which are not able to be effectively deployed into the 

field and have limited tunability with regards to properties and thermoelectric transductance.  The 

Seebeck Effect occurs when two conductive materials are joined at each end and one side is heated 

while the other remains cool, Thomas Seebeck discovered this phenomenon in the early 1800s.6 A 

schematic of a thermoelectric generator can be found in Figure 1.1. As one junction is subjected 

to heat, electrons flow from the hot side to the cool side generating an electric current. The 

materials used in thermoelectric generators prevent them from being used effectively as waste-

heat recovery systems since they are not easily deployable or retrofitted into the structure of power 

plants.  The difficulty of creating and deploying these devices can be overcome with polymers. 

Polymers can, generally speaking, create devices that are tunable, flexible, and durable enough to 

handle a wide variety of applications.  
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Figure 1.1 Schematic of a thermoelectric generator. 

 

Polythiophenes have attracted much attention due to their well-controlled synthesis, favorable 

optoelectronic properties, and thermal stability.7–18 Polythiophenes are commonly used in thin-

film transistors, chemical sensors, thermoelectric generators, and bulk-heterojunction solar panels. 

7–18 Substitution of various active groups onto the three position of the cyclic thiophene ring 

provides a direct way to tune the properties of polythiophenes. While it is known that polymer 

microstructure affects the solid-state properties of polythiophenes, a more complete understanding 

would allow for “tunable” organic electronic devices with a wider range of properties. Since these 

conductive polymers generally serves as the active portion of devices in which they are integrated, 

their material properties are inherently correlated with device performance.  

Here, by systematically varying substituent groups on the cyclic thiophene rings changes in 

microstructure will be induced and the effect on the solid-state and solution properties investigated. 

While fabrication and performance benchmarking of polythiophene-based devices are outside the 

scope of this dissertation, tuning and characterization of relevant material properties of 
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polythiophene-copolymers are explored and discussed. In particular, relative polymer molecular 

weights are extracted via gel-permeation chromatography, copolymer compositions are extracted 

via 1H nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy, melting temperature and relative crystallinity are 

investigated via differential scanning calorimetry, optoelectronic band gap and UV-light 

absorption behavior are investigated via UV-Vis spectrophotometry, and highest-occupied 

molecular orbital energy levels are investigated via cyclic voltammetry. 

1.1.2- Benchmarking of a Low-Field 1H NMR Spectrometer 

Many modern manufacturers of analytical instruments have begun to produce instruments that are 

both more accessible and provide data that approaches the quality of their more expensive 

counterparts. The most relevant example of this phenomena to this work is the benchtop NMR 

spectrometer (60 MHz Oxford Instruments Pulsar20) located in the Beckingham Polymer Research 

Lab at Auburn University. The spectrometer is used almost daily for routine analyses and generally 

expedites the rate at which many projects can move forward. Most commonly, molecular 

composition are investigated in order to evaluate structure-property relationships and NMR 

spectroscopy is a generally accepted route for detection of chemical species and quantification of 

their relative compositions within a sample. Low-field NMR spectroscopy was used in this 

dissertation to assist in accurate and time-efficient synthesis and characterization of thiophene 

monomers. Low-field NMR spectroscopy as discussed in this dissertation refers directly to the 60 

MHz Oxford Instruments Pulsar NMR spectrometer. This instrument is similar to early model 

NMR spectrometers with regard to magnetic field strength but due to advances in modern 

computer science is capable of producing results similar to that of contemporary high-field 

instruments. In this dissertation, low-field NMR spectroscopy is used to analyze a series of 

monomers, polymers, and polymer blends and the resulting spectra are compared against high-
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field results. This work is critical as there is limited literary evidence of low-field NMR 

spectroscopy as it applies to polymeric systems and much suspicion abounds within the field as to 

its use. I hope that through this document (and the relevant publications), more of the research 

community (industrial and academic alike) will recognize the value and utility of low-field NMR 

spectroscopy for polymer systems. 

This dissertation is organizd as follows. In Chapter 2 the necessary background information to 

introduce this work is presented and discussed. Chapter 3 provides general background materials 

on the experimental and characterization methods. Chapters 4-9 are adaptations of published 

manuscripts. Chapter 4 discusses the various experimental and instrumental parameters relevant 

to low-field NMR spectroscopy and their impact on data quality. Chapter 5 further explores the 

application of low-field spectroscopy to a wider variety of polymer/copolymer systems. Chapter 6 

discusses the statistical copolymerization of 3-hexylthiophene and unsubstituted thiophene and 

their resulting properties. Chapter 7 discusses the properties and synthesis of poly(3-

hexylthiophene-co-3-methoxythiophene). Chapter 8 investigates the evolution of GRIM-synthesis 

copolymer compositional evolution. Chapter 9 details a special topic in which components of a 

thiol-epoxy crosslinked network are varied to tune reaction cure kinetics and pertinent mechanical 

properties. Lastly, Chapter 10 discusses potential projects to build upon the work discussed in this 

dissertation.  
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Chapter  2 -  Background  

Prior to World War II (WWII), the world was highly dependent on natural rubber from the rubber 

tree farms located in southeastern Asia. Around 95% of the world’s rubber supply was sourced 

from there and as a result there was little motivation to increase the synthetic rubber production 

capabilities. During WWII, the United States remained somewhat uninvolved for much of the war; 

mainly participating for much of the war as a supplier to the Allies in Europe.1 However, in 1941 

the United States placed a trade embargo on Japan to inhibit its ability to continue invading Ally-

controlled colonies in southeastern Asia. Japan responded by declaring war on the Allies (now 

officially including the U.S. following the attack on Pearl Harbor) and by cutting off much of the 

aforementioned natural rubber supply. Following this ill-planned move by the Japanese, the United 

States, under President Franklin D. Roosevelt, established the War Production Board (WPB) which 

served to allocate U.S. resources and funding to directly benefit the wartime efforts of the Allied 

Forces.1 The WPB almost immediately sought to address the dwindling rubber supplies through 

the use of creative propaganda to bolster recycling efforts of rubber and funding the upscaling of 

synthetic polymer production. The U.S.’s, and probably the world’s, first successful large-scale 

recycling program was birthed to recoup large amounts of the rubber used in consumer products; 

examples of the propaganda poster are shown in Figure 2.1. This resulted in about 900,000 lbs of 

rubber being recycled in the summer of 1942 alone!1–3 

The unintended effect of the Japanese’ mishandling of the Pacific Theater, yielded economies in 

the Allied Forces that could not only produce synthetic rubbers but produce it in much larger 

quantities than ever before.3–5 The U.S.’s production of rubber skyrocketed from a measly 60,000 

lbs/year to nearly a million pounds per year. These synthetic polymer materials were generally 

higher-performing and could be used in a broader range of applications as compared to the natural 
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rubber that is chemically similar to polyisoprene.6 This invigoration of synthetic materials’ 

production led to better outfitting of the Allied Forces and aided in the recovery of the global 

economy from the Great Depression; this is evident through comparison of the two sides’ GDPs 

throughout WWII, shown in Figure 2.2.7  

Synthetic materials did more than just outfit the infantry and hold the frontlines, they enabled the 

realization of many new technologies for both war and civilian applications. Incidentally, the birth 

of synthetic polymers led to the production of atomic bombs as they required light-weight, high-

temperature stable valve fittings and covers to realize this technology; this was provided by 

poly(tetrafluoroethylene) (PTFE).8 This class of weapons of mass destruction might not have been 

realized in the same timely fashion had it not been for the lack of access to the natural rubber 

supply. Following the deployment of the atomic bombs (Fat Man and Little Boy) Japan 

surrendered and the second Great War was over, but the factories and production capabilities of 

wartime remained. Following dissolution of the WPB, the companies formerly supported by the 

Board during the war saw the potential profits and switched to producing consumer products. 

Production climbed all the way to ~two million tons of rubber/year by 1950 and has continued to 

climb to a staggering 448 million tons/year in 2015; now a ~$96 billion industry.9 The effects the 

reckless moves made by Japan during WWII can never truly be quantified, but the industry created 

as a result changed the history of the global economy and environment forever.  
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Figure 2.1 World War II-era propaganda promoting recycling as a aiding the Allies' war-effort 

World War II-era propaganda promoting/inciting citizens to aid the war-effort via recycling.  

 

 

 

Figure 2.2 Snapshot of the GDP of both sides during WWII. 
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Contemporary society has become almost completely dependent on the products that allow us to 

perform our various day-to-day tasks such as cooking, working, and relaxing. Many of these 

consumer products are largely based on plastics and rubbers… a.k.a. polymers. Polymers dominate 

our daily lives as they generally provide a lower-cost, lighter weight alternative to traditional 

materials used in consumer-goods production. Polymers, more specifically synthetic polymers, 

have saturated modern society as they are employed in a wide number of capacities ranging from 

packaging to staple parts of modern products such as electronic casings, clothing textiles, and 

innumerable products in the food industry. This is possible due to the wide variety of polymers 

and their greatly varied material properties. Synthesis and tailoring of various polymer chemistries 

presents their greatest advantage as their material properties are somewhat easily altered through 

subtle changes in the polymer microstructure.10–25 Polymer chemistries are like a puzzle that has 

an infinite number of pieces that can be put together in an infinite number of correct configurations 

to yield polymers of all sizes, shapes, colors, and functionality. The sheer number of combinations 

of polymer chemistries and microstructures makes understanding of property-relationships a very 

difficult task. The relationship of polymer microstructure to resulting material properties is the 

main topic of this document as it is the underlying common denominator amongst all of my 

research to date.  

2.1- Polymer Microstructure 

Our daily lives are governed by the consumer products which we use to survive, interact, and play. 

Many of these products are largely polymer-based and their constituent materials sometimes only 

differ by a few subtle changes at the molecular level. In other words, the way in which we choose 

to utilize certain consumer products is governed by the particular arrangement of molecules and 

how they respond to external stimuli.  
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Polyethylene will serve as our starting point for our discussion of polymer microstructure as it is 

the most commonly used polymer in modern society and has many derivatives utilized across a 

wide-variety of applications.26 Unbeknownst to much of the general public, small changes in the 

underlying material microstructure and architecture can often yield materials with drastically 

different properties. For instance, polyethylene (the most common polymer used in society) comes 

in a variety of configurations ranging from low-density to high-density and the main difference is 

their extent of branching.27 Even though they do not possess any different types of bonds, their 

inherent properties are drastically different. Furthermore, by choosing to substitute some of the 

hydrogens for fluorine or chlorine we observe other material properties such as high chemical or 

corrosion resistance. Namely, substitution of the hydrogens in the backbone for fluorine yields 

PTFE which, as we know, is highly abundant in our society. 

If we revisit polyethylene and place double bonds between every other carbon, effectively 

removing half of the hydrogens, we induce yet another drastic change into the polymer backbone… 

π-orbital conjugation. Heeger et al. in 1972 discovered that polymers were not strictly the 

insulating material society had pegged them to be.28 The presence of alternating single and double 

bonds allows for charges to transport across the polymer backbone. This is important since before 

this discovery, all conductive materials were thought to have been only metallic substances which 

provide good device performance but at a cost to processability and tunability. The microstructures 

of polyethylene and other similar polymers are shown in Figure 2.3. 
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Figure 2.3 Microstructure of polyethylene and other similar polymers.29,30 

 

2.2- Tuning and Tailoring of Polymer Properties 

Generally, devices and technology based off polymer materials are flexible, lighter, less-costly, 

and easier to produce on large scales, and versatile in application as compared to their small 

molecule counterparts. Additionally, polymer properties can be tuned by making small changes to 

their synthetic routes. It has been shown many times throughout literature that by copolymerizing 

two or more distinct monomers, the properties of the resulting materials can be altered.10,16–

20,23,24,31–40 This aspect of polymer science is crucial as it typically provides a facile route to unlock 

previously inaccessible combinations of material properties as researchers seek to make use of 

advantageous homopolymers properties while minimizing any inherently negative properties. 

Additionally, the architecture or patterning of the copolymer backbone directly affects the resulting 

material properties and plays a critical role in determining the performance of the devices utilizing 
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the polymer material. Conveniently, copolymer backbones have been stereotyped into a few 

common types of additions, outlined in Figure 2.4.  

 

Figure 2.4 Example patterns of various copolymer architectures.41 

 

Polymer chemistry, namely copolymer chemistry, is very complicated as polymer can have the 

same global composition but the manner in which the monomers were enchained can greatly affect 

the resulting material properties.40,42–45 There are many experimental parameters that impact 

copolymer microstructure such as: reaction temperature, solvent environment, monomer 

functionality, catalytic moderators, initiation methods, and monomer charge timing (addition of 

monomers at discretely different reaction times).31,46,47 A very common way to discuss 

copolymerization mechanisms is through the monomer propagation functionalities, and this is 

typically distinct from repeat unit functionality within the resulting polymer. For instance, in a 

perfectly alternating system (periodic), we would describe the monomer 1 as A-A and monomer 2 

as B-B in which the backbone chemistry of monomer “1” is distinct from that of monomer “2”. In 

this scenario, the group functionality A can only react with that of functionality B. This method 
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provides a facile route to decouple initial monomer concentration from that of resulting copolymer 

architecture. However, perfectly periodic copolymers are not always desired as other 

conformations can provide additional, and useful, material properties. For example, gradient 

copolymers can be utilized to enhance compatibility between two incompatible polymer phases by 

gradually evolving from one block-like phase to another.39,40 One particularly, useful case of 

copolymer microstructure is that of block copolymers. Block copolymers can be thought of as two 

or more homopolymers (often times relatively short chain) that are covalently bonded together. 

They are utilized in a wide variety of applications ranging from micellar polymersomes for drug 

delivery to donor-acceptor structured semiconductive copolymers.46,48–53 

The final type of linear copolymer architecture, the most relevant to this dissertation, are statistical 

copolymers. Statistical copolymers are typically synthesized by polymerizing two or more distinct 

monomers that typically possess the same propagation functionalities (A-B). Typically, statistical 

copolymers do not require any additional synthetic steps, with the exception of two or more 

monomer syntheses, as the copolymerization process is typically identical to that of the 

synonymous homopolymerization methodology.15–17,36 In the scope of this work, statistical 

copolymerization of thiophene and thiophene derivatives is explored extensively and will be 

discussed in further detail in later sections and chapters. 

2.3- Polymer Backbone Stereochemistry 

Distinguishing between the different types of additions is many times difficult and sometimes 

impossible. Accurate determination of backbone architecture is crucial for understanding material 

behavior and the performance in its given application. An important historical example of the 

importance of stereochemistry is the 1950’s era drug Thalidomide.54 Thalidomide, much like many 

organic-based drugs and materials possesses two enantiomers, shown in Figure 2.5, that behave 
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completely different when processed by the body. R-Thalidomide performs as intended, to 

mitigate morning sickness symptoms in pregnant women, while S-Thalidomide is both ineffective, 

and produces birth defects and high mortality rates in the offspring of the subjected women.54 

 

Figure 2.5 Microstructures of a) safe, sedative thalidomide enantiomer and b) unsafe teratogenic 

thalidomide enantiomer. 

 

Similarly, polythiophenes can exhibit varied backbone stereochemistry that impact their material 

properties. Even slight changes such as the location of a side chain on the aromatic thiophene ring 

can greatly alter solid-state and solution properties.55–57 One of the greatest microstructure issues 

facing poly(3-alkylthiophenes) is a characteristic known as regioregularity. Regioregularity 

designates the pattern in which the side chains sit on the polythiophene backbone as shown in 

Figure 2.6 for poly(3-substituted thiophene)s. The conductive properties of regioregular 

polythiophenes are superior to regiorandom polythiophenes.55–61 This is largely due to the ability 

of regioregular polythiophenes to interdigitate and form tightly packed lamellae. Non-regioregular 

poly(3-substituted thiophenes) lack the ability to form crystals due to sterics, which also inhibits 

the ability to form appreciable π-π stacking, the polymer characteristic that allows transport of 

charge carriers.  
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Not only does the relative position of the side chain play a critical role in the behavior of the 

polymers, the electron withdrawing behavior can also have a great impact on the resulting material 

properties.11,55–70 Conflicting literature as to the exact effects of electron-withdrawing behavior on 

the Fermi energy levels is present.68,69 Some cases present data in which electron-donating groups 

such as alkoxy-substituted thiophenes raises the HOMO energy levels (Mei et al) while others 

suggest that it lowers the HOMO energy levels (Cui et al).68,69 As evidenced in literature, the 

electronic structures also affect more than the band gap, it also can also demonstrate the ability to 

self assemble as demonstrated by fluoroalkyl- and perfluoro-subsituted thiophene polymers and 

copolymers.66–68  

 

Figure 2.6 Microstructural triads of regioregular HT-HT substituted polythiophene (a) and 

regiorandom polythiophene conformations (b-d). 

 

2.4- Semiconductive Polymers 

Traditionally, electronic devices have been comprised of small molecule/ materials but recently 

polymers have begun to replace them as polymer properties meet or exceed specifications. 

Polymers can overcome some disadvantages of small molecule-based devices by allowing for 

devices that are tunable, flexible, and scalable for larger economic need. Semiconducting polymers 

enable the fabrication of polymer based electronic devices such as solar panels, thermoelectric 

generators, chemical sensors, and thin-film transistors by providing an organic active medium. 

Polythiophene, polyaniline, polypyrrole, and the previously mentioned polyacetylene are all 
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examples of semiconducting polymers that have found applications in organic electronic 

devices.55,65,71–75 They are conductive due to their conjugated double bond structure, which allows 

for π-π stacking to occur.15,16,76 Four common examples of semiconductive polymers are show in 

Figure 2.7. 

 

 

Figure 2.7 General microstructures of common semiconductive polymers. 

 

While both polymers and inorganic materials can absorb energy from light (polymers typically 

from ultraviolet light), the mechanism for energy generation in these two classes of 

semiconductive materials differs. Inorganic materials release free electrons upon excitation by 

light energy while organic materials generate an electron-hole pair known as an exciton. The 

exciton is then transported along the polymer backbone through carbon-carbon stretching. 

Transportation of the exciton is enabled through coupling with a phonon in the backbone of the 

polymer. In order generate charge carriers and energy the exciton must be near an acceptor-donor 

interface to be able to dissociate into the respective carriers.75,77,78 One problem with this is that 

the exciton is a neutral species which means that it will diffuse randomly. Having the interface 

with the appropriate band gap and distance from the point of generation is crucial to effective 

energy generation. 
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2.4.1- Introduction to Polythiophene 

Polythiophenes have been widely studied due to their comparably good charge transport, 

appreciable chemical/environmental stability, tunable microstructures and properties, and 

compatibility with a wide variety of synthesis methods. Polythiophene was originally synthesized 

as a derivative of the nearly identical polypyrrole.79 The substitution of the NH heteroatom in the 

aromatic ring for sulfur resulted in a much more oxidatively stable semiconductive polymer. 

Following the realization of unsubstituted polythiophene, which was likely synthesized via 

electropolymerization methods, substituted polythiophenes began to be explored. As discussed in 

section 2.3, 3-substituted polythiophenes suffered from lack of regio-contol and as such exhibited 

nearly unpredictable/non-repeatable results. McCullough et al. demonstrated a method known as 

Grignard Metathesis (GRIM) polymerization which provides a facile route for highly regioregular 

poly(3-alkylthiophenes) synthesis, shown in Scheme 2.1-Scheme 2.3. GRIM polymerization is a 

metathesis polymerization in which a sterically hindered Grignard selectively inserts magnesium 

into the bromine-carbon bond of the dibrominated monomer. Scheme 2.1 shows the substitution 

reaction of the magnesium onto the aromatic thiophene ring; shown in Chapters 6 and 8 are a 

more in-depth discussion of this mechanism.17 Next a sterically hindered catalyst is added and 

selectively reacts with the same location as the t-butyl magnesium chloride; this is shown in 

Scheme 2.2. The result of this steric selectivity is highly uniform, or regioregular, poly(3-

substituted thiophenes). Finally, the reaction can is terminated by, in a typical case, 6 M HCl but 

termination with other compounds can be useful for placing a functional group at the chain end; 

shown in Scheme 2.3.76 This is a common route to the synthesis of block copolymers with a 

polythiophene block; termination typically with ethynyl magnesium bromide and subsequent 

reaction of azide-alkyne at the chain end. 
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Scheme 2.1. Grignard Substitution of magnesium into the bromine-carbon bond of 2,5-dibromo-

3-hexylthiophene by t-butyl magnesium chloride. 

 

 

Scheme 2.2 Intermediate formation during GRIM polymerization upon reaction of 1,3-

bis(diphenylphosphino)propane nickel(II) chloride with the Grignard on the aromatic ring. 

 

 

Scheme 2.3 Termination of intermediate GRIM reagent with 6 M HCl. 

2.4.2- Microstructure of Polythiophenes 

Polymer microstructure can greatly affect polymer material properties. In poly(3-alkylthiophene)’s 

microstructure and repeat unit chemistry affects their light absorbance, solubility, crystallinity, 

thermal transport, and conductivity.11,15–17,21,36,60,62,65,70,75,76 There are several commonly used 

+ 
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substituted polythiophenes including fused ring and traditional 3-alkyl thiophenes. Figure 2.8 

shows unsubstituted polythiophene and some examples of various common polythiophene 

derivatives. As shown in Figure 2.8, the main differences in the structures are the side chains, and 

the functionality of the side chain is limited mostly by the imagination of the researcher involved 

in the synthesis.68 Altering the structure of the single ring polythiophenes is pretty straight forward 

as it only requires modification of the substitution step in the monomer synthesis; discussed further 

in Chapters 6-8. Since alteration of polythiophene microstructure is well understood, a facile 

method for tuning of material properties via small microstructure modifications is 

copolymerization of two or more thiophene derivatives. This capacity is exploited in this 

dissertation as substituent groups are varied to synthesize a plethora of monomers amenable for 

polymerization via GRIM; Chapter 6-8. There are a very wide range of thiophenes and statistical 

copolymers of these thiophenes proves to be an easily accessible way to manipulate the material 

properties of interest. A few examples of these copolymers are shown in Figure 2.9. 
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Figure 2.8 Various polythiophene derivatives a)polythiophene b) poly(3-hexylthiophene) c) 

poly(3-octylthiophene) d) poly(3-(2’-ethyl)hexylthiophene) e) poly(3,4-ethyldioxy thiophene) f) 

poly(quarter thiophene). 

 

 

 

Figure 2.9 Various statistical copolymers a) poly(3-hexylthiophene-co-3-(2'-

ethyl)hexylthiophene), b) poly(3-hexylthiophene-co-thiophene), and c) poly(3,4-carboxylic acid 

thiophene-co-thiophene). 
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Subtle changes in polymer microstructure yields polymers with a wide variety of properties. A 

prime example of this behavior for substituted polythiophenes are poly(3-hexylthiophene-co-3-

(2'-ethyl)hexylthiophene) copolymers synthesized by Ho et al.11 They synthesized a range of 

statistical copolymers of varying molecular composition and examine thermal and optoelectronic 

properties.11 A near linear trend is observed in melting temperature from one homopolymer to the 

other; poly(3-hexylthiophene) melts at 228 °C and poly(3-(2'-ethyl)hexylthiophene) melts at 76 

°C while their statistical range of copolymers all melt between the two copolymers.11 While this 

may seem somewhat intuitive that the melting temperature and other various properties should 

shift from one homopolymers to the other throughout the statistical range, this is atypical behavior 

for semicrystalline polymers. Further reinforcing this atypical behavior, they also observed a 

similar trend in the optical properties of these various copolymers. Wherein the crystal structure 

assumes that of the majority constituent and two distinct domains are observed. Factors such as 

monomer asymmetry, crystallization rate, and solubility can affect the evaluation and 

characterization of these critical properties. By making use of the inherent chemical nature of 

various side chain substituents and copolymerizing various derivatives, properties and 

combinations of properties can be realized to further push the limits of polymer science. Statistical 

copolymers of polythiophene and its synonymous 3-substituted derivatives and their resulting 

material properties is a primary topic of this dissertation.  

2.5- Modernization of Polymer Characterization 

One other critical facet of copolymer chemistry is accurate characterization of copolymer 

backbone composition. In recent years, research groups have been opting to utilize in-house 

characterization equipment for a wide variety of reasons including shortened synthesis-to-property 

loops, tighter control of characterization techniques, cost-friendly experiments, and a larger 
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volume of experiments. There are many examples here at Auburn, as a few of the groups have in-

house capabilities that only a few years ago were fairly inaccessible; for example, there is X-Ray 

diffraction, a compact mass-spectrometry setup, and our benchtop NMR spectrometer.  

Benchtop/low-field nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy (LFNMR) has been used in an 

increasing manner over the last decade as instrument manufacturers move to producing more of 

these products with an ever-increasing number of capabilities. This trend is especially true for 

small molecule chemistry labs, as the instruments are often advertised as being specially made for 

those types of systems. However, some polymer-based materials have begun to make headway in 

the realm of benchtop NMR spectroscopy.80–85 Typical benchtop NMR spectrometers operate at 

much lower field strengths and employ permanent magnets, in contrast to their high-field 

counterparts that require cryogenic fluids to cool superconducting magnetic coils. Additionally, 

low-field NMR spectrometers require significantly less floor space and do not require dedicated 

personnel for maintenance. Benchtop and low-field will be used interchangeably to discuss 

spectrometers/spectroscopy performed using magnetic fields with a strength of 1.6 T or less and 

no cryogenic cooling fluid. Benchtop NMR spectroscopy provides convenient, accessible 

characterization of chemical materials but at a cost to instrumental sensitivity.  

For polymers, 1H NMR spectroscopy is typically used for characterization of a variety of important 

properties such as absolute molecular weight, copolymer composition, polymerization reaction 

kinetics, polymer-backbone stereochemistry, and routine intermediate reagent synthesis 

characterization. There are a seemingly infinite number of studies that utilize these various 

functions of NMR spectroscopy for polymers or polymer-like compounds (lignins, 

proteins/peptides, etc.), but the majority of these studies utilize the aforementioned high-field 

spectrometers. Only recently has the application of LFNMR become an accepted method for the 
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characterization of polymer systems.80–83,86 However, even though high-field NMR spectroscopy 

has its own heuristics and field-accepted methodology, the field of LFNMR with regards to 

polymers and other macromolecules is somewhat lacking synonymous principles and 

guidelines.80–83,86 

In this document, I will discuss low-field NMR spectroscopy as it applies to the field of polymer 

science. In Chapters 4 and 5 demonstrate/benchmark the ability of a Pulsar 60 MHz 1H NMR 

spectrometer to produce data that reasonably matches high-field spectrometer results. I will discuss 

the application of LFNMR to analyze a plethora of polymer systems including polymer blends, 

polymer block copolymers, statistical copolymers, and polymer synthesis intermediates.  
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Chapter  3 -  Experimental Methods 

3.1- Polythiophenes 

3.1.1- Materials  

All chemicals were used as received unless otherwise specified. 3-hexylthiophene, 1,3-

bis(diphenylphosphino)propane nickel(II) chloride, sodium methoxide, and tert-butyl magnesium 

chloride were obtained from TCI America. 3-bromothiophene was obtained from Acros Organics. 

Hydrochloric acid, tetrahydrofuran, methanol, chloroform, petroleum ether, and ethyl ether were 

obtained from BDH. Sodium thiosulfate was obtained from Amresco. Sodium chloride was 

obtained from Sigma Aldrich. Magnesium sulfate was obtained from Fisher Scientific. N-

bromosuccinnimide was obtained from EMD Millipore. Tetrahydrofuran (THF) was degassed via 

freeze-pump-thaw, purified in a stille with sodium-benzophenone and collected in a flame-dried, 

air-free flask via vacuum distillation prior to use. 12 M HCl was diluted to 6 M HCl with Type 1 

deionized water from a Labconco Water Pro BT. 

3.1.2- Synthetic Methods 

Synthesis of 2,5-dibromo-3-hexylthiophene (DB3HT). N-bromosuccinimide (NBS, 30.1 g, 0.17 

mol) was added to 3-hexylthiophene (3HT, 10 mL, 0.056 mol) in purified THF (110 mL, 1.36 

mol). The reaction was allowed to proceed overnight under nitrogen at room temperature. The 

reaction was quenched with 10 wt% sodium thiosulfate in water (120 mL, 6.65 mol) and stirred 

for one hour with an equal volume of ethyl ether (120 mL, 1.15 mol) to extract the product. The 

organic phase was extracted using a separatory funnel, washed with 10 wt% potassium hydroxide 

(125 mL, 6.93 mol) in water and 10 wt% NaCl in water (125 mL, 6.93 mol). The extracted product 

was dried with MgSO4, and concentrated via rotary evaporation. The product was purified by 

column chromatography (eluent hexane) followed by rotary evaporation and vacuum distillation. 

The product, 2,5-dibromo-3-hexylthiophene (DB3HT) was verified by 1H NMR spectroscopy with 
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a 60 MHz Oxford Pulsar NMR spectrometer. NMR samples were prepared with 1-5 drops of 

monomer in 1 mL of CDCl3 and 1-3 drops of tetramethylsilane (TMS).  

Synthesis of Poly(3-hexylthiophene-co-thiophene). The general procedure followed the GRIM 

method outlined by McCullough et al.1,2Anhydrous THF (100 mL, 1.23 mol), 2,5-dibromo-3-

hexylthiophene (DB3HT, 4.924 g, 0.015 mol), 2,5-dibromothiophene (DBT, 0.1771 g, 0.00073 

mol) were added to an oven-dried, vacuumed 3-neck 250 mL round bottom flask equipped with a 

condenser, and either an addition funnel with a septum or with two septa. Tert-butyl magnesium 

chloride 2 M in diethyl ether (tert-butyl MgCl, 7.67 mL, 0.015 mol) was added via cannula transfer 

to the addition funnel. After the addition of the tert-butyl MgCl, the reaction flask was vented to 

nitrogen and heated to 75-80 °C. The reaction was carried out for approximately 90 minutes; after 

the 90 minutes, the reaction flask was cooled to room temperature. Once the flask was 

appropriately cooled, Ni(dppp)Cl2 (100 mg, 0.19 mmol) was added to the reaction flask by 

removing the septum on the unoccupied neck and adding the catalyst quickly in one shot. After 

the catalyst was added, the solution turned a deep red color for the remainder of the reaction, the 

reaction was allowed to proceed for 45 minutes at room temperature; the reaction was quenched 

with 6 M HCl (2.5 mL, 0.015 mol) and after the bubbling finished the reaction mixture was dumped 

into methanol (MeOH, 250 mL, 6.17 mol) to crystallize the polymer. The solution was allowed to 

sit overnight to allow for sufficient crystallization of the product. Once the crystallization was 

finished, the solution was filtered, and the filter paper was inserted into a Soxhlet apparatus. MeOH 

(350 mL, 8.64 mol) was ran through the Soxhlet followed by hexane (350 mL, 2.68 mol) and 

chloroform (350 mL, 4.37 mol). Finally, the product was heated to 40 °C for 2-4 hours and left to 

dry under vacuum overnight. A synonymous procedure was also utilized to synthesize poly(3-

hexylthiophene-co-3-methoxythiophene). 
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For compositional drift analyses described in Chapter 8, 1 mL aliquots were collected and placed 

into scintillation vials containing 4 mL of MeOH and 1-2 drops of 6M HCl. Polymer at each time 

point was allowed to precipitate. The precipitated polymer was then filtered and subsequently 

rinsed with MeOH until the collected MeOH ran clear; this is to remove the Grignard salts but 

leave all polymer. Collected polymers were then weighed and prepared for NMR spectroscopy 

and gel-permeation chromatography as described in Section 3.1.3. 

3.1.3- Characterization Methods 

Macromolecular Characterization. The composition and regioregularity of synthesized 

thiophene copolymers synthesized in Chapters 6 and 7 were determined using either a Bruker 600 

MHz NMR spectrometer or a Bruker 400 MHz NMR spectrometer. For aliquot-based polymer 

synthesis detailed in Chapter 8, all spectra were collected on a 500 MHz Bruker NMR 

spectrometer. NMR spectroscopy samples were prepared with 15-20 mg/mL of polymer in 

deuterated chloroform (CDCl3). Molar compositions of P3HT-co-T copolymers were determined 

using 1H NMR spectroscopy via the aromatic (δ, 6.96-7.20 ppm) and aliphatic (δ, 2.5-3.04 ppm) 

regions of the 1H NMR spectrum. P3HT was used as the basis for the integration limits for the 

subsequent synthesized copolymers; 6.96-7.02 ppm for the aromatic 3-hexylthiophene proton and 

7.03-7.20 ppm for the unsubstituted thiophene aromatic protons. Polymer chain regioregularity 

was calculated using the α-carbon proton region of the 1H NMR spectrum through the peak 

attributed to regioregular (δ, 2.8 ppm) and non-regioregular (δ, 2.6 ppm) sequences.3,4 Dispersity 

and polystyrene-equivalent molecular weight of the synthesized polymers were determined using 

gel-permeation chromatography on a Viscotek GPC setup with VE 7510 degasser, VE 1122 

solvent delivery system, VE 3580 RI Detector, and a 270 dual detector. Samples were prepared by 
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dissolving 5-10 mg of polymer in THF extracted from the mobile phase source for the GPC 

instrument to make 1 mg/mL solutions.  

Thermal Characterization. Melting temperatures and heats of fusion were determined using a 

TA Instruments Q20 differential scanning calorimeter. Approximately10 mg of each sample was 

weighed and hermetically sealed in an aluminum pan. All samples were ramped to 200 °C (with 

the exception of P3HT, which was ramped to 250 °C) and then subsequently cooled to 0 °C before 

allowing to crystallize for 15 hours to allow for sufficient crystallization. Following crystallization, 

the samples were ramped to 200 °C (250 °C for P3HT) at a rate of 10 °C/min. 

Optoelectronic Characterization. The absorbance and theoretical band gap were determined 

using a Cary 60 UV/Vis spectrophotometer. 10 drops of chlorobenzene with 1 wt % polymer was 

spin cast onto VWR micro cover glass slides (Cat. No. 48368 085 Lot 16943) at a rate of 1500 

rpm for 120 seconds. Following spin coating, the films were annealed at 20 °C below their melting 

temperatures (as determined by DSC) and subsequently allowed to crystallize at 6 °C for 72 hours.   

The polymer-coated slides were subjected to UV/Vis spectrophotometry and the results were 

analyzed using the Spano Model to obtain the theoretical band gaps and other key optoelectronic 

properties.3,5 

Electronic Characterization. Cyclic voltammetry and four-point probe resistometry were used 

to determine the electronic behavior of all synthesized polythiophene copolymers. Polymers were 

solvated in toluene to 4 mg/mL and then passed through a syringe filter before spray coating. Room 

temperature, filtered solutions were spray coated onto substrates preheated to ~100 °C and at a at 

nozzle outlet pressure of 20 psi; substrates for CV were indium tin oxide-coated glass and standard 

microscope slides for four-point probe. Scattered white light interferometry was used to estimate 

film thickness of the four-point probe samples; surface roughness was taken as film thickness. 
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Crystal Structure Characterization. Samples were prepared by melt pressing polymer between 

two Kapton® sheets at 20 °C above melting temperature (as determined by DSC) and allowed to 

quiescently cool and were stored at room temperature (19-23 °C). Wide-angle X-ray scattering 

was performed on a Panalytical X-ray diffractometer scanning from 2-20 2θ at a step size of 0.013 

degrees and dwell time of 60 seconds. 

3.2-PEOD/DGEBA Copolymer Chemistries 

3.2.1- Materials  

All chemicals were used as received unless otherwise specified. Bisphenol a diglycidyl ether 

(DGEBA) was purchased from Alfa Aesar. Poly(ethylene glycol) (400) diglycidyl ether (PEOD) 

was purchased from Sigma Aldrich. Pentaerythritol tetra(3-mercaptopropionate) (4SH) was 

purchased from TCI America. 4-(dimethylamino)pyridine (DMAP) was purchased from EMD 

Millipore. All chemicals were used as received. 

3.2.2- Synthesis Methods and Sample Preparation 

Sample Preparation. Two systems were investigated with varied relative amounts of PEOD and 

DGEBA denoted as 10P for 10 mole % PEOD (90 mole % DGEBA) and 40P for 40 mole % PEOD 

(60 mole % DGEBA). Requisite quantities of DGEBA (10P: 3.16 g, 9.28 mmol) and PEOD (10P: 

0.50 g, 1.25 mmol) were successively added to a scintillation vial. In a separate scintillation vial, 

DMAP (0.06 g, 0.49 mmol) and 4SH (2.35 g, 4.81 mmol) were mixed and agitated via manual 

stirring with a spatula until DMAP dissolves. It should be noted that the molar ratio of DMAP to 

reactants was kept constant but DMAP is observably less soluble in DGEBA and therefore did not 

fully solvate in systems with relatively high DGEBA content. Following solvation of DMAP in 

4SH, the solution was quickly added to the PEOD/DGEBA mixture. The reaction media was 

vigorously stirred until a homogeneous mixture was observed. A sample of the mixture (~10 mg) 

was the transferred to a pre-weighed TA Tzero DSC pan. The pan was quickly capped and 
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quenched in liquid nitrogen to halt the reaction. Following liquid nitrogen quenching, the pan was 

reweighed and placed into the DSC (TA Instruments DSC Q20) for the appropriate experiment. 

Bulk solid films of the polymer systems were also synthesized between two glass plates (6”x6”) 

separated by a Viton rubber spacer. PEOD, DGEBA, 4SH, and DMAP were weighed and mixed 

in a similar fashion to the aforementioned DSC preparation. Following mixing of the reaction 

media, the uncured mixture was quickly poured into the Viton spacer-glass plate setup (the gap 

between the plates was oriented vertically). 

3.2.3- Cure Kinetics via Differential Scanning Calorimetry 

Isothermal Cure Kinetics. A typical isothermal curing experiment consisted of the 

aforementioned sample preparation followed by a thermal sequence in which the DSC cell was 

held at a desired temperature (19, 25, 45, and 55 °C). Prior to the placement of the sample pan into 

the DSC, the DSC was equilibrated at the desired isothermal temperature to eliminate any 

equilibration effects. For the first run at each temperature, this hold was at least five hours to allow 

for determination of total cure time at a given temperature. The hold times of successive replicates 

at each temperature were shortened based on the first run kinetics. Following isothermal curing, 

the sample was (at 10 °C /min) cooled to -50 °C and then heated to 100 °C to allow for the 

extraction of the residual heat of reaction, if any. 

Non-isothermal Cure Kinetics. Following the sample preparation procedure mentioned above, 

the sample was subjected to non-isothermal cure conditions. Prior to the placement of the sample 

pan into the DSC, the DSC was equilibrated at 40 °C. The sample was then heated at different 

rates (1, 3, 5, and 7 °C/min). 
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3.2.4- Material Characterization Methods 

Rheology. An AR-G2 TA Universal Rheometer with parallel plate geometry (40 mm steel plate) 

was used to measure the viscosity of initial monomer mixtures (excluding the cross-linking agent 

and catalyst) at varied shear rates and composition. Steady-state flow tests were performed at 25 

ºC within 1- 150 s-1 shear rates. 

Dynamic Mechanical Analysis. Dynamic mechanical analysis (DMA) was performed using a TA 

Instruments RSA 3 dynamic mechanical analyzer in temperature sweep mode. Samples were cut 

into rectangular fractions and stored in scintillation vials. The DMA experiment was performed 

from -50 °C to 50 °C at a ramp rate of 5-10 °C/min. The tan delta damping factor was extracted 

from the resulting DMA plots and were used to compare the glass transition temperature (Tg) of 

the polymer systems; Tg was taken as the tan delta curve apex temperature. The polymer samples 

were aged in scintillation vials in air, acidified brine (pH 3.0), and basic brine (pH 10.0) for varying 

lengths of time. 

3.3- Polyolefins for 60 MHz NMR Spectrometer Benchmarking 

3.3.1- Materials 

All chemicals were used as received unless otherwise specified. Styrene, cyclohexane, deuterated 

chloroform, and tetramethylsilane (TMS) were purchased from EMD Millipore Corporation. 

Isoprene was obtained from Acros Organics. Triethylamine, polystyrene-b-polyisoprene-b-

polystyrene (SIS) symmetric triblock copolymer (catalog # 432415), polystyrene-b-

polybutadiene-b-polystyrene (SBS) (catalog # 43249-0), sec-Butyllithium and 2,2’-azobis(2-

methylpropionitrile) were used as received from Sigma Aldrich. 1,1 diphenylethylene, n-

butyllithium and inhibitor removal column resin (catalog # 42489) were procured from Alfa Aesar. 

Methanol and chloroform were obtained from VWR International and tert-butyllithium was 

received from TCI America. Cyclohexane was stirred over diphenylhexyllithium (adduct of sec-
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butyllithium and 1,1-diphenylethylene), degassed via freeze-pump-thaw (FPT) cycles, and 

vacuum transferred prior to use. Isoprene was stirred over n-butyllithium, degassed via FPT, and 

vacuum transferred prior to use. Caution! sec-butyllithium and n-butyllithium are pyrophoric and 

moisture-sensitive materials and should be handled with appropriate care. Styrene and methyl 

methacrylate were passed through the inhibitor removal column and degassed by FPT cycles prior 

to use. Methanol, for terminating the anionic polymerization of isoprene, was degassed via FPT 

cycles prior to use.  

3.3.2- Polyisoprene, Polystyrene, and Poly(methyl methacrylate) Polymerization 

All reactors were flamed out under vacuum. tert-butyllithium initiated anionic polymerization of 

isoprene was performed at 60 °C. Caution! tert-butyllithium is a pyrophoric and moisture-sensitive 

material and should be handled with appropriate care. Cyclohexane, isoprene and tert-

butyllithium were charged to a reactor in a nitrogen-filled glovebox prior to removal and heating 

to 60 °C by submersion in a temperature-controlled water bath. Upon completion the 

polymerization was terminated with degassed methanol. Polystyrene (PS) and poly(methyl 

methacrylate) (PMMA) were synthesized by free radical polymerization at 70 °C, neat, using 2,2’-

azobis(2-methylpropionitrile) (AIBN) as the initiator. AIBN and monomer were charged to a 

reactor in a nitrogen-filled glovebox prior to removal and heating to 60 °C by submersion in a 

temperature-controlled water bath. Upon completion the polymerizations were removed from the 

water bath, precipitated in methanol and the product collected and dried in vacuo. 
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3.3.3 – Instrumentation and Characterization Methods 

Two NMR spectrometers were primarily used in this study to obtain 1H NMR spectra. Spectra at 

400 MHz (9.4 T) were collected on a Bruker Avance 400 spectrometer and spectra at 60 MHz (1.4 

T) were collected on an Oxford Instruments Pulsar 60 MHz spectrometer. The spectrum at 250 

MHz shown in Figure 1 was collected on a Bruker Avance II 250 MHz spectrometer. High-field 

NMR spectroscopy was performed on a Bruker 400 MHz Avance400 NMR spectrometer. Low-

field NMR spectroscopy was performed on an Oxford Pulsar 60 MHz NMR spectrometer.  

All NMR samples were prepared in Wilmad high-throughput class B NMR tubes (8” length, 5 mm 

outer diameter, 4 mm inner diameter). NMR spectroscopy samples were prepared by metering a 

desired quantity of polyisoprene into a scintillation vial and adding the appropriate amount of 

CHCl3 or CDCl3 to prepare solutions with target concentrations of 1, 10, 25, and 50 mg/mL for 

low-field spectroscopy and 50 mg/mL for high-field spectroscopy. It should be noted that due to 

the presence of 13C satellite peaks from CHCl3, CH/TEA-synthesized polyisoprene samples were 

prepared only in CDCl3 to prevent overlap of these satellite peaks with the vinyl polyisoprene 

peaks.  

3.3.4- NMR Spectral Analysis 

Unless otherwise specified, all spectra were simply auto-phased and auto-baselined following 

Fourier-transformation of the FID to prevent overworking of the acquired data and to emulate 

typical high-field processing procedures. All spectra were shifted in order to position the non-

deuterated chloroform peak at 7.26 ppm (relative to TMS standard peak at 0 ppm). Some of the 

spectra required that the baseline be manually selected as the software read the baseline well above 

the spectral line, in which case the baseline was selected by placing two points on either side of 

the area of interest. For polyisoprenes synthesized in neat cyclohexane, the backbone 1,4-
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polyisoprene allylic (-CH=) peak was integrated from 4.93-5.33 ppm and the 3,4-polyisoprene 

terminal allyl (=CH2) peak was integrated from 4.59-4.83 ppm. Polyisoprenes synthesized in 

cyclohexane/triethylamine mixtures were integrated as follows: 3,4-polyisoprene terminal allyl 

(=CH2) peak from 4.47-4.87 ppm, 1,2-polyisoprene terminal allyl (=CH2) from 5.44-5.61 ppm, 

and a peak containing both 1,2-polyisoprene (-CH=) and 1,4-polyisoprene (-CH=) from 4.90-5.34 

ppm. Note, presence of the 1,2-polyisoprene peak at 5.4-6.0 ppm is indicative of the need to 

account for this isomer.6,7 
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Chapter  4 -  Critical Factors Impacting Signal-to-Noise Ratio and Experimental Time in 

Low-Field NMR Spectroscopy 

Reproduced in part with permission from Jung Min Kim, Vinita V. Shinde, and Bryan S. 

Beckingham.  

(Invited Special Issue) Reproduced by permission of Magnetic Resonance in Chemistry: 

        Minkler Jr, Michael J., Jung Min Kim, Vinita V. Shinde, and Bryan S. Beckingham. “Low-Field 

1H NMR Spectroscopy: Factors Impacting Signal-to-Noise Ratio and Experimental Time in the 

Context of Mixed Microstructure Polyisoprenes.” Magnetic Resonance in Chemistry, April 7, 

2020. https://doi.org/10.1002/mrc.5022. 

 

4.1- Introduction 

Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy of polymeric systems has almost exclusively 

been performed on NMR spectrometers identified as 300 MHz or higher (at least since their 

inception).1–9 This is due to their high sensitivity, repeatable experiments, and ability to produce 

distinguishable peaks in spectra of systems with many chemically similar protons. However, these 

high-field instruments often have very high capital and operating costs associated with them. 

Specially-trained, dedicated personnel are required to operate these instruments as they are very 

sensitive to their environments and require daily maintenance to prevent mishaps such as 

quenching of the superconductive magnetic coils. Modern day high-field NMR spectrometers 

require cryogenic fluids such as helium to remain operational.10 This fact is problematic as recently 

prices of cryogenics like helium have begun to increase due to shortages. In addition to the high 

capital and operating costs, high field spectrometers also require significant square footage and 

room ventilation as the magnets themselves are relatively large in size and require ample space 

around them to prevent harm from potential stray magnetic fields and the potential of an 

unexpected magnet quenching event. The final drawback of these instruments is that they require 

the researcher to either send in a sample or commute to a centralized location of the high-field 

magnet. This places the NMR tube and the contained sample in conditions outside of the 
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environment in which it was prepared, placing it under additional risk (for example heat or UV 

exposure) and consuming time that could be utilized for other critical laboratory operations.  

More recently, low-field NMR spectrometers have begun to make a comeback as a viable means 

to analyze complex systems.11–18 Earlier versions of NMR spectrometers are what we now identify 

as low-field NMR spectrometers, and differ mainly via their mode of operation and lack of digital 

analysis equipment. Given the advances in modern technology, current-day low-field NMR 

spectrometers operate more analogous to high-field spectrometers by pulsing magnetic waves 

through a sample rather than a singular continuous pulse. This repeated excitation and relaxation 

enhances the obtained signal and improves the overall sensitivity of low-field spectrometers. 

Operationally, low-field spectrometers have a few advantages over their high-field counterparts 

such as no required cryogenic cooling, relatively small lab footprint, ability (typically) to use non-

deuterated solvents, and overall more accessible usage. Arguably the largest advantage of low-

field spectrometers is their potential accessibility within research laboratories as this can save 

enormous amounts of time. This proximity also allows for sample characterization to remain in-

house; effectively eliminating large queue times and allowing researchers to more easily maintain 

sample possession. However, due to the lower field strength low-field spectrometers are not as 

sensitive as high-field spectrometers. This stigma has limited the viability of low-field NMR 

spectrometers in both academia and industry as researchers strive to obtain the best quality data 

possible. But when used under the correct operating conditions, they can provide data that is 

comparable to that of high-field instruments.16,18,19   

Many factors, both instrumental- and sample-based, impact the spectral data quality obtained from 

an NMR spectroscopy experiment.20,21 The instrumental parameters chosen for a given 

experiment—including spectral width, relaxation delay, the number of data points per scan, and 
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number of scans per experiment—directly affect the resulting spectrum. Given the lack of 

necessity for dedicated personnel, the effects of these parameters can remain somewhat obscure to 

a person new to the field of NMR spectroscopy trying to obtain high quality spectra from a low-

field spectrometer. Further compounding this problem, sample preparation and the type of sample 

also directly impact the resulting spectra. For instance, the sample concentration, chosen solvent, 

and polymer molecular weight all directly affect the NMR spectra of a polymer.20,21 Lastly, after 

a successful NMR spectroscopy experiment, the researcher still must process the data in a facile 

and repeatable manner without over-manipulating the spectra and skewing the results; an 

unfortunate drawback to the ease of digital data processing. 

In this work we aim to examine the impact of instrumental parameters and sample characteristics 

on signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), experimental time, and extracted polymer composition of mixed 

microstructure polyisoprenes using a 60 MHz low-field NMR spectrometer. We chose 

polyisoprene as our polymer of interest due to its complicated microstructure (three distinct 

polymer repeat units) and its importance as a commercial polymer. Here, we investigate the impact 

of four instrumental parameters (spectral width, number of data points per scan, relaxation delay, 

and number of scans per run) and two sample characteristics (polymer concentration and molecular 

weight) and examine the resulting spectral quality using extracted signal-to-noise ratio and 

polyisoprene microstructure in comparison with results from a high-field (400 MHz) spectrometer.  

4.2 - Experimental Methods 

Materials. All chemicals were used as received unless otherwise specified. Cyclohexane, 

deuterated chloroform, and tetramethylsilane (TMS) were purchased from EMD Millipore. 

Isoprene was obtained from Acros Organics. Triethylamine (TEA), n-butyllithium, and 1,1-

diphenylethylene were purchased from Alfa Aesar. Methanol and chloroform were obtained from 
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VWR International and tert-butyllithium was received from TCI America. Caution! tert-

butyllithium and n-butyllithium are pyrophoric and moisture-sensitive materials and should be 

handled with appropriate care. Cyclohexane and triethylamine were stirred over 

diphenylhexyllithium (adduct of n-butyllithium and 1,1-diphenylethylene), degassed via freeze–

pump–thaw (FPT) cycles, and vacuum transferred prior to use. Isoprene was stirred over n-

butyllithium, degassed via FPT, and vacuum transferred prior to use. Methanol was degassed via 

FPT cycles prior to use. 

Synthesis of Polyisoprenes. All reaction vessels were flamed out under vacuum prior to use. Tert-

Butyllithium initiated anionic polymerization of isoprene was performed at room temperature over 

20 hours to achieve >99.9% conversion.[22] Cyclohexane (100 mL, 0.92 mols), isoprene (10 g, 0.15 

mols), and tert-butyllithium (0.73 mL, 0.0014 mols) were charged to a reactor and polymerized in 

a nitrogen-filled glovebox. Caution! tert-butyllithium is pyrophoric and moisture-sensitive 

materials and should be handled with appropriate care. The polymerization was terminated by 

addition of degassed methanol and recovered by precipitation into methanol. An analogous 

procedure was followed for anionic polymerization of isoprene in a 50/50 vol/vol mixture of 

cyclohexane/TEA. 

Molecular Characterization. Gel permeation chromatography (GPC) was conducted using a 

Malvern Omnisec Resolve tetradetection system with THF as the mobile phase, and calibrated 

with narrow-distribution polystyrene standards. The apparent “polystyrene-equivalent” molecular 

weight obtained by GPC was converted to absolute molecular weight by correcting for the 

differences in hydrodynamic volume between polystyrene and polyisoprene.22,23 The results from 

GPC can be found in Figure 4.13.  
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NMR Sample Preparation and Analysis. High-field NMR spectroscopy was performed on a 

Bruker 400 MHz Avance400 NMR spectrometer. Low-field NMR spectroscopy was performed 

on an Oxford Pulsar 60 MHz NMR spectrometer. All NMR samples were prepared in Wilmad 

high-throughput class B NMR tubes (8” length, 5 mm outer diameter, 4 mm inner diameter). NMR 

spectroscopy samples were prepared by metering a desired quantity of polyisoprene into a 

scintillation vial and adding the appropriate amount of CHCl3 (for low-field) or CDCl3 (for high-

field) to prepare solutions with target concentrations of 1, 10, 25, and 50 mg/mL for low-field 

spectroscopy and 50 mg/mL for high-field spectroscopy. It should be noted that due to the presence 

of 13C satellite peaks from CHCl3, TEA-synthesized polyisoprene samples were prepared in CDCl3 

to prevent overlap of these satellite peaks with the vinyl polyisoprene peaks.  

Unless otherwise specified, all spectra were simply auto-phased and auto-baselined following 

Fourier-transformation of the FID to prevent overworking of the acquired data and to emulate 

typical high-field processing procedures. All spectra were shifted in order to position the non-

deuterated chloroform peak at 7.26 ppm (relative to TMS standard peak at 0 ppm). Some of the 

spectra required that the baseline be manually selected as the software read the baseline well above 

the spectral line, in which case the baseline was selected by placing two points on either side of 

the area of interest. For polyisoprenes synthesized in neat cyclohexane, the backbone 1,4-

polyisoprene allylic (-CH=) peak was integrated from 4.93-5.33 ppm and the 3,4-polyisoprene 

terminal allyl (=CH2) peak was integrated from 4.59-4.83 ppm. Polyisoprenes synthesized in 

cyclohexane/triethylamine mixtures were integrated as follows: 3,4-polyisoprene terminal allyl 

(=CH2) peak from 4.47-4.87 ppm, 1,2-polyisoprene terminal allyl (=CH2) from 5.44-5.61 ppm, 

and a peak containing both 1,2-polyisoprene (-CH=) and 1,4-polyisoprene (-CH=) from 4.90-5.34 
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ppm. Note, presence of the 1,2-polyisoprene peak at 5.4-6.0 ppm is indicative of the need to 

account for this isomer.22,23 

4.3- Results and Discussion  

In order to examine the impact of instrumental and sample parameters on the quality of low-field 

NMR spectra, we chose to utilize polyisoprene as our polymer of interest. Depending on the mode 

of addition as repeat units are incorporated into the growing polymer chain, three distinct 

polyisoprene repeat units (Figure 1) are formed; 1,4-, 1,2- and 3,4-polyisoprene, so named for the 

isoprene carbon positions that covalently link the repeat unit to the polymer chain. Here, we 

synthesize two sets of polyisoprenes using alkyllithium-initiated anionic polymerization where the 

solvent environment was altered to produce polyisoprenes with two different microstructures 

(relative fraction of addition modes). Three polyisoprenes of varied molecular weight (14.3 

kg/mol, 29.3 kg/mol, and 35.1 kg/mol) were synthesized in neat cyclohexane (referred to herein 

as PICH’s) and as such has a majority 1,4-addition and no 1,2-addition content.22,23 Three 

polyisoprenes of varied molecular weight (11.2 kg/mol, 26.0 kg/mol, and 42.9 kg/mol) were 

synthesized in a 50/50 mixture of TEA/cyclohexane resulting in a higher vinyl content with nearly 

equimolar 1,4-addition and 3,4-addition and a small amount of 1,2-addition.22 Three molecular 

weights of each type of polyisoprene were synthesized to investigate the effects of polymer 

molecular weight on the acquired spectral data. One of the synthesized polyisoprenes (29.3 kg/mol 

PICH) was subjected to a variety of experiments to determine the effects of the instrumental 

parameters on the resulting spectral data quality and accuracy.  

4.3.1-Impact of Instrumental Parameters  

One advantage of low-field NMR spectrometers is their ability to utilize a “soft-lock” which uses 

advanced software algorithms to prevent spectral drift over a series of scans. This soft-lock enables 
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non-deuterated solvents to be utilized for data analysis. This is advantageous as it eliminates the 

need for the comparably much more expensive deuterated solvents but it also enables direct 

tracking of reaction progress without sample manipulation; change in concentrations by addition 

of solvent or additives. Additionally, for reaction monitoring the presence of a large solvent peak 

of known shift can be used as the reference peak; eliminating the need for the addition of an 

additive such as tetramethylsilane (TMS). Note, chemical shifts (δ, Equation 4.1) are determined 

based on the frequency (𝑣i) of the spectrometer, sample and an arbitrary reference (typically TMS). 

    (4.1) 

For instance, the spectrum in Figure 4.1 is shifted based on the peak furthest downfield as this 

peak is attributed to chloroform and thereby shifted to its known ‘standard’ location (7.26 ppm) 

relative to TMS having a chemical shift of zero.  

A successful NMR spectroscopy experiment typically involves a lot of “behind-the-scenes” setup 

on the part of the computer and instrument. This is especially true for high-field spectrometers, 

where many parameters are automatically manipulated or often buried within lines of standard 

code utilized by a user as outlined in a run procedure at a central instrumental facility. In the case 

of low-field spectrometers, like the Oxford Pulsar 60 MHz NMR spectrometer used here, the 

instrument software (Spinflow 2.3.0) is graphics-based and many of the instrumental parameters 

are visually presented to the operator; parameters shown in Table 4.1. Even an experiment as 

simple as a 1-dimensional (1D), free-induction decay (FID) 1H NMR experiment involves the use 

of at least nine parameters; of which five are typically operator-adjusted. The other four parameters 

can be adjusted if desired, however these are set by the routine shimming and calibration routines 

and user-adjustment outside these routines is imprudent. Here, we are interested in the impact of 
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four of the five adjustable settings: spectral width (referred to as Filter in Spinflow 2.3.0, 

corresponding to the total window of observed frequency in Hz), number of scans (n), relaxation 

delay (RD, time between scans), and the number of points per scan (NP). Depending on their 

selected values, these four parameters can dramatically affect the resulting NMR spectra. The 

signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is both a critical and an easy to understand characteristic used to 

describe the quality of an NMR spectra. The SNR (Equation 4.2) is governed by the magnetic field 

strength (B0, in Tesla), the number of scans (n), and the number of spins (N) which is related to the 

sample concentration.20,21 

     (4.2) 

As the SNR is a useful quantitative metric for spectral quality, we calculate the SNR for a series 

of 1H NMR spectra of the 29.3 kg/mol PICH at a concentration of 50 mg/mL. We perform an array 

of experiments independently varying one parameter around a base case 65536 points per scan, 

5000 Hz spectral width, and 1 second relaxation delay. We then extract the experimental time and 

SNR for each experiment with varied number of points per scan, spectral width, and relaxation 

time (Figure 2a-c). Note that experimental time refers to the total experimental time in the 

spectrometer for all scans while the relaxation delay refers to the time between sequential scans. 

For instance, the experimental time (ET) is related to the acquisition time (AT)—where ET = AT * 

n)—which is a function of both the spectral width (SW), number of points per scan (NP), and 

correspondingly the signal resolution (R) as described by Equation 4.3.20 Conversely, relaxation 

delay is itself an instrumental parameter of the instrument that can be directly set by the user. 

While SNR and spectral resolution (R) are related, they are distinct concepts. SNR is a measured 

result of a spectra that can vary due to numerous experimental parameters whereas spectral 
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resolution is describing the density of data points and is dictated by the selected parameters 

(Equation 4.3). Examining the SNRs and experimental times in Figure 4.2, a couple of trends 

emerge concerning the tradeoff between these two experimental considerations. Experimental 

time, as expected from Equation 4.3, increases with increasing number of points per scan (Figure 

4.2a) and decreases with increasing spectral width (Figure 4.2b). Experimental time also increases 

with increasing relaxation delay as the relaxation delay increases the time required for each scan 

sequence. Due to the interconnected nature of the parameters discussed in this work clear, distinct 

trends in SNR are somewhat absent and prevent the use of a parametric grid to demonstrate the 

effects of the selected experimental variables. However, we do observe consistently improved 

SNR for larger spectral width as expected; as spectral width is directly proportional to spectral 

resolution (R, in Equation 4.3). Additionally, a higher SNR is achieved for lower relaxation delay 

as the polyisoprene relaxation times are much shorter than that of chloroform, allowing for 

enhanced signal recovery. We also observe a decrease in SNR at high number of points per scan 

(Figure 4.2a), likely due to the higher data point density capturing a higher fraction of the low-

probability, high-amplitude noise and acquiring noise for longer time after the polymer 

relaxation.20,24  
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Figure 4.1 Polyisoprene structure and 1H NMR spectrum shifted based on the CHCl3 peak position 

(7.26 ppm) relative to a TMS reference shift at zero. 

 

Table 4.1 List of common parameters available in NMR spectroscopy. 

Name Abbreviation User Tunable 

Spectral Width SW X 

Number of Scans n X 

Spectrometer Offset Frequency [Hz] O1 X 

90 Degree Pulse Length [𝛍s] P90  

Relaxation Delay [seconds] RD X 

Receiver Attenuation [dB] RGA  

Number of Points Per Scan NP X 

Transmit Pulse Amplitude RFA0  

Spectrometer Base Frequency [MHz] SF  
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Figure 4.2 SNR (filled squares, left vertical axes) and experimental time (open circles, right 

vertical axes) versus (a) varied number of points per scan (spectral width 5000 Hz, relaxation delay 

1 second, 64 scans), (b) varied spectral width (65,536 points per scan and 1 second relaxation 

delay, 64 scans), and (c) varied relaxation delay (spectral width 5000 Hz and 65,536 points per 

scan, 64 scans) for 29.3 kg/mol PICH at a concentration of 50 mg/mL.  
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     (4.3) 

Next, we examine the spectra for characterizing the polyisoprene microstructure (Figure 4.3). 

Each of the 1H NMR experiments with varied number of points per scan, spectral width, and 

relaxation delay are integrated (see section 4.2 for integration limits) to determine the polyisoprene 

microstructure of this 29.3 kg/mol PICH and the results are compared to those obtained using a 

400 MHz spectrometer (solid line on Figure 4.3 a,c,e). These are the most important results from 

this type of data collection as the ability to distinguish and quantify different isomeric repeat units 

within a polymer backbone is the purpose for conducting these 1H NMR experiments. We find 

excellent agreement between the polyisoprene microstructures extracted from the low-field and 

high-field spectrometers with nearly all of the results within 1% for the range of instrumental 

parameters investigated here. These findings are consistent with findings in Chapter 5, where we 

evaluate the capability of a 60 MHz spectrometer (Pulsar) to consistently producing compositional 

data within 2% of the extracted high-field values for high 1,4-polyisoprene as well as select block 

copolymers and polymer blends.18 Even the shortest experiment here, ~3 minutes, is capable of 

producing quantitatively consistent compositional results which is encouraging for the application 

of these instruments in quality control applications. 
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Figure 4.3 Extracted polyisoprene compositions (filled squares, left vertical axis), experimental 

time (open circles, right vertical axis) and the corresponding 1H NMR spectra for a,b) varied 

number of points per scan (spectral width 5000 Hz, relaxation delay 1 second), c,d) varied spectral 

width (65,536 points per scan and 1 second relaxation delay), and e,f) varied relaxation delay 

(spectral width 5000 Hz and 65,536 points per scan) for 29.3 kg/mol PICH. See Figure 4.6 for 

400 MHz spectra.  
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4.3.2- Impact of Sample Characteristics  

In addition to the complex relationships between user-tunable settings onboard an NMR 

spectrometer, sample preparation also plays a critical role in the quality of spectral data obtained 

from an experiment. It is known that both viscosity and the physical state of a sample directly 

affect the quality of NMR data. Here, the series of polyisoprenes (PICHs) with varying molecular 

weights (14.3 kg/mol, 29.3 kg/mol, and 35.1 kg/mol) synthesized in neat cyclohexane are solvated 

to varying concentration (1, 10, 25, and 50 mg/mL) to illustrate the impact of both polymer 

concentration and molecular weight on spectral quality. Additionally, we examine the impact of 

the number of scans (1, 4, 16, 64, and 256 scans) for each PICH at each concentration on SNR as 

this is arguably the most commonly user-varied parameter for 1D NMR experiments (Figure 4.4). 

As shown in Figure 4.4, both concentration and number of scans impact the SNR. As expected, 

an increase in concentration yielded an enhanced SNR (Equation 4.2) across all polymer 

compositions and molecular weight. Overall, the results in Figure 4.4 suggest a more concentrated 

polymer sample is desirable and we thereby recommend the use of 50 mg/mL polymer samples 

for routine analysis of this type, when possible. The acquired spectra with varied number of scans 

are then analyzed to extract the polyisoprene microstructure (Figure 4.5); see Figure 4.6-Figure 

4.10 for corresponding spectra. As shown in Figure 4.8b, an unfortunate drawback of minimal 

digital workup is the potential for phase drift. This is apparent as the experiment with 4 scans went 

out of phase and appears to overlap with the 16-scan experiment. Again, we find excellent 

agreement between the 60 MHz results and 400 MHz results across all number of scans with all 

compositions within 1% of the 400 MHz result. This demonstrates that capability of low-field 

spectrometers for producing quantitative results for a wide variety of sample conditions and run 

parameters. Additionally, our results demonstrate that extensively long NMR experiments are not 

necessary for determination of polymer compositions. 
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Figure 4.4 Enhancement of SNR via concentration and MW tuning of a) 14.3 kg/mol (14.3K) 

PICH, b) 29.3 kg/mol (29.3K) PICH, and c) 35.1 kg/mol (35.1K) PICH. See Figure 4.7-Figure 

4.10 for corresponding spectra. 
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Figure 4.5 Mole percent 1,4-content of polyisoprene for varied concentrations and scans of of a) 

14.3 kg/mol (14.3K) PICH, b) 29.3 kg/mol (29.3K) PICH, and c) 35.1 kg/mol (35.1K) PICH; see 

Figure 4.6-Figure 4.10 for corresponding spectra. Empty circles correspond to experimental time. 
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Figure 4.6 400 MHz spectra (16 scans) for PICH’s at 50 mg/mL in deuterated chloroform; 14.3 

kg/mol (14.3K), 29.3 kg/mol (29.3K) and 35.1 kg/mol (35.1K). 
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Figure 4.7 60 MHz spectra (varied scans, 5000 Hz spectral width, 1 second relaxation delay, 

65536 points per scan) of a) 14.3 kg/mol PICH, b) 29.3 kg/mol PICH, and c) 35.1 kg/mol PICH at 

1 mg/mL polymer concentration in chloroform. 
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Figure 4.8 60 MHz spectra (varied scans, 5000 Hz spectral width, 1 second relaxation delay, 

65536 points per scan) of a) 14.3 kg/mol PICH, b) 29.3 kg/mol PICH, and c) 35.1 kg/mol PICH at 

10 mg/mL polymer concentration in chloroform.  
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Figure 4.9 60 MHz spectra (varied scans, 5000 Hz spectral width, 1 second relaxation delay, 

65536 points per scan) of a) 14.3 kg/mol PICH, b) 29.3 kg/mol PICH, and c) 35.1 kg/mol PICH at 

25 mg/mL polymer concentration in chloroform.  
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Figure 4.10 60 MHz spectra (varied scans, 5000 Hz spectral width, 1 second relaxation delay, 

65536 points per scan) of a) 14.3 kg/mol PICH, b) 29.3 kg/mol PICH, and c) 35.1 kg/mol PICH at 

50 mg/mL polymer concentration in chloroform. 
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4.3.3- Analysis of PICT, Presence of a Low Molar Concentration Constituent 

Lastly, we examine three polyisoprenes of varied molecular weight (11.2 kg/mol, 26.0 kg/mol, 

and 42.9 kg/mol) synthesized in a mixture of cyclohexane and triethylamine (these polymers are 

referred to as PICT’s). This series of polyisoprenes is important as the presence of TEA leads to a 

more balanced 1,4- vs 3,4-polyisoprene microstructure and the incorporation of 1,2-addition 

polyisoprene in low molar quantities. This allows for examination of the ability of the 60 MHz 

spectrometer to detect and quantitatively determine the presence of a trace minority component 

(less than 5%). PICT samples were prepared at a concentration of 50 mg/mL per our 

recommendation above and spectra obtained using the 60 MHz spectrometer for 256 scans, 5000 

Hz spectral width, and a relaxation delay of 1 second. These parameters were chosen to give a 

good balance of experimental time and SNR. The extracted compositions (1,4-, 3,4-, and 1,2-) for 

these three PICTs obtained using the 60 MHz spectrometer are in excellent agreement with the 

high-field results with nearly all microstructure components within 1%; Figure 4.11 

(corresponding spectra in Figure 4.12). We note the differences increase as molecular weight 

increases with the largest discrepancy for 42.9 kg/mol PICT; behavior we hope to probe further as 

we test the limits of the 60 MHz spectrometer. Overall, these results validate the use of low-field 

spectrometers for characterizing mixed microstructure polyisoprenes of this type with good 

quantitative precision relative to higher-field spectrometers and likely signifies the capability to 

quantitatively determine polyisoprene microstructure across the compositional space including the 

presence of low microstructure contents (here, ~2 mole percent). 
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Figure 4.11 Extracted polyisoprene microstructure compositions for 11.2 kg/mol (11.2K) PICT, 

26.0 kg/mol (26.0K) PICT, and 42.9 kg/mol (42.9K) PICT; see Figure 4.12 for spectra. 
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Figure 4.12 a) 60 MHZ spectra (256 scans, 5000 Hz spectral width, 1 second relaxation delay, 

65536 points per scan) and b) 400 MHz spectra (16 scans) of PICT polymers at 50 mg/mL in 

deuterated chloroform; 11.2 kg/mol (11.2K), 26.0 kg/mol (26K) and 42.9 kg/mol (42.9K). 
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Figure 4.13 GPC traces of synthesized polyisoprenes. a) PICH’s and b) PICT’s. 
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4.4- Conclusions 

Two sets of polyisoprenes of varied molecular weight and microstructure were synthesized and 

analyzed using both a 60 MHz low-field NMR spectrometer and a 400 MHz high-field 

spectrometer. Four instrumental parameters were varied (number of points per scan, spectral width, 

relaxation delay and number of scans) and their impact on SNR and total experimental time 

examined. Overall, we find excellent quantitative agreement with nearly all results obtained using 

the 60 MHz spectrometer within 1% agreement of those obtained using the 400 MHz spectrometer. 

These results validate the use of lower-field NMR spectrometers for the analysis of these complex 

polymer microstructures even for detecting and quantitatively determining the composition of low 

content structures (here 2-3 mole percent of 1,2-polyisoprene). While not tested here, we anticipate 

our findings to be generally true for low-field spectrometers of this field strength. The use of low-

field NMR spectrometers is a true low-cost alternative to higher-field analysis without the need 

for central facilities, specialized personnel and, in many cases, deuterated solvents for the analysis 

of polymer systems. Methods such as low-field NMR spectroscopy are part of a growing industry 

of in-house characterization that will eventually prove to both enhance research quality and hasten 

the pace in which research can be performed.  
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Chapter  5 -  Low-field NMR Spectroscopy of Polymers 

Reproduced in part with permission from Sneha B. Chakrapani and Bryan S. Beckingham.  

Reproduced by permission of The Royal Society of Chemistry: 

Chakrapani, Sneha B., Michael J. Minkler, and Bryan S. Beckingham. “Low-Field 1H-NMR 

Spectroscopy for Compositional Analysis of Multicomponent Polymer Systems.” Analyst 144, no. 5 

(2019): 1679–86. https://doi.org/10.1039/C8AN01810C. 

Chapter 5.1 - Introduction 

Polymeric materials are ubiquitous in our daily lives due to the breadth of material 

properties afforded by variation in molecular architecture, chemical microstructure and 

functionality. A classic and industrially important method for tuning material properties for 

target applications using polymeric materials is by mixing two chemically dissimilar 

polymers forming a polymer blend.1–5 One such classic example is the polymerization of 

polystyrene or styrene-acrylonitrile copolymers in the presence of rubber to produce high 

impact polystyrene or ABS respectively which have greatly improved mechanical 

properties compared to any of the homopolymers or mechanically prepared blends.6–8 

Another example are blends of polystyrene and poly(phenylene ether), i.e. NorylTM , which 

possesses the high heat resistance, high dielectric strength, and hydrolytic stability 

attributed to PPO resin in combination with lower cost, lower glass-transition termperature 

(Tg), and ease of processing due to the presence of polyisoprene in the blend.9 In the 

analysis of multicomponent polymer systems, such as polymer blends and statistical 

copolymers, the composition of the polymer blend and individual polymer chains is crucial. 

Typically, the composition of multicomponent polymer systems is characterized with 1H 

Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) Spectroscopy.10–12 1H NMR spectroscopy is 

particularly useful for polymer chemical structure and composition as nearly all polymers 

have abundant and distinct protons for analysis. Additionally, 1H NMR spectroscopy yields 
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quantitative chemical group concentrations without prior calibration. This has led 1H NMR 

spectroscopy to become a routine method for the molecular characterization of polymers.  

Over the last several decades NMR spectrometers have improved significantly, and current 

state-of-the-art spectrometers have increasingly high magnetic fields (i.e. Bruker Aeon 1 

GHz Spectrometer).13 It is currently common practice to refer to these high-field magnets 

by their corresponding magnetic field strength for hydrogen. Equations 5.1 and 5.2 show 

the relationship between gyromagnetic ratio (n) and spectrometer field strength (B0): 

   (5.1) 

   (5.2) 

where N is the nuclear magneton, gn is the g-factor for a nucleus, h is Planck’s constant, f 

is frequency (MHz).14 To determine the frequency of a particular NMR spectrometer, the 

user needs only multiply the field strength of the magnet (in Tesla) by n/2 or 42.577 MHz 

T-1 for hydrogen (i.e. 1 GHz spectrometer has a field strength of 23.5 T).14 The increase in 

magnetic field strength has led to several orders of magnitude improvement in 

sensitivity.13,15 This increase in sensitivity is typically characterized as a signal to noise 

ratio which is proportional to both field strength and the number of scans acquired (n); as 

shown in Equation 5.3 (analogous to Equation 4.2). 

   (5.3) 

Thus, spectrometers with higher field strengths require less sample and will produce spectra 

with significantly sharper peaks.14 High-field—where here we denote high-field as > 5.8 T 
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field strength (or alternatively > 250 MHz) NMR spectrometers require cryogenic cooling 

due to their superconducting magnets and advanced probes as well as staffing by dedicated 

professionals due to the numerous, and at times very complex, NMR experiments that can 

be performed and the associated upkeep and maintenance requirements.13 Unfortunately, 

due to the high capital and operating costs associated with high-field spectrometers, NMR 

spectroscopy is not commonly considered a low-cost analysis technique. This is especially 

true for routine materials verification such as quality control in industrial settings that 

commonly lack on-site advanced instrumentation facilities.  

The recent development of commercially available low-field benchtop NMR spectrometers 

may provide a less expensive alternative to higher field, and costlier, NMR spectrometers 

once validated for desired analyzes.16–18 These low-field NMR spectrometers or compact 

“benchtop” NMR spectrometers feature permanent magnets with typical magnetic field 

strengths of 20-80 MHz (0.46-1.88 T), a lower capital cost, little to no operating expense, 

and have a small physical footprint. As a consequence of the lower field strength these 

spectrometers have lower overall sensitivity and spectral dispersion.13,15,19 For the analysis 

of polymers, where peaks are characteristically broader than small molecule analogs, the 

lower spectral dispersion exacerbates issues with resonance overlap.19 This resonance 

overlap can impede quantitative analysis of polymer materials with closely situated peak 

signatures using 1D 1H NMR spectra much more at low-field than at high-field. Figure 5.1a 

shows spectra acquired with a 60 MHz benchtop spectrometer, a 250 MHz spectrometer, 

and a 400 MHz spectrometer. The spectra are reasonably similar; however, the spectra 

produced by higher field strength spectrometers appear cleaner with less visible noise. It 

should be noted that all three spectra were produced with 16 scans, standard acquisition 
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parameters, and the data produced were processed in the same manner using MNOVA. The 

difference in the data is due to the frequencies at which protons are detected in each of the 

spectrometers. These differences can also be visualized by plotting the data in frequency 

space as shown in Figure 5.1b. This illustrates how at the expanded frequency space at 

higher field strength leads to improved resolution upon transformation into the same range 

of ppm space; i.e. the weaker the magnet, the narrower the spectrum in frequency space. 

 

 

Figure 5.11H NMR spectra of SBS acquired with a i) 60 MHz spectrometer, ii) 250 MHz 

spectrometer, and iii) 400 MHz spectrometer. b) Frequency shift spectra of SBS acquired with a i) 

60 MHz spectrometer, ii) 250 MHz spectrometer, and iii) 400 MHz spectrometer.   
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The above mentioned issues with spectra quality notwithstanding, due to a recent surge in 

commercial availability of these instruments there has been increased interest in the 

application of low-field NMR spectroscopy and efforts have been made to benchmark and 

validate these instruments for applications both old and new.19–23 For instance, low-field 

spectrometers have recently been applied to quality control aspects of agricultural products 

(beef authenticity, oil adulteration, alcohol content, etc.).23–26 For characterizing synthetic 

polymer materials, low-field NMR spectrometers have been applied to a variety of 

applications including monitoring polymerization kinetics, crystallization kinetics and 

crystallite/amorphous morphology, nanocomposite miscibility and dynamics, network 

crosslink density and swelling, composition and glass transition.17,19,20,26–31 Low-field 1H 

NMR spectroscopy has also been coupled with gel permeation chromatography for 

chemical identity mapping with molecular weight distributions.32–34 In the analysis of 

multicomponent polymer systems, Singh and Blümich recently investigated the ability of a 

43 MHz (1 T) compact NMR spectrometer outfitted with both 1H and 13C probes for quality 

control of styrene-butadiene rubber (SBR) production.35 By using 1D 1H and 13C spectra in 

combination with a partial least squares regression they found they could determine the S/B 

relative composition and the polybutadiene microstructure quantitatively.35 Additionally, 

they were able to distinguish differences within lots and across production processes and 

suppliers as a proof of concept of this approach for quality control in industrial SBR 

production.35 However, the total acquisition time for each sample was quite long—1 minute 

and 5.7 hours for 1H and 13C spectra acquisition respectively—and a multivariate 

calibration model which calibrates for the prediction of composition in unknown samples 

from known samples.35 These complexities may hinder application such that a faster and 
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model-free process would be desirable. For our primary purposes in the synthesis and 

characterization of various polymers, statistical copolymers and block copolymers, 

accurate characterization of copolymer composition and microstructure is paramount and 

so we set out to benchmark low-field 1H NMR for composition and microstructural 

analysis.  

Here, we investigate the utility of low-field 1D 1H NMR spectroscopy as a stand-alone 

technique for quantitative molecular characterization of a set of polymer blends and block 

copolymers. In particular, we investigate (1) microstructure analysis of polyisoprene (2) 

compositional and polydiene microstructural analysis of commercially available 

poly(styrene-b-isoprene-b-styrene) (SIS) and poly(styrene-b-butadiene-b-styrene) (SBS) 

triblock copolymers, and (3) compositional analysis of a series of polystyrene/polyisoprene 

(PS/PI) and polystyrene/poly(methyl methacrylate) (PS/PMMA) polymer blends as proxies 

for statistical and block copolymer analysis. The ability to conduct routine analyses such 

as these of polymer blends and copolymers at comparatively low cost in-house has potential 

implications for polymer instrumentation in academic and industrial research laboratories 

as well as industrial implications in quality control scenarios. 

5.2- Results and Discussion 

In order to assess the utility of low-field benchtop spectrometers for routine applications in 

polymer characterization, we examined three common operations. First, we examined the 

characterization of polyisoprene (PI) microstructure using PI synthesized via alkyllithium-

initiated anionic polymerization in cyclohexane. Next, we examined the compositional 

analysis and polydiene microstructural analysis of two commercially available triblock 

block copolymers, polystyrene-b-polybutadiene-b-polystyrene (SBS) and polystyrene-b-
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polyisoprene-b-polystyrene (SIS). Lastly, we synthesized polystyrene and poly(methyl 

methacrylate) via free-radical polymerization and examined the composition of prepared 

polymer blends based on these three common polymers (PS/PI and PS/PMMA) at a range 

of relative compositions. In each of the above cases, we characterized the samples with 1H 

NMR spectroscopy using both a 60 MHz and a 400 MHz spectrometer. Importantly, to 

prevent sample preparation, metering or other experimental errors, each prepared sample 

was characterized using both spectrometers in order to directly compare the results.  

The results obtained from analysis of the spectra acquired at 400 MHz are taken as the 

“true” values and used to benchmark the performance of the 60 MHz spectrometer. In all 

the samples examined deuterated solvent was included in order to obtain a lock when 

acquiring spectra with the 400 MHz spectrometer. However, the 60 MHz spectrometer does 

not require a locking signal such that spectra can be obtained using standard non-deuterated 

chloroform or other non-deuterated solvents; a definitive cost and ease of use advantage for 

the 60 MHz spectrometer. However, in order to properly reference the spectra obtained at 

60 MHz, TMS was included to provide for consistent spectral shift in ppm during the 

spectra analysis with the MestreNova Software.  
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5.2.1- Polyisoprene Microstructural Characterization  

Polymers such as polyisoprene (PI) and polybutadiene (PB) are essentially copolymer 

structures due to the different modes of addition during polymerization; 1,4-, 1,2-, and 3,4-

polyisoprene and 1,2- and 1,4-polybutadiene. We synthesized polyisoprene in cyclohexane 

using anionic polymerization to yield a high 1,4-content polyisoprene analogous to that 

typically present in commercially available SIS triblock copolymers. The polyisoprene 

product was dissolved in deuterated chloroform, doped with TMS and analyzed using 1H 

NMR spectroscopy at both 400 MHz and 60 MHz Figure 5.2. 

Comparing the spectra in Figure 5.2, clearly distinguishable peaks are observed in both with 

the 60 MHz spectra peaks appearing broader, less defined, with slight overlap. As 

mentioned above, the sharpness and contrast of the peaks is directly dependent on both field 

strength and the number of scans. By increasing the number of scans and thereby improving 

the signal-to-noise ratio (Equation 5.3), the spectra quality improves visually as shown in 

Figure 5.3a. Of interest for polyisoprene microstructural characterization are the peaks at 

4.7 ppm, 5.1 ppm, and 5.7 ppm corresponding to 3,4-, 1,4- & 1,2-, and 1,2-addition 

respectively. Based on these peak areas, the microstructure can be determined. In both the 

400 MHz and 60 MHz spectra no 1,2-PI content is observed, i.e. no peak at 5.7 ppm, as 

expected for the synthetic route chosen. 
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Figure 5.2 1H NMR spectrum of PI acquired at a) 400 MHz and b) 60 MHz. 
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Figure 5.3. a) Polyisoprene high-field 1H NMR spectrum acquired at 400 MHz (top) compared to 

60 MHz spectra of varied number of scans. b) Polyisoprene microstructure (% 1,4-addition) 

obtained from 60 MHz spectra at varied number of scans. The solid horizontal line indicates the 

% 1,4-addition obtained from the 400 MHz spectrum with dotted horizontal lines indicating +/- 1 

% around the 400 MHz value. 
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In the absence of 1,2-PI, the 1,4- and 3,4-content can be calculated directly from the peaks 

at 4.7 ppm and 5.1 ppm according to Equations 5.4 and 5.5, where Ii is the area of the peak 

at i ppm, yielding the results shown in Figure 5.3b.10 

    (5.4) 

    (5.5) 

As shown in Figure 3b, excellent agreement is obtained, within 1 %, between the 60 MHz 

and 400 MHz spectra. For instance, at the same number of scans as a typical high-field 

experiment (16 scans), we find excellent agreement between the 60 MHz (94.3 % 1,4-PI) 

and 400 MHz (93.9 % 1,4-PI) results. As relative polymer compositions are typically 

rounded to the nearest percent, 94 % 1,4-polyisoprene is extracted from both spectra. 

Notably, even at a single scan excellent agreement is achieved even though the spectrum is 

considerably noisier. Overall, we find the 60 MHz spectrometer capable of performing this 

characterization quantitatively as desired. 

5.2.2- Symmetric Triblock Compositional Analysis 

The block copolymers SBS and SIS are commercially available thermoplastic elastomers 

and utilized in a wide variety of applications from footwear to asphalt modification. Here, 

SBS and SIS triblock copolymers are purchased from Sigma Aldrich, dissolved in 

deuterated chloroform, and doped with TMS and 1H NMR spectra were obtained at both 

400 MHz and 60 MHz. Both 1H NMR spectra are shown in Figure 4 for SIS while SBS is 
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shown in Figure 1 for SBS (see Figure 5.5 for expanded SBS spectra analogous to Figure 

5.4).  

 

 

 

Figure 5.4. 1H NMR spectra of SIS triblock copolymer at i) 400 MHz and ii) 60 MHz. 
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Figure 5.5. 1H NMR spectra of SBS triblock copolymer at i) 400 MHz and ii) 60 MHz. 
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At 400 MHz clear distinct peaks are obtained, whereas at 60 MHz peaks appear broader 

and less defined. Both the polydiene microstructure and the relative composition of styrene 

and diene are extracted from the spectra. For SIS, the peak regions for the polystyrene 

aromatic protons (6.3-7.2 ppm) and the polyisoprene allylic protons (4.7 ppm, and 5.1 ppm) 

are integrated and the microstructure and composition determined for SIS using Equations 

5.44-6. Analogous equations for SBS characterization are given in Equations 5.7-9. 

    (5.6) 

    (5.7) 

    (5.8) 

    (5.9) 

The spectrum acquired at 60 MHz again clearly possesses adequate capability to detect 

polystyrene peaks at 6.2-7.3 ppm, as well as both 1,4- and 3,4- polyisoprene configurations 

and no 1,2- content (5.7 ppm) is visible in either spectrum. 

Using the polydiene microstructures and polystyrene content obtained at 400 MHz as the 

“true” value, we find excellent agreement. Both SBS and SIS are high in 1,4-content as 

expected for these commercial triblock copolymers, which are typically synthesized via 

anionic polymerization in hydrocarbon solvents. For SBS, we find a composition of 10.1 

% polystyrene with 95.4 % 1,4-polybutadiene using the 400 MHz spectra, while the 60 

MHz spectra yields 12.2 % styrene with 98.7 % 1,4-polybutadiene. At 400 MHz we 

determine the SIS to be 16.4 % polystyrene with 94.3 % 1,4-polyisoprene compared to 15.5 
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% polystyrene with 92.9 % 1,4-polyisoprene at 60 MHz. This is excellent agreement as, 

generally, the confidence in compositional analysis performed using high-field NMR 

spectrometers in this manner for polymers is +/- 1 %. Here, the 60 MHz results fall within 

this typical experimental confidence for SIS while SBS is just outside with a 2 % difference 

in composition.  

Overall, the 60 MHz results are quantitatively the same for SIS with slight deviation for 

SBS. This level of accuracy at lower cost and increased accessibility could find use for 

quality control, research characterization and other applications and is acceptable for 

validating the use of these low-field instruments for this analysis. 

5.2.3- Polymer Blend Compositional Analysis  

To assess the utility of low-field 1H NMR spectroscopy for the compositional analysis of 

polymer blends and other block copolymer systems, polystyrene and poly(methyl 

methacrylate) (PMMA) were synthesized using AIBN-initiated free-radical polymerization 

to complement the previously discussed PI. PS/PI and PS/PMMA mixtures were prepared 

gravimetrically at varied relative compositions, dissolved in deuterated chloroform to a 

concentration of 10-50 mg/ml as described in Chapter 3 and their 1H NMR spectra 

obtained at both 400 MHz and 60 MHz (see Figure 5.7 and Figure 5.8 for corresponding 

spectra). The overall polymer composition for each blend was determined analogous to the 

triblock copolymers using the PMMA methyl protons on the acrylate side chain (3.6 ppm) 

and the aforementioned polystyrene aromatic and polyisoprene allylic peaks (Equation 

5.10).36  

    (5.10) 
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Compositions determined using the spectra obtained with the 60 MHz spectrometer are plotted 

against those obtained from the 400 MHz spectrometer for both PS/PS and PS/PMMA; Figure 

5.6a and Figure 5.6b respectively (see Table 5.1 Composition extracted from analysis of each 

spectra for both PS/PI and PS/PMMA blends.for the composition values and Figure 5.7-Figure 

5.8 for the spectra used to construct Figure 5.6). We find excellent agreement between the 400 

MHz and 60 MHz results for both PS/PI and PS/PMMA blends as nearly all points in Figure 5.6 

lie along the identity line. For five of the nine PS/PI blends the compositions obtained using the 

60 MHz spectra are equivalent to those from the 400 MHz spectra, after rounding to the nearest 

percent, with the remaining 4 differing by only 1 %. Similarly, for PS/PMMA blends equivalent 

results are found for four of the nine blends, four differ by 1 % and one differs by 2 %. Overall, 

the average difference between the extracted compositions at 60 MHz and 400 MHz is 0.48 % for 

PS/PI blends and 0.66 % percent for PS/PMMA blends. These findings demonstrate the utility of 

low-field spectrometers for the quantitative determination of relative composition in these polymer 

blends.  
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Figure 5.6. Extracted composition values from 60 MHz spectra plotted against values extracted 

from 400 MHz spectra for polymer blends of a) polystyrene and polyisoprene and b) polystyrene 

and poly(methyl methacrylate). Dashed line represents the identity line; y = x. 
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Figure 5.7. 1H NMR spectra of PS/PI polymer blends at varied relative composition at a) 60 MHz 

and b) 400 MHz. 

 

 

 

Figure 5.8. 1H NMR spectra of PS/PMMA polymer blends at varied relative composition at a) 

400 MHz and b) 60 MHz. 
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Table 5.1 Composition extracted from analysis of each spectra for both PS/PI and PS/PMMA 

blends. 

Sample 

Frequency 

(MHz) 

Mole % 

Polystyrene 

Sample 

Frequency 

(MHz) 

Mole % 

Polystyrene 

PSPI-6 

60 

400 

5.4 

5.6 
PSPMMA-7 

60 

400 

6.5 

6.6 

PSPI-14 

60 

400 

13.2 

13.5 
PSPMMA-15 

60 

400 

15.0 

15.1 

PSPI-21 

60 

400 

20.6 

20.9 
PSPMMA-24 

60 

400 

23.9 

24.3 

PSPI-30 

60 

400 

29.6 

29.7 
PSPMMA-37 

60 

400 

39.2 

37.0 

PSPI-40 

60 

400 

40.0 

39.6 
PSPMMA-50 

60 

400 

49.4 

49.1 

PSPI-50 

60 

400 

48.6 

50.2 
PSPMMA-64 

60 

400 

64.1 

63.2 

PSPI-61 

60 

400 

60.7 

61.2 
PSPMMA-72 

60 

400 

72.4 

72.0 

PSPI-73 

60 

400 

72.6 

72.9 
PSPMMA-85 

60 

400 

86.0 

85.2 

PSPI-87 

60 

400 

86.4 

86.8 
PSPMMA-94 

60 

400 

93.4 

94.2 
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5.3- Conclusions 

1H NMR spectroscopy is a powerful tool for the characterization of polymer structures and 

the relative compositions of repeat unit structures within multicomponent polymer systems. 

In this work we assessed the potential of a low-field spectrometer (60 MHz) to perform 

routine polymer characterizations; polydiene microstructure, triblock copolymer 

composition and polymer blend compositional analysis. While the 60 MHz spectrometer is 

less sensitive, with broader peaks due to the narrower frequency of acquisition, the acquired 

spectra possess distinct peaks containing the requisite relative concentration information 

for performing the desired compositional analysis. Five different polymer systems were 

analyzed and the results obtained using a 60 MHz spectrometer and a 400 MHz 

spectrometer were compared. A majority of results obtained for each sample using both 

spectrometers are within the typical experimental error anticipated for high-field 

spectrometers (+/- 1 %). Extracted compositions are within 3 % in all cases with a majority 

(26/31 or 84%) within 1 %. These results validate the use of 60 MHz 1H NMR 

spectrometers for the polymer systems analyzed here. However, we note that additional 

systems of interest should be similarly validated before application of these instruments for 

quantitative analyses. Overall, 1H NMR spectroscopy at low-field strength is a promising 

tool for the routine characterization of multicomponent polymer systems.  
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Chapter  6 -  Statistical Copolymer of 3-hexylthiophene and Thiophene 

Reproduced in part with permission from Bryan S. Beckingham.  

Reproduced by permission of Materials Communications Today:  

“Minkler, Michael J., and Bryan S. Beckingham. “Statistical Copolymers of 3-Hexylthiophene and 

Thiophene: Impact of Thiophene Content on Optoelectronic and Thermal Properties.” Materials Today 

Communications, June 18, 2019, 100547. https://doi.org/10.1016/j.mtcomm.2019.100547.” 

 

 

6.1 – Introduction 

Conjugated polymers have attracted extensive attention as functional materials for use in organic 

electronic devices. Due to their well-controlled and tolerant synthesis by Grignard Metathesis 

(GRIM) polymerization, substituted polythiophenes present abundant opportunities to alter their 

properties via a variety of other substitutions to the 3-position of the aromatic thiophene ring.1–5 

Many substituent groups such as hydrocarbons of varying lengths or alkoxy groups with higher 

electron affinities, which impact thermal and optoelectronic properties, have been employed.3–5 

Poly(3-alkylthiophenes) (P3ATs) where an alkyl chain of various lengths have been incorporated 

at the three position are a commonly-studied family of conjugated polymers for organic electronics 

(in thin-film transistors, chemical sensors, thermoelectric generators, and bulk-heterojunction solar 

panels).1–5 Poly(3-hexylthiophene) (P3HT) is the most prominent and widely-studied member of 

this group for application in both high-performance organic field-effect transistors and organic 

photovoltaics.6–11 Importantly, side chain chemistry plays a crucial role in setting material 

characteristics of substituted polythiophenes such as crystal packing, solubility, and charge 

transport.1–8 For instance, while the melting temperature of P3HT is close to its thermal 

degradation temperature, the melting transitions of P3ATs can be lowered with longer (such as 

dodecyl) or bulkier (such as 2-ethyl-hexyl) side-chain groups.3,6,11 This lower melting transition 

has proven valuable for controlling the nanoscale morphology in block copolymers while also 

providing useful route for studying structure-property relationships in P3ATs.12–19  
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While the polymerization of thiophenes via Grignard Metathesis is well controlled, there are still 

many facets of this method that are not well understood and do not translate between various 

thiophene derivatives. Given the potential for enhanced charge transport of unsubstituted 

thiophene-containing polymers, block copolymers consisting of a solubilizing 3-substituted 

thiophene and unsubstituted thiophene have been synthesized to take advantage of the potential 

enhanced charge transport properties.19–21 Statistical copolymers consisting of more than one type 

of thiophene repeat unit have also been investigated as a route to varying thermal and 

optoelectronic properties.4–6,22–26 Statistical ranges of copolymers consisting of 3HT and other 3-

alkyl-substituted, 3-alkoxy substituted or unsubstituted thiophene have been synthesized by 

varying the relative molar amounts of the monomers in the GRIM polymerization method.11,21,23,25–

30 For instance, Ho et al. synthesized a range of statistical copolymers of 3-hexylthiophene (3HT) 

and 3-(2’-ethylhexylthiophene) (3EHT) and observed a smooth transition from the melting 

temperature of poly(3-hexylthiophene) (P3HT) to that of poly(3-(2’-ethylhexyl)thiophene) 

(P3EHT) while optoelectronic properties tracked with those of the majority comonomer.6 

Conversely, Wu et al. synthesized statistical copolymers containing 3-butylthiophene and 3-

octylthiophene and observed very different behavior.22 Instead of a smooth transition from the 

melting temperature of poly(3-butylthiophene) (P3BT) to poly(3-octylthiophene) (P3OT), they 

observed melting transitions that behaved more like the dominant comonomer.22 In both these 

cases, the thermal and optoelectronic behavior of the resulting copolymers is closely tied to the 

copolymer chemistries and comonomer compositions illustrating the potential utility of 

copolymerization strategies for tailoring the thermal and optoelectronic properties of conjugated 

polymers such as polythiophenes.6,22 Polythiophene itself has potentially promising electronic 

properties such as high charge carrier mobility, however, suffers from insolubility beyond 
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oligomers (6 repeat units).27 This lack of solubility of polythiophene has in many aspects driven 

the synthesis of 3-substituted thiophenes in order to improve solubility by incorporation of alkyl 

and other side-chains. However, copolymers containing unsubstituted thiophene remain relatively 

unexplored, and so the literature pertaining to statistical thiophene-based copolymers is almost 

wholly concerning 3-substituted thiophenes.6,11,22,26,29,30 

Recently, the incorporation of thiophene units into copolymers with 3-hexylthiophene has been 

investigated by two groups and were found to have improved charge carrier transport properties 

and increased toughness compared to P3HT copolymer.21,25 Unfortunately, across both studies 

only a few copolymers (5) were synthesized over a relatively narrow compositional range; 79-49 

mol % P3HT.21,25 Herein, we synthesize nine copolymers of 3-hexylthiophene with unsubstituted 

thiophene using a modified GRIM procedure over a broader compositional range (44-95 % P3HT). 

Synthesized poly(3-hexylthiophene-co-thiophene) copolymers are fully characterized for their 

macromolecular structure by GPC and 1H NMR spectroscopy and their thermal and optoelectronic 

properties examined using differential scanning calorimetry and UV-Vis spectroscopy.  

Placing our results in the context of the limited previous studies of P3HT/PT statistical copolymers, 

we observe similar behavior with regards to an apparent increase in copolymer dispersity with 

increased thiophene content, analogous thermal behavior with composition and our absorption data 

agree with the results of Son et al., where a cluster of optical bands with an initial blue shift 

followed by a red shift with increasing unsubstituted thiophene content.23,27,28 However, in 

comparison with traditional copolymers of 3-substituted thiophenes we observe more complex 

thermal and optical behavior due to the lack of steric control during copolymerization.  
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6.2 - Results and Discussion 

6.2.1 - Synthesis and Macromolecular Characterization 

A series of copolymers of 3-hexylthiophene and unsubstituted thiophene copolymers were 

synthesized using the Grignard Metathesis (GRIM) polymerization route developed by 

McCullough and coworkers by varying the initial monomer ratio (3HT:T).1,2 Molecular 

characteristics of the synthesized copolymers are given in Table 6.1 (denoted P3HT:PT-X where 

X is the molar content of 3HT in the copolymer). Analysis by gel permeation chromatography 

(GPC) yielded polystyrene equivalent molecular weights and confirmed fairly consistent and 

relatively low dispersity (Đ < 1.76) for each of the synthesized copolymers. Composition, and 

overall regioregularity were determined by 1H NMR spectroscopy. Copolymer compositions were 

determined using the relative areas of the peaks of the aromatic protons (δ:6.96-7.02 ppm for 3-

hexylthiophene units and δ:7.03-7.20 ppm for thiophene units). Lastly, overall chain 

regioregularity was determined by analysis of the α-carbon proton region of the 1H NMR spectrum 

through the peak attributed to regioregular (δ, 2.8 ppm) and non-regioregular (δ, 2.6 ppm) 

sequences.1,2,27 

As was also observed by Smith et al, following Soxhlet extraction, an insoluble phase of polymer 

was left behind in the thimble.23 The fraction of polymer that was able to be extracted demonstrated 

little to no effect on solubility until approximately 40 mol percent 3-hexylthiophene. Additionally, 

we observe a general increase in the dispersity of the copolymers as compared to P3HT, suggesting 

a difference in monomer reactivity ratios; a topic to be considered elsewhere.23,27,28 

An important facet of polythiophene chemistry is the microstructure and, in particular, the 

regiochemistry of the polymer repeat units along the backbone. Regiochemistry is determined by 

the intermediates formed during GRIM polymerization as shown in Scheme 6.1. As shown in 

Scheme 6.1a, unsubstituted thiophene has two sterically unhindered reaction sites compared to a 
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single unhindered reaction site for 3-hexylthiophene which leads to the synthesis of highly 

regioregular P3HT as demonstrated in the literature.1,2,27,28  

Previously shown by McCullough, P3HT microstructure can consist of four different triads 

depending on how units are incorporated into the polymer chain; Figure 6.1.1,2 However, 

copolymerization of 3-hexylthiophene with thiophene complicates this backbone regiochemistry 

as upon addition of thiophene units, eight more triads are possible. These additional 

microstructural sequences are readily apparent in the 1H NMR spectra (δ, 2.6-2.75 ppm), where 

additional peaks and shoulders are observed and clearly impacts polymer regioregularities 

extracted using an approach analogous to that used for P3HT or copolymers of 3-subsituted 

thiophene monomers.27 Examining these potential triad structures, there are five additional triad 

sequence possibilities and thereby additional signals in the 1H NMR spectra as shown in Figure 

1b; HT-HT (one configuration), TH-TT (four configurations), TT-HH (two configurations), HH-

TH (one configuration), HT-TH (one configuration), and TT-TT (three configurations).  

This additional complexity is readily apparent in the 1H NMR spectra shown in Figure 2, where 

upon increasing addition of unsubstituted thiophene, additional peaks are observed in the aliphatic 

portion of the spectrum (δ, 2.5-2.65 ppm). This assignment is used in determining the overall 

regioregularity (Figure 6.2b). Overall, the amount of non-regioregular content increases as the 

amount of thiophene comonomer included increases as reflected in Figure 2b. This change in 

regioregularity will, as has been shown for P3HT, have an impact on the crystallite formation, 

packing and thermal behavior of these copolymers as discussed below. Additionally, we note that 

the regioregularity reported in Table 6.1 and Figure 6.2b is a quantification of local sequence 

regioregularity and does not consider the potential for down-chain changes in orientation of 

regioregular sequences due to the presence of unsubstituted thiophene units. Additionally, as 
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previously shown, the presence of two or more chemically similar thiophene units disallows the 

facile calculation of absolute molecular weight from 1H NMR spectroscopy.27  

 

 

Scheme 6.1 a) Potential monomer addition routes for unsubstituted thiophene via GRIM 

polymerization. b) GRIM polymerization of 3-hexylthiophene as discussed by McCullough et al.1,2 
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Figure 6.1 a) Possible triads of P3HT as shown by McCullough et al.1,2,23 and b) Possible triad 

configurations of P3HT-co-PT statistical copolymers.  
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Figure 6.2 a) 1H NMR spectra of the synthesized statistical poly(3-hexylthiophene-co-thiophene) 

copolymers. The copolymers are denoted here listing only their molar 3-hexylthiophene content; 

where HTXX denotes the molar content of P3HT and b) calculated regioregularity. 
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6.2.2 - Thermal Behavior 

The thermal behavior of the synthesized P3HT-co-PT copolymers was investigated with 

differential scanning calorimetry (DSC). Copolymers were first heated to 200-250 °C before 

quenching to 0 °C and isothermal crystallization for 15 hours. After isothermal crystallization, 

copolymers were subsequently ramped to 200-250 °C at a rate of 10 °C/min and the resulting DSC 

traces examined. Copolymer melting temperatures (Tm), calculated as the temperature at the 

inflection point of the dH/dT thermogram curve, were extracted and are shown in Table 6.1 and 

Figure 6.3; see Figure 6.4 and Figure 6.5 for DSC thermograms and Table 6.1 for melting 

enthalpies (via peak integration). The obtained melting temperature of P3HT is consistent with 

literature values while the obtained copolymer melting temperatures are consistently lower.17 The 

copolymers exhibit an initial drop in Tm from that of P3HT with increasing unsubstituted thiophene 

content. This depression in melting temperature is likely due to the decrease in overall chain 

regioregularity and the presence of unsubstituted thiophene defects disrupting the P3HT 

crystallites. Analogous behavior is also observed at the other end of the composition window as 

the melting temperature increases as the composition approaches polythiophene homopolymer. It 

should be noted that the P3HT:PT-44 has a relatively low melting temperature, we attribute this to 

its comparatively lower molecular weight as compared to the other synthesized polymer. Due to 

the complex nature of the aforementioned copolymerization, direct comparisons between our 

values presented here and those presented by previous groups should be lightly drawn as 

compositions, dispersity and synthesis methods vary slightly.23,27,28 However, we find good overall 

agreement between our molar content and thermal data presented in the two previous studies. 
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Table 6.1 Molecular and Thermal Characteristics of Poly(3-hexylthiophene-co-thiophene) 

copolymers. 

Polymer Mn 

(kg/mol)b 

Đb Regioregularityc 

(%) 

Tm (°C)d ΔH (J/g)e 

P3HT 8.7 1.13 98 223 24.6 

P3HT:PT-95 7.6 1.29 96 179 11.1 

P3HT:PT-86 21.8 1.29 87 106 12.0 

P3HT:PT-74 7.1 1.48 89 134 2.29 

P3HT:PT-65 12.9 1.56 87 112 15.1 

P3HT:PT-60 32.0 1.38 78 139 4.72 

P3HT:PT-55 16.9 1.38 59 164 0.70 

P3HT:PT-53 6.5 1.68 76 196 1.82 

P3HT:PT-48 5.0 1.53 79 145 1.23 

P3HT:PT-44 1.8 1.56 59 97 6.52 

P3HT:PT-30* Insoluble Insoluble Insoluble 199 11.02 

P3HT:PT-20* Insoluble Insoluble Insoluble 192 4.04 

P3HT:PT-10* Insoluble Insoluble Insoluble 230 0.109 

aP3HT:PT-X indicates the molar content of 3HT of the copolymer as calculated by 1H-NMR 

spectroscopy.  

*P3HT:PT-X indicates the molar content of 3HT of the initial reaction media.   

bAs determined by GPC in polystyrene equivalents; GPC traces shown in Figure 6.6 and Figure 

6.7.  
cAs determined by 1H NMR spectroscopy. 
dPeak temperature of endothermic peak. 
eIntegrated area of the observed endothermic peak. 
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Figure 6.3 Melting temperatures vs. 3-hexylthiophene content. 
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Figure 6.4 DSC thermograms of synthesized P3HT and poly(3-hexylthiophene-co-thiophene) 

statistical copolymers.   
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Figure 6.5 DSC thermograms of synthesized P3HT-co-T statistical copolymers. 
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Figure 6.6 Gel permeation chromatographs for soluble synthesized soluble poly(3-

hexylthiophene-co-thiophene) statistical copolymers.   
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Figure 6.7 Gel permeation chromatographs for soluble synthesized soluble poly(3-

hexylthiophene-co-thiophene) statistical copolymers. 
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6.2.3 - Optoelectronic Properties 

Optoelectronic properties of the synthesized (P3HT-PT) copolymers were examined via UV-Vis 

spectrophotometry (Figure 6.8) and their optical band gaps, excitonic band widths, carbon 

stretching modes, and stretching mode energies extracted using the Spano Model. The optical band 

gaps of the statistical copolymers demonstrate interesting behavior compared to previously 

synthesized copolymers of 3-hexylthiophene-containing statistical copolymers.6 Wu et al. 

synthesized poly((3-octyl thiophene)-co-(3-butyl thiophene)) (P3OT-co-P3BT) and observed 

behavior in which two band gaps domains were formed. In the work of Ho et al., the optical band 

gaps of poly((3-hexylthiophiene)-co-(3-(2’-ethyl)hexylthiophene)) (P3HT-co-P3EHT) 

copolymers possessed distinct regimes where the compositionally dominant comonomers set the 

behavior.6 P3HT-co-P3EHT copolymers with 50% or more of EHT comonomer possessed band 

gaps analogous to that of P3EHT homopolymer while the converse of this statement is true for the 

case of the HT dominant copolymers. As shown in Figure 6.9, the polymers synthesized here also 

exhibit two regimes of behavior, however they do not strictly follow the dominant comonomer 

behavior as exhibited by P3EHT-co-P3HT or P3OT-co-P3BT copolymers.6,22 Instead, we observe 

dominant copolymer behavior for very P3HT-rich copolymers (86 mol % and above) and 

composition dependent behavior for copolymers with less than 86 mol% P3HT (generally 

increasing with increasing polythiophene content). We attribute this more complicated behavior 

to the additional complexity in chain regiochemistry with incorporation of sterically unhindered 

thiophene units as compared with copolymers consisting of wholly 3-substituted thiophene 

derivatives.  

UV-Vis absorption curves can be analyzed using the Spano Model to estimate the optical band 

gaps of semiconducting materials by fitting the area under the curve with various vibrational states 

and absorption states resulting from the aggregated and amorphous regions. As shown in Figure 
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6.8, the P3HT-co-PT absorption bands form two main clusters and upon application of the Spano 

Model two band gap regimes are readily apparent; those with band gaps above 2.0 eV and those 

with band gaps 1.7 or below as shown in Figure 6.9. The copolymers with 86 mole percent or 

more 3HT monomer content exhibit behavior much like P3HT while the rest of the copolymers 

exhibit depressed bandgaps which increase as P3HT content decreases. The optical band gaps of 

the statistical copolymers demonstrate interesting behavior compared to previously synthesized 

copolymers of 3-hexylthiophene-containing statistical copolymers.6 Wu et al. synthesized poly((3-

octyl thiophene)-co-(3-butyl thiophene)) (P3OT-co-P3BT) and observed behavior in which two 

band gaps domains were formed. In the work of Ho et al., the optical band gaps of poly((3-

hexylthiophiene)-co-(3-(2’-ethyl)hexylthiophene)) (P3HT-co-P3EHT) copolymers possessed 

distinct regimes where the compositionally dominant comonomers set the behavior.6 P3HT-co-

P3EHT copolymers with 50% or more of EHT comonomer possessed band gaps analogous to that 

of P3EHT homopolymer while the converse of this statement is true for the case of the HT 

dominant copolymers. As shown in Figure 6.9, the polymers synthesized here also exhibit two 

regimes of behavior, however they do not strictly follow the dominant comonomer behavior as 

exhibited by P3EHT-co-P3HT or P3OT-co-P3BT copolymers.6,22 Instead, we observe dominant 

copolymer behavior for very P3HT-rich copolymers (86 mol % and above) and composition 

dependent behavior for copolymers with less than 86 mol% P3HT (generally increasing with 

increasing polythiophene content). We attribute this more complicated behavior to the additional 

complexity in chain regiochemistry with incorporation of sterically unhindered thiophene units as 

compared with copolymers consisting of wholly 3-substituted thiophene derivatives. 
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Table 6.2 Fitting parameters to UV-vis spectra of thin films 

Polymer W (nm) E0-0 (ev) Ep σ 

P3HT 0.12 2.03 0.18 0.08 

P3HT:PT-95 0.14 2.04 0.18 0.08 

P3HT:PT-86 0.26 2.04 0.21 0.10 

P3HT:PT-74 2.40 1.40 0.37 0.14 

P3HT:PT-65 1.58 1.49 0.32 0.09 

P3HT:PT-60 1.47 1.52 0.34 0.11 

P3HT:PT-55 1.12 1.70 0.28 0.12 

P3HT:PT-53 2.05 1.36 0.40 0.10 

P3HT:PT-48 1.19 1.60 0.28 0.09 

P3HT:PT-44 1.15 1.68 0.31 0.12 
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Figure 6.8 UV-Vis absorption spectra of annealed synthesized polymer films. 

 

 

Figure 6.9 Extracted optical band gaps of synthesized polymer films from Spano Model.  
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6.2.4 – Electronic Behavior 

Cyclic voltammetry was used to determine the HOMO energy levels to provide further insight into 

the electronic bandgaps determined by the Spano Model. Cyclic voltammograms are shown in 

Figure 6.10 and Figure 6.11 while the extracted HOMO energy levels are shown in Figure 6.12. 

Figure 6.12 shows that the copolymers have relatively similar HOMO energy levels. LUMO 

energy levels were estimated by subtracting the optical band gap from the HOMO energy levels. 

As expected, there is a general narrowing of electronic band gap with lower 3HT content observed 

in Figure 6.12.23,28  
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Figure 6.10 Cyclic voltammagrams for a) P3HT, b) 93HT, c) 86HT, d) 74HT, e) 65HT, and f) 

60HT statistical copolymers.  
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Figure 6.11 Cyclic voltammagrams for a) 55HT, b) 53HT, c) 48HT, d) 44HT statistical 

copolymers. 
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Figure 6.12 Extracted HOMO and LUMO energy levels for P3HT-co-PT statistical copolymers. 

Note that LUMO values were determined by subtracting the optical band gaps from the HOMO 

energy levels.  
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6.2.5 – Copolymer Crystal Structure 

X-Ray Diffraction (XRD) at wide-angles, wide-angle X-ray Scattering (WAXS), was performed 

on the P3HT-co-T statistical copolymers and the characteristic crystal domains are shown in 

Figure 6.13. As expected, the WAXS patterns exhibited by the statistical copolymers, shown in 

Figure 6.14, varied greatly with some copolymers exhibiting order similar to that of P3HT and 

others exhibiting little to no order. As discussed in Chapter 6.2.1, the difference in these patterns 

is likely due to the complicated regioregularity in the statistical copolymer backbones. Upon 

comparison of WAXS patterns for copolymers with at least 65 mole % 3HT, we find good 

agreement with the available literature on these copolymers.11,23,28 The presence of the (100) peaks 

and the (200) peaks in the P3HT WAXS pattern demonstrates lamellar packing and high 

regioregularity. Similar to the shifting behavior observed in other similar systems, the XRD 

patterns for P3HT through 65HT exhibit shifting towards a higher angle; indicating diminished 

side chain bulkiness.23,28 The (010) peak (not present in this data) is commonly attributed to π-π 

stacking from regularly spaced thiophene units and should be investigated in the future with in-

plane WAXS or WAXS with a 2D scattering detector.11,23,28 The absence of this peak in the 

copolymers suggests that little to no long-range ordering/lamellar packing is observed as noted by 

Son et al and Smith et al.23,28 As is shown for the 60HT-48HT copolymers, in place of the (100) 

peak, a much broader peak is observed. We attribute this peak to be a result of highly ordered 

amorphous fractions of the polymer as the signal is not absent but is also not distinct as is the case 

for the other polymers shown.33–35 
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Figure 6.13 Illustration of hierarchical ordering in P3HT-co-T statistical copolymers. 
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Figure 6.14 WAXS patterns of P3HT-co-T statistical copolymers.   
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6.3- Experiments Delayed Due to the COVID-19 Pandemic 

As discussed in the previous two sections, there are a few experiments that are delayed due to the 

outbreak of COVID-19 and subsequent closures of relevant research facilities. These experiments 

are included in Table 6.3. 

Table 6.3 Experiments delayed by COVID-19 outbreak. 

Experiment Copolymers Reason 

XRD (WAXS)a 95HT, 55HT,44HT Crystal Structure 

Modulated DSC All RAF Verification 

Four-Point Probe All Conductivity 

Scattered White Light Interferometryb All Film Thickness 

Polarized Light Optical Microscopyc All Birefringent Behavior 
a Georgia Institute of Technology Materials Characterization Facility. 
b Dr. Kyle Schulze’s Lab in Mechanical Engineering at Auburn University. 
c Dr. Virginia Davis’ Lab in Chemical Engineering at Auburn University. 

 

These experiments would have contributed additional data that could more completely describe 

the material behavior of the polymers discussed in this chapter. It should be noted that the three 

polymers that need to be subjected to XRD were going to be rerun as the original samples were 

not well suited for analysis and the resulting X-ray patterns were difficult to obtain and unclear. 

New samples have been prepared and are to be sent out for data collection by the staff at the 

Georgia Institute of Technology facility. XRD samples were prepared as discussed in Chapter 3. 

The same samples were also to be used for four-point probe resistometry, scattered white light 

interferometry, and polarized light optical microscopy. The samples were prepared as follows: 

polymer was weighed into a scintillation vial and subsequently solvated to 4 mg/mL in toluene. 

The samples were passed through a syringe filter and then spin coated onto 3 by 1-inch microscope 

slides. Room temperature filtered samples were sprayed at an outlet pressure of 20 psi onto 

preheated slides (~100 °C). 
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6.4 - Conclusions. 

We synthesized a series of P3HT-co-PT copolymers of varied composition and examined the 

molecular characteristics, thermal and optoelectronic behavior of these statistical copolymers. The 

incorporation of unsubstituted thiophene greatly complicates the reaction chemistry as it lacks the 

steric hindrance of a 3-position substituent group for directing monomer addition to the polymer 

chain. This leads to lower regioregularities due to the lack of control over monomer addition as 

unsubstituted thiophene content increases. The incorporation of a small number of unsubstituted 

thiophene units leads to defects to the chain regioregularity altering the thermal behavior (lower 

melting temperature) while maintaining the optical band gap analogous to P3HT. In particular, 

incorporation of unsubstituted units initially results in a smooth decrease in melting temperature 

while the optical band gap remains unchanged; behavior analogous to that for copolymers of 3-

substituted thiophenes. However, at increasingly high levels of unsubstituted content (> 15 %) the 

resulting complexity of the polymer microstructure due to the lack of steric hinderance by 

thiophene monomer results in more complex thermal behavior and optical band gap behavior. We 

anticipate that even the copolymers with reduced crystallinity will exhibit appreciable 

conductivity. Their respective conductivities will likely be related to their band gaps, specifically 

their LUMO levels as all copolymers have approximately equal HOMO levels.  
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Chapter  7 -  Poly(3-methoxythiophene-co-3-hexylthiophene) 

Reproduced in part with permission from Jihyuk Kim, Rong Zhao, Katherine Lawson, Ashraf 

Ali, Andrew Adamczyk, and Bryan S. Beckingham.  

Reproduced by permission of Materials Letters  

(https://doi.org/10.1016/j.matlet.2019.126563)  

 

7.1-Introduction 

As discussed in Chapter 6, of the different types of conjugated polymers, polythiophene and its 

derivatives are of great interest for use as p-type semiconductors in electronic devices such as 

transistors, chemical sensors, and thermoelectric generators due to the high stability of its 

(un)doped states, ease of structural modification, and solution processability.1,2 Alkoxy-

functionalized polythiophenes are of interest as they exhibit desirable band gaps, low oxidation 

potentials, and a highly stable conducting state with additional electron-donating character of the 

oxygen atom on the sidechain.3,4 Poly(3-methoxythiophene) (PMoT) is the shortest sidechain 

alkoxythiophene, however, poor solubility has been reported due to this sidechain shortness.5,6 

Altering of polythiophene microstructure by varying thiophene ring side-chain chemistry or 

copolymerization of two or more dissimilar thiophene monomers allows for modification of solid-

state and optoelectronic properties of polythiophenes.7-14 In this work we synthesize PMoT and to 

improve solubility in organic solvents, a copolymer of PMoT with poly(3-hexylthiophene) (P3HT) 

using Grignard Metathesis polymerization. P3HT is a prominent and widely-studied 

semiconducting polymer for high-performance organic field-effect transistors and organic 

photovoltaics.7,15-20 The synthesized copolymer is soluble in common organic solvents, is 

characterized experimentally for its melting and optoelectronic properties in comparison with 

P3HT. Differences in electronic properties were probed using DFT calculations of homo-

oligomers and successfully extended to the co-oligomers using linear mixing rules 
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7.2- Experimental Methods 

7.2.1- Synthesis of 3-methoxythiopehene and its (co)polymerization 

Copper bromide (1.123 g, 7.796 mmol) was added to a 250 mL two-neck flask in a distillation 

apparatus (condenser and septa) and evacuated for 10 min.  Sodium methoxide in methanol (3 M, 

41.95 mL, 125.8 mmol) was canula transferred to the reactor while stirring. Next, 3-

bromothiophene (7.305 mL, 78.0 mmol) was added to the reactor via syringe and stirred at 65 °C 

overnight before cooling to room temperature and quenching with 150 mL of Type I DI water. The 

mixture was washed with 150 mL of diethyl ether, dried with magnesium sulfate and concentrated 

by rotary evaporation before purifying by column chromatography using petroleum ether. The 

product, 3-methoxythiophene (MoT), was verified via 1H NMR spectroscopy. 2,5-dibromo 3-

methoxythiophene and subsequent polymer and copolymer were synthesized as discussed for the 

alkyl thiophene derivatives discussed in Chapter 3.1.2. 

7.2.2- Density Functional Theory Calculations 

P3HT and PMoT homo-oligomer electronic structures were optimized using Density Functional 

Theory (DFT) at the B3LYP/CEP-31G level of theory using Gaussian 16 software.23,24 HOMO-

LUMO energy gaps for P3HT and PMoT homo-oligomers were calculated as a difference between 

the HOMO and LUMO energy levels.25 Linear mixing rules were then applied to estimate the 

HOMO-LUMO energy gap and HOMO energy level of the PMoT-co-P3HT oligomers. 
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7.3- Results and Discussion 

The synthetic approaches taken to prepare 3-methoxythiophene (MoT), PMoT and PMoT-co-

P3HT are shown in Figure 7.1 and the synthesis of P3HT used here was described previously.13 

Synthesis of MoT was confirmed using 1H NMR spectroscopy as shown in Figure 7.1c. Peaks at 

3.76, 6.2, 6.75 and 7.18 ppm correspond to the main protons in the MoT and their relative peak 

integrals (1:1:3; b’:c’:d’) confirm successful MoT synthesis. Synthesized MoT was brominated at 

the aromatic 2 and 5 positions with completion verified by 1H NMR spectroscopy via the 

disappearance of the corresponding proton signals; Figure 7.1c.  

 

Figure 7.1 a) Synthesis route for 2,5-dibromo-3-methoxythiophene and b) poly((3-

methoxythiophene)-co-(hexylthiophene). c) 1H NMR spectrum of (top) dibrominated MoT 

monomer, middle MoT monomer, and bottom 3-bromothiophene. 
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With monomer synthesis confirmed, PMoT was synthesized using Grignard Metathesis (GRIM) 

polymerization followed by purification by Soxhlet extraction to remove Grignard salts, catalyst, 

and small polymers and oligomers. As solubility is important for both molecular characterization 

and processability for devices, the solubility of PMoT in a series of solvents (chlorobenzene, THF, 

chloroform, petroleum ether, ethyl ether, cyclohexane and water) was examined (Figure 7.2). 

Unfortunately, as has been reported using other synthesis routes, PMoT is insoluble in petroleum 

ether, ethyl ether, cyclohexane, and DI water and only showed dispersion-like behavior upon 

attempted solvation in chlorobenzene, THF, and chloroform.6 As PMoT is insoluble in these 

common solvents, and thereby not-solution processable no further characterization was performed. 

To improve solubility, MoT was copolymerized with 3-hexylthiophene (3HT). The inclusion of 

an alkyl side chain on thiophene is a commonly-used approach for improving solubility for device 

fabrication.26-29 MoT and 3HT were statistically copolymerized (30/70 mol/mol MoT/3HT feed) 

with the solution turning a dark red color as the reaction progressed. Improved solubility was 

confirmed during Soxhlet extraction as chloroform was able to extract polymer from the thimble. 

In the 1H NMR spectra (Figure 7.3), characteristic 3HT peaks are present and consistent with 

P3HT. The peaks corresponding to PMoT (~3.9-4.25 ppm, -OCH3- and 5.0-5.5 ppm =CH-) appear 

in the expected ratio of 3:1 and a copolymer composition of 10 mol% PMoT is extracted. 

Macromolecular size and dispersity were examined with gel permeation chromatography (GPC) 

(Figure 7.4) yielding a polystyrene-equivalent Mn of 17.3 kg/mol and dispersity of 1.54; both 

reasonable for the synthetic route used. Thermal behavior was investigated with differential 

scanning calorimetry (DSC) (Figure 7.5) with an observed copolymer melting temperature 

(206 °C) confirming semicrystallinity, however with a slightly depressed melting temperature 

compared to P3HT (223 °C), and a decreased overall melting enthalpy as shown in Figure 7.5. 
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Figure 7.2 PMoT in a range of solvents: 1) chlorobenzene 2) tetrahydorfuran 3) chloroform 4) 

petroleum ether 5) ethyl ether 6) cyclohexane 7) type 1 deionized water. 

 

 

Figure 7.3 1H NMR spectrum of a) PMoT-3HT and b) PMoT. 
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Figure 7.4 GPC traces of P3HT and PMoT-3HT. 

 

 

Figure 7.5 DSC thermograms of P3HT and PMoT-3HT. 
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Optoelectronic properties were investigated using UV/Vis spectroscopy (Figure 7.6) on spun cast, 

annealed films. The copolymer exhibits enhanced overall absorption compared to P3HT while its 

right band edge is essentially unchanged. The optical band gap and excitonic band widths are 

obtained using the Spano Model.1 The Spano Model estimates optical band gap and other 

optoelectronic properties of semiconducting materials by modeling absorption from aggregates in 

the weak excitonic coupling regime by fitting Gaussian vibrational and absorption states in 

semiconductive thin films; Spano Model Equation  shown in Equation 7.1.7,30-34  

 (7.1) 

where S is the Huang-Rhys factor, m and n are vibrational states, W is the excitonic bandwidth, Ep 

is the energy of the C=C stretching mode, E0-0 is the energy of the 0-0 transition, and σ is the 

Gaussian line width. The model was fit to the collected absorption data and the results for 

parameters of interest given in Table 7.1. 

 

Table 7.1 Fitting parameters to UV-vis spectra of thin films (P3HT and PMoT-P3HT). 

Polymer W (meV) E0-0 (eV) Ep (meV) σ (meV) 

P3HT 0.12 2.03 0.18 0.08 

PMoT-P3HT 0.18 2.01 0.24 0.13 

 

The optical band gap for the copolymer (PMoT-co-P3HT, 2.01 eV) is found to be similar to P3HT 

(P3HT, 2.03 eV) and the largest optoelectronic parameter differences being in the excitonic band 

width (PMoT-co-P3HT, 0.18 nm and P3HT, 0.12 nm) and stretching mode energy (PMoT-co-
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P3HT, 0.223 eV and P3HT, 0.18 eV). Cyclic voltammetry was used to determine HOMO levels 

for PMoT-co-P3HT (-4.76 eV) and P3HT (-4.89 eV); shown in Figure 7.7.  

 

 

Figure 7.6 UV/Vis absorption spectra of PMoT-3HT and P3HT films.  

 

 

Figure 7.7 PMoT-co-P3HT vs P3HT cyclic voltammograms.   
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DFT electronic structure calculations were performed for P3HT and PMoT homo-oligomers. The 

correlation between HOMO-LUMO energy gap and oligomer chain length followed the 

asymptotic trend (Figure 7.8). A chain length of twelve monomeric units was sufficient to capture 

the experimental band gap of this study (Table 7.2). Additionally, using linear mixing rules and 

the HOMO-LUMO energy gap of the homo-oligomers P3HT and PMoT, the PMoT-co-P3HT 

oligomer is estimated to have a HOMO-LUMO energy gap equal to the experimental value. 

Similar analysis is performed for the HOMO energy level estimation for both homo-oligomers and 

extended to the co-oligomer using linear mixing rules (Table 7.2), which qualitatively follows the 

experimental trend between the P3HT homo-oligomer and the co-oligomer. 

Copolymerization of PMoT with P3HT yielded a copolymer with wider absorption band edges 

and similar band gap energy. Despite the fact that both comonomers were 3-subsituted, PMoT-

P3HT exhibited apparent depressed melting temperature and apparent crystallinity as evidenced 

in the DSC thermogram (Figure 7.5). Additionally, methoxy thiophene content in the initial 

reaction media did not result in a copolymer with similar composition. This proves problematic as 

synthesis of a statistical range of these copolymers would be very difficult as the resulting polymer 

compositions would likely be random and might overlap. 
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Figure 7.8 Calculated HOMO-LUMO energy gap as a function of oligomer chain length at the 

B3LYP/CEP-31G level of theory for P3HT and PMoT homo-oligomers.  

 

Table 7.2 HOMO-LUMO energy gap and HOMO energy values experimental values from this 

study in parentheses. 

 HOMO-LUMO energy gapa (eV) HOMO energy levela (eV) 

P3HT 2.08 (2.03) -4.58 (-4.89) 

PMoT 1.33 (NA) -3.90 (NA) 

PMoT-co-P3HT 2.01 (2.01) -4.51 (-4.76) 

aexperimental values from this study in parentheses. NA denotes value is not available from this 

study due to inability to form films using solution processing. 
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7.4- Conclusions 

3-methoxythiophene was synthesized and polymerized to form poly(3-methoxythiophene) and 

poly((3-methoxythiophene)-co-(3-hexylthiophene)) using Grignard Metathesis polymerization. 

PMoT was not soluble in common solvents, prohibiting many standard characterization 

techniques. However, PMoT-co-P3HT is fully soluble in common organic solvents due to the 

presence of the alkyl side chains on P3HT. PMoT-co-P3HT exhibited a slightly depressed but 

distinct melting transition confirming the copolymer to be semicrystalline and fairly high-melting. 

Optoelectronic properties were examined using UV/Vis spectroscopy, cyclic voltammetry and 

DFT modeling. PMoT-co-P3HT exhibits enhanced absorption compared to P3HT, similar optical 

band gaps and stretching mode energies but a lower exitonic band width and a lower HOMO level. 

DFT electronic structure calculations were found to predict very well the HOMO-LUMO energy 

gap of the both the P3HT homo-oligomer and PMoT-co-P3HT oligomer to within 0.05 eV or less 

of experimental values with comparable accuracy for the HOMO energy level prediction. Overall, 

copolymerization of PMoT with P3HT yielded a solution processable semiconducting polymer 

with comparable optoelectronic properties and enhanced overall absorption compared to the 

widely studied P3HT. 
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Chapter  8 -  Compositional Drift Analysis of GRIM-Synthesized Copolymers 

8.1- Introduction 

Since their inception in the late 20th century, polythiophenes have garnered much interest for a 

wide variety of applications such as thin-film transistors, thermoelectric generators, and organic-

based photovoltaics. 3-substituted polythiophene derivatives are widely studied due to their 

relatively facile synthetic methods and tunable material properties. Much of the focus has been on 

making subtle but distinct to the polythiophene microstructure via modification of the 3-position 

of thiophene monomer and subsequent polymerization steps. The substituent groups play a crucial 

role in many of the polythiophene properties such as optical band gaps, melting temperatures, and 

electronic properties.1–6 While there are many methods to synthesize polythiophenes (such as 

Rieke synthesis, oxidative methods, Grignard Metathesis, and electropolymerization), they all 

have their own inherent advantages and drawbacks.5,7,8 Grignard Metathesis polymerization 

(GRIM) has been shown to consistently produce polythiophenes with highly regioregular 

backbones at relatively mild conditions and at a reasonably large scale.9–11 Though the method of 

GRIM is well documented and explained in literature, many aspects of the underlying mechanisms 

remain elusive for this polymerization technique. Many (most) researchers thoroughly characterize 

thiophene monomers and the resulting polymers but little to no work has been performed 

examining the down-chain composition of thiophene copolymer chains.3,4,8,10–16  

As discussed in Chapter 6, one critical aspect of thiophene copolymers is the overall chain 

regioregularity. In general, GRIM polymerized 3-subsituted polythiophenes are highly 

regioregular due to the steric hindrance of the 2-position presented by the substituent group. Less 

explored however, is the effect of 3-substituent groups on the reactivity ratios of various thiophene 

monomers. Scarce, if any, research has been performed on polythiophene statistical copolymer 
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kinetics. This is likely due to the fact that the standard monomer concentration used in GRIM 

synthesis is very dilute compared to other systems and it is often very difficult to distinguish 

between thiophene variants, especially at such low concentrations. These factors greatly 

complicate tracking of GRIM-synthesis copolymers during polymerization.  

There are two methods involving aliquots that can be used to track the reaction progress of these 

polymer systems and they are as follows. The first method is to monitor monomer content by 

drawing aliquots from the active reaction media over time. This method is difficult for thiophene 

copolymers and great care needs to be taken as the monomer concentration is on the order of 10-1 

mol/L for each monomer. It is also important for the polymer formed at each point in the reaction 

to be either extracted or allowed to settle to the bottom of the aliquot vessel as the monomer and 

polymer signatures of interest during characterization by 1H NMR are overlapping. Another 

drawback of this method is you must assume that the supernatant is well-mixed when drawn and 

must have an internal standard for comparing across aliquots. This internal standard can be the 

solvent, however THF (the typical solvent) is very volatile such that the assumption of constant 

relative THF content is tenuous at best. The second method is to analyze the polymer composition 

as a function of reaction time. This method is more straight-forward as the polymer in each aliquot 

can be precipitated, purified, and analyzed quantitatively without an internal standard. It should be 

noted that it is important to not completely purify the polymer as obtaining a holistic representation 

of the polymer formed at each step is critically important for accurate characterization. In other 

words, during removal of the Grignard salts, care should be taken to not remove any of the smaller 

molecular weight polymer present as these should also contribute to the observed compositional 

drift.   
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Accurate characterization of composition along the backbone of polythiophenes is critical as even 

copolymers with similar compositions can yield different material properties as discussed in 

Chapter 2. In addition to this, many thiophene copolymers are described as random copolymers 

and this is likely inaccurate for GRIM synthesized copolymers which instead form statistical 

copolymers, especially in the case of 3-substituted thiophenes.1,11,17  

The most synonymous work to this is by Iovu et al. in which they sought to determine the exact 

nature of GRIM synthesis through tracking of homopolymerization kinetics.18 In their work, they 

determined that initial monomer concentration and catalyst concentration both affect the 

consumption rate of 3-hexylthiophene. Importantly, for the two lower concentrations (0.02 and 

0.04 mol/L, the conversion never approaches 100% even for a “high” concentration (0.08 mol/L) 

and an extended reaction time of up to nearly 3 hours.18 This is critical as often in 

copolymerizations, the total monomer concentration is kept to that of the literature values for 

homopolymers; constituting lowered concentrations for minority constituent comonomers. In 

addition to this, comonomer functionality and microstructure likely also play a role in the ability 

of a monomer to add on to a chain. We anticipate that the addition of unsubstituted thiophene at 

least partially randomizes the reaction kinetics as the lack of any substituents yields a monomer 

with equally reactive sites; and would expect the same for other symmetrically 3- and 4-substituted 

thiophene monomers such as 3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene. This notion of random versus statistical 

copolymerization of thiophene comonomers is important as it could be the underlying reason for 

the differences observed between copolymers of similar composition. 

8.2- Results and Discussion 

We elected to investigate a variety of thiophene copolymer systems to characterize the effect of 

thiophene 3-substitutent groups on the relative reactivities. These systems include copolymers of 
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3EHT, 3HT, 3MoT, and unsubstituted thiophene. We first examined the supernatant of aliquots 

drawn from a 3EHT-3HT copolymer with initial reactor charge of 40 mole % 3HT and 60 mole % 

3EHT. Reaction conditions were performed as detailed in Chapter 3 (according to literature) and 

aliquots were drawn at various timepoints throughout the reaction.5,6 Aliquots of 1 mL were drawn 

at various time points during GRIM synthesis and quenched into 4 mL of MeOH doped with 1-2 

drops of 6 M HCl. The results are shown in Figure 8.1 and were plotted against the Beckingham-

Sanoja-Lynd (BSL) model; equations 8.1 and 8.2.19 In the BSL model, pi represents the conversion 

of monomer species “i”, ni represents initial concentration of monomer “i", and ri represents the 

reactivity ratio of monomer species “i". The BSL model was selected as we anticipate that the 

reactivity of the nickel-complexed intermediate formed during GRIM synthesis propagation is 

dependent only on the chemistry of the approaching monomer, effectively negating any effect of 

the already-formed chain composition.19 

  (8.1) 

  (8.2) 

As is shown in Figure 8.1a, the monomer conversion tapers off around 80% and 45 mins, similar 

to that of Iovu et al. for homopolymer P3HT.18 Additionally, we note the monomer that is in higher 

concentration (3EHT) is preferentially consumed by the reaction; Figure 8.1b. It is also apparent 

that after sufficient monomer conversion, the relative monomer consumption approaches the 

random line (Figure 8.1b); likely due to the concentration limitations observed by Iovu et al. for 

homopolymer P3HT.18 This suggests that the relative concentration of each monomer plays a role 

in their respective rates of addition, as demonstrated in the same work by Iovu et al..18 Preparation 

and analysis of this data was quite cumbersome and required a great deal of time and effort so to 
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address this we decided to repeat with similar experiments using the produced polymer at each 

time point instead. More specifically, the similarity of monomer chemistries and very low 

concentration of each monomer in the supernatant, accurate detection is very difficult.  

Next, we analyzed the forming polymer during each time point for a complimentary system, 70/30 

3HT/3EHT; shown in Figure 8.2. Similar to the data shown in Figure 8.1, the composition of the 

polymers begins to shift towards (3EHT) until a sort of equilibrium was reached (~64 mole % 

3HT). This suggests that 3EHT may be more reactive than 3HT as it is the minority constituent in 

this reaction setup. It should be noted that there is a significant time gap between the third and 

fourth data points in Figure 8.2, this gap is a result of the COVID-19 pandemic interrupting 

workflow. The aliquots necessary to fill in this gap were taken and just require work up via NMR 

spectroscopy and GPC. The selected data points were taken to gain a preliminary snapshot of the 

polymer composition evolution over the course of the entire (extended) reaction.  This particular 

experiment, and a few others that were not presented here, were extended out to 2 hours to gather 

additional data points at essentially depleted reactive monomer concentrations in the reaction 

media.  
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Figure 8.1 a) Total monomer conversion and b) individualized conversion for 3EHT and 3HT. 

 

 

Figure 8.2 Polymer composition as a function of time for 70/30 3HT/EHT charge.  
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The data presented in Figure 8.1 and Figure 8.2 illustrate that perhaps the 3EHT dominance was 

exaggerated in the first experiment by its concentration. Following the interesting results from the 

3EHT/3HT copolymerizations, we investigated the compositional drift of polymers formed during 

GRIM polymerization for a 3HT-unsubsituted thiophene copolymer, namely the 74HT copolymer 

from Chapter 6. This polymer was selected as a matter of timing, it was one of the last of the 

P3HT-co-T statistical copolymers to be synthesized (around the same point in time we decided to 

investigate reactivity ratios).5 The results of the compositional drift are shown in Figure 8.3. 

Similar to the behavior observed in Figure 8.2, the minority constituent (unsubstituted thiophene) 

is consumed at a much higher rate than the majority constituent initially. The observed exaggerated 

behavior is likely due, in part, to the ability of unsubstituted thiophene to facilitate multiple 

reaction sites as discussed in Chapter 6 and our published work.5 It should be noted that Figure 

8.2 and Figure 8.3 would be more complete with polymer molecular weight as this would also 

allow for the extraction of monomer conversion and subsequently, reactivity ratios. This additional 

data is discussed in the next section, Section 8.3. 
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Figure 8.3 Compositional drift for GRIM polymerization of 3HT and unsubstituted thiophene.  
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8.3- Experiments Delayed Due to the COVID-19 Pandemic 

As noted in Chapter 6, the global COVID-19 pandemic has set back many aspects of finalizing 

my research and inhibited certain critical experiments that would allow for a more complete picture 

of the works detailed within this document. I have prepared and was in preparation of several 

experiments to more completely finish the work described within this chapter. The remaining 

experiments to be performed upon a return to some sense of normalcy are detailed in Table 8.1. 

Table 8.1 Pertinent experiments delayed by COVID-19 for compositional drift analysis. 

Experiment Copolymer Reason 

NMR Spectroscopy 

70/30 3EHT/3HT 

Track Copolymer Composition 70/30 3EHT/T 

70/30 3HT/3MoT 

Gel-Permeation 

Chromatography 
All Systems 

Track Copolymer Molecular 

Weight 

 

I would like to note that the synthesis for all of the copolymer systems listed here have already 

been performed and the aliquots stored at 5-7 °C in MeOH. I find it pertinent to also note that 

additional data points of the 70/30 3HT/3EHT and 74HT systems should be collected to fill in the 

gaps between the data points shown in Figure 8.2 and Figure 8.3.  

I expect to find that the relative reactivity of each monomer discussed within this chapter will be 

highly dependent on three aspects of monomer chemistries (in decreasing order of importance): 

relative comonomer concentration, sterics, and dipole moment of intermediate complexes. I expect 

relative monomer concentration to play the largest role as a monomer with significantly higher 

concentration is naturally more accessible to the propagating chain. If additional syntheses are 

performed, the relative initial comonomer concentrations should be close to 50/50 to highlight the 
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effects of sterics and complexed monomer dipole moments during the GRIM synthesis halogen 

dance mechanism.  

8.4- Conclusions 

Through analysis of the manner in which monomers are added to the growing polymer chains, a 

better understanding of the relationship between initial reaction charge and resulting copolymer 

composition can be gained. This aspect of polythiophene chemistry is critical for high-performance 

device fabrication as many of the copolymer properties are dependent upon the polymer backbone 

composition and architecture. It is also clear that, according to the data presented here, 

copolymerization of thiophene monomers is not random. Determination of the exact nature of 

comonomer propagation will prove to be a useful tool for the design and fabrication of organic-

based electronics with specific functions and properties.  
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Chapter  9 -  Curing Kinetics of Thiol Crosslinked PEOD/DGEBA Copolymers 

Reproduced in part with permission from Xinyu Hou, Nima Alizadeh, Maria Auad, Anton K. 

Schindler, Lauren E. Beckingham, and Bryan S. Beckingham.  

Submitted to Polymer, In Review. 

 

 

9.1 - Introduction 

Hydraulic fracturing and other enhanced oil recovery techniques have enabled increased 

production of domestic petroleum resources by enabling their recovery from deposits deep within 

the earth. Unfortunately, leakage of brine, hydrocarbons, or other injected components through 

both operational and abandoned wellbores poses a risk to overlying resources, including drinking 

water, and the health of humans and surface environments.1–3 Problems with wellbore integrity 

occur primarily due to material performance failure over wellbore lifetime, improper installation, 

or due to environmental response and leakage pathways can develop through both plugged and 

operational wellbores.4–6 Of particular interest recently is evolution of these leakage pathways in 

CO2-rich subsurface regions including, CO2-sequestration wells, or CO2-enhanced oil-recovery 

scenarios due to the acidification of the subsurface brine.2,3,7,8 In order to prevent these undesirable 

leakage events, environmentally stable cements or remediating sealants that can be effectively 

deployed into crevices of fractured wellbores are critical.2,9–14 Traditional materials such as 

cement-based slurries are easily deployed through squeeze cementing operations, however, the 

inherent particulate size of conventional cements (10-200 microns) can be problematic to 

effectively seal fractures that occur in the wellbore walls.15,16 This has led to the need to investigate 

materials, such as polymers, which can infiltrate and fill fracture crevices to completely seal off 

the potential leakage site.14,17–20 

Crosslinked polymer networks present one potential opportunity for in-field deployable wellbore-

fracture sealants with tunable properties that include particle sizes, crosslink densities, and curing 
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kinetics. Network precursors can be injected into the leakage pathways and then solidify in-place. 

The properties of crosslinked polymer networks can be tuned by altering the constituents of the 

network such as the crosslinker and the various monomers/polymers used in the architecture of the 

network.21–36 For instance, crosslink density and glass transition temperature can widely be tuned 

through judicious choice of the selected polymer network constituents; as monomers of greater 

molecular weight (macromers) generally decrease the crosslinking density while enhancing 

flexibility. Additionally, by varying crosslinking density the curing reaction rate can be 

manipulated by either concentrating the reaction sites or more sparsely scattering them within the 

material.1,7,13,16–19 Epoxide-based polymer systems are one class of commonly available resins 

implemented as crosslinked polymer networks in paints, adhesives, sealants and a wide variety of 

other products. As many epoxy-based polymer systems require more than one component which 

must be mixed immediately prior to use, they are useful due to their long shelf-life without 

unwanted reaction. Depending on the chemical nature of the resin system, the resin set-times, 

stiffness, and environmental stability will vary. Additionally, epoxide-based resins are fairly low 

viscosity fluids facilitating pumping into subsurface wellbore leakage pathways; which offers a 

key advantage over particle- or slurry-based sealing techniques.1,14,18,37–39 

In this work, we evaluate the curing kinetics and physical properties of a copolymer resin 

consisting of poly(ethylene glycol) (400 Mn) diglycidyl ether (PEOD) and bisphenol-A diglycidyl 

ether (DGEBA). DGEBA-based copolymer systems have been shown to demonstrate the 

aforementioned desirable properties of tunable cure kinetics and readily apparent differences in 

the material properties directly dependent on the presence of a comonomer or lack thereof.22,40,41  

DGEBA is commonly copolymerized with a functionally reactive, small molecular weight 

polymer to vary the stiffness and glass transition temperature; as DGEBA-only polymer systems 
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are stiff and have relatively high glass transition temperatures (Tgs). Herein, we use a short chain 

polyether (PEOD) as the comonomer to provide flexibility while also tuning the curing reaction 

kinetics. Curing kinetics are examined through both isothermal and dynamic differential scanning 

calorimetry (DSC) experiments which mimic the thermal conditions and thereby curing behavior 

for storage, injection and stable subsurface scenarios. 

9.2 - Experimental Methods 

Materials. Bisphenol-A diglycidyl ether (DGEBA) was purchased from Alfa Aesar. Poly(ethylene 

glycol) (400) diglycidyl ether (PEOD) was purchased from Sigma Aldrich. Pentaerythritol tetra(3-

mercaptopropionate) (4SH) was purchased from TCI America. 4-(dimethylamino)pyridine 

(DMAP) was purchased from EMD Millipore. All chemicals were used as received. 

Sample Preparation. Two systems were investigated with varied relative amounts of PEOD and 

DGEBA denoted as 10P for 10 mole % PEOD (90 mole % DGEBA) and 40P for 40 mole % PEOD 

(60 mole % DGEBA). Requisite quantities of DGEBA (10P: 3.16 g, 9.28 mmol) and PEOD (10P: 

0.50 g, 1.25 mmol) were successively added to a scintillation vial. In a separate scintillation vial, 

DMAP (0.06 g, 0.49 mmol) and 4SH (2.35 g, 4.81 mmol) were mixed and agitated via manual 

stirring with a spatula until DMAP dissolved. It should be noted that the molar ratio of DMAP to 

reactants was kept constant, but DMAP is observably less soluble in DGEBA and therefore did 

not fully solvate in systems with relatively high DGEBA content. Following solvation of DMAP 

in 4SH, the solution was quickly added to the PEOD/DGEBA mixture. The reaction media was 

vigorously stirred until a homogeneous mixture was observed. A sample of the mixture (~10 mg) 

was the transferred to a pre-weighed TA Tzero DSC pan. The pan was quickly capped and 

quenched in liquid nitrogen to halt the reaction. Following liquid nitrogen quenching, the pan was 

reweighed and placed into the DSC (TA Instruments DSC Q20) for testing. 
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Bulk solid films of the polymer systems were also synthesized between two glass plates (6”x6”) 

separated by a Viton rubber spacer. PEOD, DGEBA, 4SH, and DMAP were weighed and mixed 

in a similar fashion to the aforementioned DSC preparation. Following mixing of the reaction 

media, the uncured mixture was quickly poured into the Viton spacer-glass plate setup (the gap 

between the plates was oriented vertically) for curing. 

Isothermal Cure Kinetics. A typical isothermal curing experiment consisted of the 

aforementioned sample preparation followed by a thermal sequence in which the DSC cell was 

held at a desired temperature (19, 25, 45, and 55 °C). Prior to the placement of the sample pan into 

the DSC, the DSC was equilibrated at the desired isothermal temperature to eliminate any 

equilibration effects. For the first run at each temperature this hold was at least five hours to allow 

for determination of total cure time at a given temperature. The hold times of successive replicates 

at each temperature were shortened based on the first run kinetics. Following isothermal curing, 

the sample was (at 10 °C/min) cooled to -50 °C and then heated to 100 °C to allow for the extraction 

of the residual heat of reaction, if any. 

Non-isothermal Cure Kinetics. Following the sample preparation procedure mentioned above, 

the sample was subjected to non-isothermal cure conditions. Prior to the placement of the sample 

pan into the DSC, the DSC was equilibrated at 40 °C. The sample was then heated at different 

rates (1, 3, 5, and 7 °C/min) to a sufficiently high temperature (typically ~150 °C). 

Rheology. An AR-G2 TA Universal Rheometer with parallel-plate geometry (40 mm steel plate) 

was used to measure the viscosity of initial monomer mixtures (excluding the crosslinking agent 

and catalyst) at varied shear rates and composition. Steady-state flow tests were performed at 25 

ºC within 1-150 s-1 shear rates. 
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Dynamic Mechanical Analysis. Dynamic mechanical analysis (DMA) was performed using a TA 

Instruments RSA 3 dynamic mechanical analyzer in temperature sweep mode. Samples were cut 

into rectangular sections and stored in scintillation vials. The DMA experiment was performed 

from -50 °C to 50 °C at a ramp rate of 5-10 °C/min. The tan delta damping factor was extracted 

from the resulting DMA plots and were used to compare the glass transition temperature (Tg) of 

the polymer systems; In this work, the extracted Tg’s were taken as the tan delta curve apex 

temperature. 

9.3 - Results and Discussion 

Here, we utilize a tetrathiol crosslinker, a reaction promoter (DMAP), and two chosen monomers 

(PEOD and DGEBA) which are statistically varied to tune reaction cure kinetics and the resulting 

material properties; structures shown in Figure 9.1a. We examine two systems based on the 

composition of monomer (PEOD and DGEBA) named for the percentage of PEOD that constitutes 

the monomer; 10P and 40P for 10% PEOD and 40% PEOD, respectively. In order to examine the 

curing behavior of the proposed PEOD/DGEBA wellbore sealant, differential scanning 

calorimetry experiments were performed to monitor the curing reaction kinetics. Two modes of 

curing were examined (isothermal and non-isothermal) and are designed to emulate common 

thermal conditions that would be encountered upon application as wellbores sealants. As shown 

in Figure 9.1b, the injected sealant media will travel down the shaft of the well and encounter a 

thermal gradient that will impact the curing behavior and ultimately the ability of the sealant to 

penetrate and seal small fractures. Isothermal curing experiments mimic rapid injection into a 

thermally stable subsurface as well as the system stability after mixing at varied surface 

temperatures. Alternatively, non-isothermal curing experiments mimic comparatively slow 

injection. 
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Figure 9.1 a) Representative visualization for sealant application and b) chemical structures of 

epoxy system components. 

To visualize the curing process, the 40P polymer system was cured at room temperature (19-22 

°C) and successive photographs taken until the polymer solution solidified (Figure 9.2). The initial 

reaction solution was viscous due to the presence of DGEBA, but remained fluid until around 50 

minutes of cure time; at which time the reaction mixture lost all fluidity and stuck to the bottom 

of the scintillation vial. This process is expedited for reaction mixtures containing higher amounts 

of DGEBA as the higher reaction site density accelerates the curing process. The drawback to 

higher amounts of DGEBA with regards to application in the field is a faster cure rate combined 

with higher viscosity might prevent the reaction mixture from penetrating the necessary depth into 

a fracture prior to solidification. 
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Figure 9.2 Visualized reaction progress for 40P at ~19-22 °C (room temperature). 
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9.3.1 - Isothermal Cure Kinetics 

Isothermal DSC experiments were performed to determine the effect of temperature and mixture 

composition on the curing reaction kinetics. Figure 9.3 displays the resulting thermograms and 

extracted degree of cure determined using Equation 9.1. 

     (9.1) 

where H(t) is the total enthalpy evolved at a given time, HTotal is the total enthalpy evolved during 

the isothermal hold, and HResidual is the residual heat of reaction observed during the thermal sweep 

succeeding isothermal curing. The reagents in this work react without any external driving force; 

however, the addition of energy in the form of heat has been demonstrated to alter curing kinetics 

of other similar systems.23-25 The isothermal curing enthalpy peak times and total enthalpy 

evolution during curing (HT) are shown in Table 9.1 for each of the four isothermal curing 

temperatures. 

Table 9.1 Isothermal curing peak times and enthalpy evolved 

Polymera 

Isothermal Peak Cure Time (mins), [HTotal (J/g)] 

19 °C 25 °C 45 °C 55 °C 

40P 

293 ± 65 

[223 ± 13] 

145 ± 23 

[294 ± 42] 

38 ± 11 

[260 ± 47] 

15 ± 2 

[204 ± 26] 

10P 

144 ± 46 

[364 ± 3] 

90 ± 16 

[330 ± 23] 

25 ± 3 

[312 ± 44] 

6 ± 1 

[387 ± 31] 

aNumber represents the mole percent PEOD of total monomer in initial reaction media; makeup 

percentage is DGEBA. 
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Figure 9.3 Representative isothermal curing thermograms and reaction progress timelines for (a 

and b) 40P and (c and d) 10P copolymer systems. 

 

Expectedly, as the isothermal curing temperature increases a corresponding increase in the reaction 

rate is observed. For both systems, curing at 19 °C resulted in broad, low-intensity exothermic 

peaks while curing at 55 °C yielded sharp peaks with high-intensity. The increased reaction site 

density of the 10P system results in consistently faster curing behavior compared to the 40P system 

as evidenced by reduced peak enthalpy times and increased enthalpies of reaction. However, the 

difference in peak enthalpy times shrink as the isothermal curing temperature increases which is 
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because the viscosity of the monomers is decreased with higher cure temperatures; allowing for 

faster reaction times.  

9.3.2 - Non-isothermal Cure Kinetics 

As described above, for systems intended as injectable wellbore fracture sealants, it is necessary 

to consider the temperature gradient the mixture could experience as it is penetrating the wellbore 

to the subsurface fractures. To examine the impact of such temperature gradients on curing 

behavior, the two polymer systems were subjected to a series of non-isothermal DSC experiments 

as proxies for an increasing thermal profile upon injection. The resulting thermograms and degrees 

of cure are shown in Figure 9.4, and extracted peak cure temperatures and curing exotherm peak 

areas are given in Table 9.2. In the following sections, we apply two frameworks to examine the 

observed curing behavior: the Kissinger Model and Ozawa-Flynn-Wall Model-free analysis. Both 

of these approaches allow for estimation of the reaction activation energy. 

Table 9.2 Non-isothermal peak cure temperatures and peak areas 

Polymer 

Non-isothermal Peak Cure Temperature (°C), [HTotal (J/g)] 

1 °C/min 3 °C/min 5 °C/min 7 °C/min 

40P 

63  5 

[283 +/- 39] 

78   2 

[283  20] 

89  8 

[269  28] 

93  4 

[261  19] 

10P 

53  4 

[284 +/- 55] 

67  6 

[306  34] 

79  9 

[255  23] 

88  5 

[280  39] 
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Figure 9.4 Representative thermograms and reaction progress for 40P (a and b) and 10P (c and d) 

under non-isothermal curing conditions. 
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9.3.3 - Kissinger Method 

As expected from other similar systems in the literature22,27,42, both the 40P and 10P systems 

examined here exhibit shifted peak temperatures, broad exotherms, and greater exotherm 

magnitude with increasing ramp rate; as shown in Figure 9.4a and Figure 9.4c. This type of curing 

behavior allows for the use of the Kissinger Model (Equation 9.2): 

     (9.2) 

where β is the heating rate (K/min), Tp is the peak temperature of the highest exotherm (K), Eα is 

the activation energy of the curing system (kJ/mol), A is the pre-exponential factor, and R (kJ/K 

mol) is the universal gas constant.23,28,43  To apply this model, it is necessary to perform several 

curing experiments as the model regression analysis relies on the underlying chemical activation 

energy versus the energy input from the DSC itself; in the form of a varied heating rate. Both 

copolymer systems exhibit similar behavior under non-isothermal curing conditions with the 10P 

system curing at a slightly faster rate compared to the 40P system. As shown previously, plotting 

of ln(β/TP
2) vs 1/Tp allows for the calculation of the activation energy and pre-exponential factor 

from the slope and y-intercepts respectively. Figure 9.5a and Figure 9.5b show the Kissinger 

Plots for the 40P and 10P systems respectively.24 The calculated activation energy for the two 

systems are 57.5kJ/mol and 51.6 kJ/mol for 40P and 10P, respectively. Comparing the two 

activation energies determined by the Kissinger Model, it is readily apparent that increasing the 

amount of DGEBA within the system increases the rate of reaction by reducing the activation 

energy. This is also reflected in the isothermal curing behavior in Figure 9.4. Additionally, both 

values fall within a reasonable range according to other similar systems.22,27,42,43  
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Figure 9.5 (a) Kissinger Model plot for 40P. (b) Kissinger Model plot for 10P. 
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9.3.4 - Ozawa-Flynn-Wall (OFW) Analysis 

Crosslinked networks such as those discussed in this work tend to exhibit slight fluctuations in 

activation energy throughout the course of the curing process.22,27,42 This behavior is attributed to 

a decrease in the reaction site density as the viscosity increases during curing and the solution 

lattice becomes more restrictive.22,27,42,43 This behavior can be quantitatively observed by 

examining the activation energy at different extents of curing conversion as a function of the non-

isothermal heating rate. In order to extract activation energies, the relationship between heating 

rate (β) and Tp is examined as shown in Figure 9.6a and Figure 9.6b. The linear fit at each point 

of conversion show no overlap, suggesting that this method is valid for both systems. 

Conveniently, OFW analysis allows for extraction of the activation energy at each point of 

conversion from the slopes of the trendlines at each degree of cure in Figure 6. These activation 

energies are shown for both 40P and 10P in Figure 9.7a and Figure 9.7b respectively as a function 

of degree of curing as determined by the OFW method. As shown in Figure 9.7, the 40P system 

exhibits behavior similar the autocatalytic effect observed by Hardis et al. while the 10P system 

did not.22 The activation energy of 40P as calculated by the Kissinger Model (57.5 kJ/mol) is ~1-

2 kJ/mol lower than that of the activation energy determined by OFW, while the results for the 

10P system are in good agreement between the two methods.  
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Figure 9.6 OFW plot for (a) 40P and (b) 10P showing heating rate versus peak temperature. The 

dotted lines represent fits the various scanning rates at a specific conversion. 

 

 

Figure 9.7 Activation energy versus degree of cure for (a) 40P and (b) 10P. 
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9.3.5 - Physical Properties 

In addition to reaction kinetics being affected by the reaction media composition, the resulting 

material properties are also altered by varying the initial reaction media. Effective penetration of 

the reaction mixture into the wellbore is highly dependent on its viscosity. The viscosity of the 

system here is tunable via the composition of the two monomer constituents; PEOD is a short chain 

polymer, while DGEBA is a highly viscous small molecule. If the viscosity is too high, the mixture 

will not penetrate deep enough before hardening. In addition, if the crosslink density is not high 

enough (i.e. a mixture containing a higher percentage of the less viscous PEOD), the sealant may 

not perform as expected and would yield a higher chance of chemical seepage into the surrounding 

environment since contaminants would be spatially more free to elute through the plug. Thus, 

optimization of the interplay between viscosity and crosslink density is necessary for adequate 

performance of the sealant material. Shown in Figure 9.8 and Figure 9.9 are the viscosities of a 

statistical range of monomer mixtures. These viscosities do not include the 4SH or DMAP, as 

introduction of these constituents would initiate the curing process. As expected, the viscosity 

increases with increasing DGEBA content. The addition of PEOD to pure DGEBA has a much 

more exaggerated effect on the viscosity than addition of DGEBA to pure PEOD. The same 

compositions were then polymerized and subjected to DMA to extract their corresponding glass 

transition temperatures, as shown in Figure 9.10a, where glass transition temperatures are 

extracted from the apex of the tan delta curves as shown in Figure 9.10b. The Flory-Fox Equation 

predicts glass transition temperatures that are reasonably close to the experimental values extracted 

from DMA.  
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Figure 9.8 Viscosities of monomer pre-reaction PEOD/DGEBA mixtures; 4SH and DMAP are 

not present in these mixtures. 

 

 

 

Figure 9.9 Shear rate vs viscosity for all copolymers. b) zoomed image for 40P, 60P, 90P, and 

PEOD systems.  
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Figure 9.10 a) Comprehensive plots for glass transition temperatures of PEOD/DGEBA 

copolymers. Dotted line represents Flory-Fox equation predictions. b) tan-δ plots acquired via 

DMA for the statistical range of PEOD/DGEBA copolymers cured for 24 hours at room 

temperature. 
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As with their respective viscosities, the glass transition temperatures are also a function of the 

relative molar amounts of DGEBA/PEOD. Tg increases with increasing DGEBA content, which 

indicates stiffening of the resulting polymer material. The polymer sealant should have some 

flexibility to accommodate changes in the fractured cement and subsurface vibration events over 

time. In addition, as shown in Figure 9b, the magnitude of tan delta varies with copolymer 

composition. The 90P system exhibits slightly less elastic behavior than the homopolymer PEOD 

system and overall the elasticity decreases with increasing DGEBA content until the homopolymer 

composition is reached; in which case, the pure DGEBA system suffers a loss of elasticity.  

9.4 - Conclusions 

In this study we have investigated the curing kinetics (isothermal and non-isothermal) and physical 

properties (Tg and viscosities) for a DGEBA/PEOD comonomer system. We show how the system 

curing behavior and physical properties can be tuned by variation of the comonomer composition. 

A higher relative amount of PEOD yields a low viscosity reaction media, polymer networks with 

lower Tg’s, and longer total cure times. By careful selection of the reaction media composition, 

sealants with tunable set-times and material properties can be appropriately engineered to prevent 

potential contamination of the environments immediately around wellbores. 
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Chapter  10 -  Future Work and Suggestions for Experimental Progress 

This chapter explores further the methods, techniques, and chemistries detailed in the previous 

chapters. It provides some suggestions for future work that builds upon this dissertation from my 

thoughts and conversations with my adviser, and all of my collaborators. Should any questions 

arise as a result of this chapter, please contact my advisor Dr. Beckingham at 

bsb0025@auburn.edu. 

10.1- Summit of Statements and Conclusions 

My thesis has an overall focus on multicomponent polymer systems and in this bigger context 

investigates the synthesis and structure-property relationships of copolymer systems and the ability 

of a low-field NMR spectrometer to accurately determine polymer microstructures and 

composition of copolymer systems. This work demonstrates the ability of low-field NMR 

spectrometers to produce quantitatively similar results to those produced using high-field 

spectrometers for a variety of polyolefins. Specifically, it demonstrates that low-field 

spectrometers can be utilized to in place of the more commonly used high-field spectrometers in 

many industrial quality control and compositional analysis experiments used to extract polyolefin 

microstructure and compositions. The caveat to this finding is this technique is not universally 

applicable and should be validated for additional applications. Secondly, this dissertation 

investigates the use of statistical copolymerization of thiophene and thiophene derivatives as a tool 

to tune and decouple important material property. It has shown that though copolymer 

microstructure-property relationships are very complicated, statistical copolymerization of 

thiophene monomers allows for the decoupling of material properties such as band gap, melting 

temperature, and orbital energy levels. Lastly, this dissertation investigates a potential candidate 

for use as a wellbore sealant. The pertinent material properties such as pre-cure mixture viscosity, 
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set-time, and post-cure polymer glass transition temperature as the interplay of these properties 

with the architecture of the selected sealant system will determine its performance in its intended 

use. Overall, this dissertation expands upon our understanding of these copolymer systems and 

benchmarks a newly available characterization technique for copolymer systems. The following 

sections provide further detail of these conclusive statements. 

10.1.1- Analysis of Polymer Composition via Low-field NMR Spectroscopy 

The drawbacks presented by the depression in sensitivity from the use of a low-field NMR 

spectrometer over a high-field NMR spectrometer are generally outweighed by their accessibility, 

versatility, and cost for routine 1H NMR spectroscopy. More specifically, this dissertation 

demonstrates the utility of low-field NMR spectroscopy for analysis of non-novel, routine, 

compositional analysis of polymer systems. This is presented in Chapters 4 and 5 for a broad 

range of polyolefin polymers and demonstrated that the low-field spectrometer can produce 

compositional results equivalent to high-field spectrometer to within two mole percent. This 

capability was demonstrated for a large combination of instrumental settings and sample 

parameters. The relevant spectrometer settings (spectral width, relaxation delay, number of data 

points, and number of scans) were varied and it was demonstrated that for all detectable sample 

concentrations, the spectrometer produced equivalent results. More importantly, this was 

demonstrated for mixed-microstructure polyisoprenes due to their “copolymer-like” structure with 

very chemically similar “comonomer” units. For a wide variety of concentrations (10, 25, and 50 

mg/mL), molecular weights (see Chapter 4), and varied compositions (see Chapter 4) the low-

field NMR spectrometer was able to provide results that closely matched the high-field 

spectrometer results.  
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This capability was also verified for other polymer systems including commercial triblock 

copolymers and polymer blends. All of the results for polystyrene/polyisoprene blends, 

polystyrene/polymethylmethacrylate blends, and a SIS triblock copolymer yielded results within 

1 mole percent of the results from the high-field spectrometer while results for a SBS triblock 

copolymer fell just outside of the two mole percent regime. Overall, low-field 1H NMR 

spectroscopy was demonstrated to be a very viable tool for analysis of polymer composition and 

microstructures where routine analyses are required.  

10.1.2- Polythiophene Microstructure-Property Relationships 

In this dissertation, a wide range of polythiophene copolymers containing 3-hexylthiophene, 3-

(2’-ethylhexyl)thiophene, unsubstituted thiophene, and 3-methoxythiophene were synthesized and 

characterized. In Chapter 6, a range of 3-hexylthiophene and unsubstituted thiophene copolymers 

was investigated. The conclusions we were able to draw from this work show that we are able to 

decouple critical polymer properties via copolymerization of thiophene derivatives. This is 

significant as for many polymer systems, the critical material properties are interconnected, which 

complicates independent tuning of properties. Importantly, the narrowing of the band gap was 

achieved by the general depression of LUMO energy levels with decreasing 3-hexylthiophene 

content while the HOMO energy levels were relatively constant. While the decoupling of these 

aspects of polythiophenes is important, it is more important conceptually as it proves the viability 

of polythiophenes for decoupling other pertinent material properties; i.e. the thermal and electronic 

transport mechanisms.  

Furthermore, as discussed in Chapter 8, it was shown that copolymerization of thiophene 

monomers via GRIM polymerization, is not random. The manner in which thiophene comonomers 

propagate can dictate the resulting material properties as discussed in Chapter 2. For even 
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chemically similar thiophene monomers, preferential addition of one monomer over another can 

occur. This is likely due to differences in concentration, stereochemistry, and electronic structure 

of the individual monomers. By furthering these works, semiconductive polymers with specific 

properties and composition can be realized to better implement into the next generation of organic 

electronic devices.  

10.1.3- PEOD/DGEBA Crosslinked Networks 

The final topic of this dissertation is the exploration of a potential candidate for wellbore sealants. 

The critical properties such as cure time, pre-cure viscosity, and glass-transition temperatures were 

characterized as the interplay of these parameters plays a large role in material performance as 

described in Chapter 9. Comonomer content, heating rate (for non-isothermal experiments), and 

cure temperature (for isothermal experiments) significantly affected the curing behavior of this 

system. These injectable sealant systems could prove to be useful for mitigation of environmental 

contamination by leaking wellbore systems. Our preliminary results (not shown in this thesis) with 

the healing of fractured cement cubes are promising and I anticipate that a technology such this 

one will provide an efficient and cost-effective solution to the problems presented by 

microfractures within wellbore systems.  

10.2- GRIM Polymerization of Polythiophenes 

As demonstrated in Chapters 6-8, the physics and chemistries of polythiophene copolymers are 

quite complex and much is still needed to gain a better understanding of the interplay of GRIM-

synthesized polythiophene microstructures and properties. Aspects of GRIM synthesis such as 

solvent environment and the reactivity ratios of thiophene monomer derivatives remain largely 

unexplored and complicate our understanding of these highly studied polymers. This section aims 
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to illustrate the importance of several synthetic parameters as they pertain to GRIM 

polymerization. 

10.2.1- 3-Position Substituent Effect on Monomer Propagation 

A significant portion of this dissertation focused on the general overview of polythiophene 

synthesis. The underlying mechanisms that drive the nature of propagation has gone mostly 

unexplored for much of the literature as many groups are more focused on applications and device 

fabrication. This propagation chemistry is important however, as it has been repeatedly shown that 

small modifications to polythiophene backbones greatly affects the resulting material properties.1–

5 Many prior studies only examine final polymer structure produced from a set of reactants, 

neglecting the intermediates between them. For instance, as discussed in Chapter 6, Scheme 6.1 

shows that there are many possible intermediates that can form during GRIM polymerization. 

What is not discussed for polythiophene copolymer chemistry is the relative reactivity between the 

two different comonomers as typically described by the reactivity ratios of the monomers. It is 

anticipated that by alteration of the 3-position substituent, not only are the resulting material 

properties altered, the relative reactivity of each monomer is altered.3 To preliminarily investigate 

this, the dipole moments of each of the molecules were modeled as the electronic structures most 

certainly plays a role in the halogen dance portion of GRIM synthesis. This was done only briefly 

using freely available online molecular emulation resources; the results from molcalc.org are 

shown in Table 10.1 and Figure 10.1.6 It should be noted that these molecular models are limited 

to a maximum of 10 non-hydrogen molecules, therefore emulation of any dibrominated 3-

alkylthiophenes beyond 3-propylthiophene was not possible. Fortunately, as the difference in 

dipole moments between the 3-propyl, 3-butyl, 3-pentyl, and 3-(2’-methylbutyl)thiophenes are 

insignificant, suggesting that these values can be extended to 3HT and 3EHT. 
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Table 10.1 Calculated dipole moments from molcalcs.org.6 

Molecule 
Dipole Moment (Debye) 

Nonbrominated Dibrominated 

3-methoxythiophene 1.17 3.08 

3-propylthiophenea 1.52 2.02 

3-butylthiophenea 1.52 * 

3-pentylthiophenea 1.56 * 

3-(2'-methylbutyl)thiophenea 1.58 * 

thiophene 1.23 1.56 

*molcalc.org is limited to 10 non-hydrogen atoms in the model 

a these molecules are used to emulate the negligible difference in 3-alkylthiophenes 
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Figure 10.1 Estimated dipole moments from molcalc.org for nonbrominated and dibrominated 

variants of a) 3-methoxythiophene, b) 3-propylthiophene, c) 3-butylthiophene, d) 3-

pentylthiophene, e) 3-(2'-methylbutyl)thiophene, and f) thiophene. Red arrows indicate prediction 

from website, blue arrows are approximations based on 3-propylthiophene. 
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As shown in Table 10.1 and Figure 10.1, the dipole moment between the nonbrominated and 

dibrominated versions of the monomers is vastly different in each case. This suggests that the 

substituent group has at least some effect on the reactivity of the GRIM intermediates. It is likely 

that the substituents at the 3-position not only greatly affect the polymer material properties but 

also their respective reactivity ratios. 

To probe the effect of substituent groups on propagation kinetics, compositional drift analysis of 

the forming polymer throughout GRIM synthesis should be performed. The tracked composition 

of the 74HT polymer from Chapter 6 is shown in Figure 8.3. Initially the unsubstituted thiophene 

is added more rapidly to the growing polymer chains relative to the monomer composition. This 

is likely due to the accessibility of both the 2 and 5 aromatic positions as discussed in Chapter 6. 

Unfortunately, due to the ongoing global pandemic (COVID-19), collection of additional data 

points or subject the samples to GPC to analyze polymer molecular weight as a function of time 

was not performed. This work will be extended in future. 

10.2.2- Solvent Environment 

Since the development of the GRIM polymerization technique, research groups have followed the 

literature method outlined by McCullough et al.2–4,7–16 As outlined in previous chapters, this 

method uses anhydrous THF as the preferred solvent and little-to-no work has been performed 

employing this technique with other common organic solvents such as toluene or chloroform. This 

is especially important for GRIM polymerization of two or more thiophene derivatives as solvent 

environment has been shown to affect the rate of addition of other polymer systems, as 

demonstrated by Beckingham et al.17 Furthermore, THF is not necessarily the ideal solvent for 

every thiophene derivative, this is shown in Chapter 6 in which the statistical copolymers with 

majority unsubstituted thiophenes (less than 40 mole % 3-hexylthiophene) were not soluble in 
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THF. While these were observed to be insoluble post-polymerization, it could be inferred that 

solvation is likely an issue for some of the other copolymers discussed in Chapter 6 during 

synthesis. Additionally, the Soxhlet method utilized in Chapters 6 and 7 directly depends on the 

solubility of the various components (Grignard salts in methanol , short chain polythiophenes in 

hexane, and target products in CHCl3). For many of the copolymers described in Chapters 6-8 

containing unsubstituted thiophene, there was usually uncollected solids in the Soxhlet filter paper. 

This material is likely the result of two things: (1) higher molecular weight polymer due to 

enhanced chain coupling from unsubstituted thiophene and/or (2) copolymers with higher mole 

percent unsubstituted thiophene than the soluble fractions. Both of which would not be recovered.  

Solvation during synthesis is crucial as it affects the ability of mers to add to the growing chain. 

This is observed in Chapter 7 wherein the PMoT homopolymer becomes insoluble during 

polymerization and precipitates following sufficient chain addition. A potential solution to this 

issue is to heat the reaction media further to improve solubility and enhance solvation of the 

propagating polymer chains. However, it is an unfortunate drawback of Grignard metathesis 

polymerization that heating yields lower regioregularity polymers. Nearly all of the GRIM 

literature performs the GRIM synthesis in anhydrous THF and this is a critically overlooked aspect 

of this chemistry. PMoT is a prime example as the monomer appears to be soluble and behaves 

much like the alkyl-substituted before synthesis but then precipitates during polymerization. This 

is also evidenced by the statistical copolymers of 3HT and thiophene with lower 3HT content 

where the reaction media takes on a much a deeper red/scarlet color as opposed to the more 

common/expected orange. By changing the solvent environment by either using another solvent, 

or by using a blend of two or more solvents the resulting copolymer architecture could be altered. 

One potential solvent that has shown to be a good solvent for the thiophene copolymers 
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synthesized in this dissertation is toluene. Toluene, like THF, is a symmetrical cyclic molecule but 

lacks any heteroatoms such as the oxygen found in THF and as such is “nonpolar”. THF has a 

dipole moment of 1.75 Debye while toluene’s dipole moment is about 0.31 Debye. This difference 

in polarity should have a large impact on the propagation behavior of the comonomers while 

maintaining appreciable chain solubility during synthesis. Similarly, total initial monomer 

concentration has been shown by Iovu et al. to be directly related to the resulting chain length at 

each percentage of conversion and could also be used to manipulate the propagation during 

polymerization.7 Overall, performing future GRIM syntheses in which the concentration of the 

monomers is increased significantly (2-4x) above that of the literature concentration for the initial 

reaction media and performing aliquotic copolymerizations similar to the method described in 

Chapter 8, of thiophenes functionalized with substituents of significantly varied electron-

withdrawing behavior would both enable additional insights in to these materials synthesis. 

10.2.3- Special Topic: Additive Manufacturing of π-conjugated Systems 

This section is a digression from the organic syntheses discussed in the previous projects and is a 

result of exposure to both polythiophenes and the Additive Manufacturing of Soft Materials Class 

taught by Dr. Virginia Davis in the fall of 2018. This section contains initial insights and 

anticipated results based towards stereolithographically-synthesized and fabricated π-conjugated 

devices. Dr. Davis introduced me to the technique of stereolithographic additive manufacturing 

and upon seeing the advantages of this technique (high resolution and facile fabrication of complex 

geometries in devices), I found there was very limited literature on additive manufacturing of π-

conjugated systems though some work had been done on UV photopolymerization of a polymer 

similar to polyaniline.18 This work provided a potential route to simultaneously synthesize π-

conjugated materials and fabricate devices through UV photopolymerizatio . This is critical as 
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synthesis and processing of semiconductive polymers can prove to be extremely difficult due to 

the interplay of monomer-synthetic strategy compatibility, polymer-solvent relationships, and 

number of post-polymerization processing steps can delay or prevent the realization of many 

semiconductive polymer systems as discussed in this dissertation.  

An initial system examined was 3-bromothiophene (3BT), chlorobenzene (CB), and p-

phenylenediamine (PPD) with a low-power handheld UV light (4 watts, and two wavelengths: 254 

nm and 365 nm); equimolar amounts of 3BT and CB were used and 0.2 molar equivalent of PPD 

to 3BT+CB. Interestingly, the reaction media yielded thin films with two very distinct colors after 

20 mins, shown in Figure 10.2. The granules of PPD are visible in the initial reaction media and 

are quite large. The films produced as a result of this were grainy and disintegrated upon 

mechanical agitation with a spatula. We next attempted to synthesize a film using 3BT and ground 

PPD the results of this are shown in Figure 10.3. In this trial the mixture was altered to consist of 

1 mole percent PPD relative to 3BT. The resulting films appeared significantly more uniform but 

required longer cure times (~35 minutes). 
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Figure 10.2 3BT+CB+PPD before and after exposure to 365 nm UV light (a&b) and 254 nm UV 

light (c&d) for 20 mins. 
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Figure 10.3 3BT+ ground PPD before and after exposure to 365 nm UV light (a&b) and 254 nm 

UV light (c&d) for 35 mins. 
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Unfortunately, these films were quite brittle, making characterization difficult and determination 

of the actual reaction remains elusive. One potential related reaction from the literature that follows 

a well-known reaction mechanism is the anti-Markarvnikov addition of secondary amines to 

alkynes.19 From this a proposed scheme is shown in Scheme 10.1. 

 

Scheme 10.1 Proposed mechanism for development of a 3D-printable π-conjugated system.  

 

While this proposed scheme is speculative, chemistries such as this one may provide an avenue 

for these materials in light-based additive manufacturing. Non-halogens substituents on the 3-

position of the thiophene unit should be investigated as they may interact with the ethynyl 

magnesium bromide. This chemistry can provide not only a synthetic route to a copolymer system 

that contains aspects of three of the semiconductive polymers mentioned in Chapter 2 

(polythiophene, polyacetylene, and polyaniline) and the potential for 3D-printable π-conjugated 

systems. 
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10.3- Additional Low-Field NMR Spectroscopic Experiments 

As discussed in many of the previous chapters, NMR spectroscopy is utilized to characterize a 

wide variety of critical polymer material properties. However, all of the previously discussed work 

dealt strictly with product analysis; whether the intended product was an intermediate in a larger 

set of synthetic steps (thiophene intermediates) or the final product as in the case of the many 

polyolefin systems discussed in Chapters 4 and 5. Not directly stated in Chapter 5 is that the 

methods utilized to analyze polyolefin copolymer/blend composition is not directly applicable to 

polythiophenes. This is due to the similarity of the available/selected protons utilized to distinguish 

between thiophene derivatives and the exaggerated peak broadness yielded by low-field NMR 

spectroscopy. This section aims to detail two projects in which low-field NMR spectroscopy can 

be used to analyze alternative copolymer systems to the polyolefins discussed in Chapters 4-5 

and to demonstrate the potential utility of low-field NMR spectroscopy as means to access and 

combine advantages of other techniques typically employed to track reactions of crosslinked and 

interpenetrating polymer networks. 

10.3.1- Application of Low-Field NMR Spectroscopy to Polythiophene Copolymers 

As discussed Chapter 6 and 7, polythiophenes are typically analyzed via the 3-position substituent 

group and/or the proton(s) located on the aromatic thiophene ring.2,8–10,12,20–22 These signature 

protons are especially useful during preparation of thiophene monomers for GRIM synthesis as 

the ratio of the aromatic proton(s) to the side chain protons elucidates the presence of side chain 

substituents and in further reaction steps, the level of bromination (mono vs dibrominated). For 

these analyses low-field NMR spectroscopy proved extremely useful as in many cases the samples 

were able to be drawn straight from the reactor, placed into a tube, and analyzed which hastened 

the synthetic pace. The pitfall of low-field NMR spectroscopy lies in its inability to provide a facile 

means to characterize polythiophene copolymer compositions. Even for copolymers with high 
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molar content of each comonomer in Chapter 6, the spectrometer could not distinguish between 

the aromatic protons. To address this issue without completely changing the copolymer system 

deuterated solvents should be use in order to perform a 2-dimensional NMR spectroscopy 

experiment known as total-correlation spectroscopy (TOCSY). TOCSY is a NMR spectroscopy 

experiment in which two proton spectra are collected and plotted against one another to correlate 

spins through bonds. This technique is especially useful for systems, such as the thiophene 

copolymers, that possess overlapped/coalesced signals as it shows real signals as symmetrical 

signals on either side of a diagonal line and correlates signals three to four bonds away while 

suppressing one to two bond signals. It would be favorable before performing this experiment to 

determine T1 and T2 relaxation times of the sample to reduce the amount of noise and spin-echo 

artifacts present in the resulting 2D spectra.  

Alternatively, if we wish to maintain all of the advantages of low-field NMR spectroscopy 

discussed in Chapter 4 and 5, the chemistry of our copolymers could be altered to address the 

peak broadness issue. This approach was not discussed in Chapter 7 (PMoT-3HT) but one 

advantage of the alkoxy-alkyl thiophene copolymer is the ability to use the side chain signals to 

analyze the polymer composition. Unfortunately, PMoT is not soluble at higher molecular weights 

and synthesis of a copolymer with a specific composition is difficult (Chapter 7 PMoT-3HT 

copolymer had an initial 30/70 MoT/3HT monomer charge composition but had a final 

compositionof 10/90 MoT/3HT) likely due to solubility issues and the underlying electronic 

structure effects discussed in Section 10.1.1. However, longer side chains on polythiophenes 

typically yield a more soluble polymer. To obtain a copolymer with appreciable alkoxy and alkyl 

thiophene content, a thiophene with a longer alkoxy side chain substituent is necessary. Luckily, 

access to the necessary chemistry is readily available.23 The synthesis of 3-ethoxythiophene (EoT) 
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and subsequent polymerization and copolymerization (with 3HT) via GRIM synthesis could be 

one avenue to investigate solubility and the ability of the low-field NMR spectrometer to analyze 

this system. 

10.3.2- In-situ Reaction Monitoring of Interpenetrating and Crosslinked Networks  

Reaction progress of crosslinked networks and interpenetrating networks are traditionally tracked 

either by DSC or FTIR spectroscopy for two main reasons. DSC provides a means to track a 

reaction in-situ and at a very controlled temperature which provides highly accurate time-resolved 

tracking of reaction kinetics.24–26 The issue is that in many cases researchers want to also track the 

evolution of specific bonds over time, which DSC is incapable of providing. FTIR spectroscopy 

is typically used to address this as the bonds of interest produce distinct vibrational energies that 

can be tracked in the spectra.27,28 However, to utilize FTIR to analyze these types of systems, the 

researcher must draw aliquots from a temperature-controlled reaction sample and place it on the 

ATR crystal (often at ambient conditions). While this difference in temperature is unlikely to 

drastically affect the reaction progress (in fact, it probably slows it down which is a good thing for 

analysis), this process is highly cumbersome on the researcher involved in the experiment. In this 

section the use of a Pulsar LFNMR spectrometer’s to track the reaction progress of interpenetrating 

networks is examined. This technique provides a combination of the DSC and FTIR spectroscopy 

by providing a temperature-controlled, in-situ method that is able to track specific bond formations 

within a reacting system. Fortunately, this collaborative opportunity arose with Dr. Maria Auad 

and Nima Alizadeh. 

2-Ethyl-2-(hydroxymethyl)-1,3-propanediol (TRIOL, MW=134.18 g/mol was purchased as a 

crosslinker from Acros Organics. Poly(tetramethylene ether) glycol (PTMG, MW=approximately 

1400 g/mol) was purchased from Aldrich. Hexamethylene diisocyanate (DCH) purchased from 
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TCI was used as an isocyanate compound. Dibutylin dilaurate (DBTDL) and triphenylbismuth 

(TPB), purchased from Pfaltz & Bauer and Alfa Aesar respectively, were used as the catalyst. 

Ethyl acetate, purchased from Alfa Aesar, was used as solvent for the mixture of catalysts. 4A 

molecular sieves, purchased from Alfa Aesar, were used to remove the moisture from DCH, 

Styrene, TRIOL, and PTMG.  

Reaction progress for PTMG +DCH and PTMG+DCH+Triol systems was tracked using an Oxford 

Instruments Pulsar 60 MHz NMR spectrometer. The experimental procedure was as follows: 

PTMG was metered into a Wilmad high-throughput class B NMR tube (8” length, and 5 mm outer 

diameter) placed on a scale in an Erlenmeyer flask. The sample was then subjected to an initial 

scan to obtain a pristine spectrum before addition of any other component. Next, DCH was added 

in the same manner as PTMG followed by 2 drops of each catalyst, DBTDL and TPB, each 

dissolved in ethyl acetate. The reaction mixture was agitated via stirring with a copper wire and 

manual shaking of the tube before being placed into the probe bore. The spectrometer was tuned 

and matched to the sample and then the experiment was started. Note that the lag time (time from 

addition of catalyst to start of experiment) was accounted for in both the reaction progress diagram, 

Figure 10.4, and the subsequent data analysis. 
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Figure 10.4 NMR spectra from in-situ reaction monitoring of a) PTMG+DCH and b) 

PTMG+DCH+Triol. 
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Tetramethylsilane (standard additive used to align most 1D 1H NMR spectra) was not used here to 

eliminate any possible interactions with the reaction media. Instead, all spectra were shifted based 

on the far right peak attributed to part of the PTMG backbone for the PTMG+DCH system (1.56 

ppm).28 This peak also served as an internal calibration standard as the underlying protons 

associated with this peak (for both systems) are conserved; for the PTMG+DCH+Triol system, the 

Triol aliphatic arm also contributes to this peak so 5 additional protons were accounted for shown 

in Figure 10.5.  

Unfortunately, due to the spectral overlap in the aliphatic region of the NMR spectra, Figure 10.4, 

the consumption of hydroxyl groups could not be tracked. However, in both cases the formation 

of urethane linkages could be tracked through the formation of N-H protons. By utilizing this 

method, we combine the advantages of the more traditional differential scanning calorimetry 

reaction tracking and that of the FTIR spectroscopy; in-situ/continuous reaction monitoring and 

bond-specific tracking. Furthermore, as discussed elsewhere, one other advantage of the Pulsar 

system is soft lock algorithm which eliminates the need for deuterated solvents and allows for 

examination of protons without any adulteration of the reaction media.29,30 The spectrometer run 

settings were as follows: 64 scans at a recycle delay of 2 seconds and a spectral width of 50000 

Hz.  

As shown in Figure 10.4, the peak at 5.94 ppm grows in intensity over time due to the continuous 

formation of primary amine peaks as urethane linkages are formed. In the case of the PTMG+DCH 

system, each urethane linkage is strictly from consumption of -OH groups on the PTMG chain 

ends. However, for the PTMG+DCH+Triol system, this metric of conversion is complicated by 

the presence of additional hydroxyl groups on the arms of the Triol molecule. Conversion was 
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tracked as a function of peak area and number of protons responsible for each peak, shown in 

Equation 10.1. 

Conversion = 100 x 
A5.94N1.56

A1.56N5.94
  (10.1) 

where Ai is the peak areas at i ppm, and Nj is the number of protons associated with the peak at j 

ppm. Peak areas (Ai) were extracted from Gaussian fits to the peaks after spectral shifting, 

automatic phasing, and automatic baselining in the Mnova software. For the PTMG+DCH system, 

N1.56=76.665 and N5.94=2.0157 protons; for PTMG+DCH+Triol, N1.56=81.70375 and 

N5.94=6.04704 protons. These values are calculated for each chemistry from the reaction 

stoichiometry and chemical structures shown in Figure 10.5. For the PTMG+DCH system this 

analysis assumes that only one DCH molecule is present in the “repeat unit” of the network while 

the PTMG+DCH+Triol system has the potential for up to three DCH molecules; two amine 

protons and six amine protons respectively. This is important as the network is complicated by the 

availability of hydroxyl groups from two different mer units. The extracted conversion versus time 

data are shown in Figure 10.6.  
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Figure 10.5 Protons used in the calculation of N1.56 are highlighted in red for a) PTMG and b) 

Triol. 

 

 

Figure 10.6 Reaction progress for both systems as a function of isocyanate conversion.  
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As shown in Figure 10.6, both systems exhibit a lag time at the beginning of the reaction. This is 

attributed to the low reaction rate at room temperature as the reaction media approaches the 

spectrometer operating temperature of 37 C. However, the reaction can be effectively tracked 

over time as the DCH is incorporated within the polymeric structure and isocyanate groups are 

converted into primary amines within the urethane linkages. While the data points appear to be 

non-continuous it is important to note that the spectrometer is averaging the signal over 64 scans 

that are acquired over a cycle time of approximately 5 minutes and 48 seconds such that the 

resulting isocyanate conversion are time averaged. Additionally, conversion in each case reaches 

a maxima at approximately the same time as extracted from FTIR spectroscopy if the lag time is 

disregarded. We attribute the higher overall isocyanate conversion of the PTMG+DCH+Triol 

system to the higher reaction site density as compared to the PTMG+DCH system. Overall, this 

method provides an adequate and facile means to track both reaction progress and bond-specific 

formation for this particular interpenetrating network.  

This technique is anticipated to be directly extendable to other similar chemistries (such as the 

chemistries discussed in Chapter 9 and Section 10.4) and provide a new facile method for analysis 

of crosslinked polymer networks. Additionally, outfitting an NMR tube with a thermocouple to 

track the internal sample temperature during curing would be a facile enhancement to this 

methodology.  
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10.4- PEOD-Containing Crosslinked-Network Chemistry Alterations 

The copolymers presented in Chapter 9 presented a somewhat clear picture of microstructure-

property relationships through facile synthesis and targeted characterization of specific properties. 

One of the advantages of chemistries such as those is that the individual components can be 

exchanged for others of similar structure and the same experiments repeated. This allows for rapid 

exploration of the relationship of microstructure and material properties. Critical properties such 

as crosslink density, stiffness, glass transition temperature, reaction kinetics, and many others can 

be altered via subtle but distinct alterations to the reagents selected.24–26,31,32 The wide variety of 

attainable properties within the scope of these materials make the applicable to a very wide number 

of applications such as coatings, sealants, membranes, and other various crosslinked-polymer 

technologies. Given below in Figure 10.7 are some variations of the structures used in Chapter 9 

that may be utilized similarly to gather additional information about structure-property 

relationships of these types of systems.  

 

 

Figure 10.7 Microstructures of a) pentaerythritol tetra(3-mercaptopropionate), b) 

trimethylolpropane tris(3-mercaptopropianate, c) p-phenylene diamine, d) 1,4-butanediol 

diglycidyl ether, and e) poly(ethylene glycol) diglycidyl ether. Crosslinking agents shown in blue.  
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The copolymer system discussed in Chapter 9 uses two very distinct comonomers in varying 

ratios to alter the resulting material properties. However, smaller changes can be made to various 

constituents to elicit the same types of changes observed for the PEOD/DGEBA system. The 

components shown above can be polymerized in a statistical manner for easily repeatable 

experiments and results that are directly comparable. The work for these various systems has been 

initiated and will continue as soon as campus operations return to normal. 

10.5- Comprehensive List of Experiments Delayed by COVID-19 

As the global pandemic has delayed a few of my projects, I felt it necessary to include a table in 

this chapter of all of the experiments yet to be performed to complete my work for the preparation 

of manuscripts. Shown in Table 10.2 is the comprehensive list of experiments to be completed to 

finish the projects in Chapters 4-9.  

Table 10.2 Comprehensive list of experiments affected by COVID-19.  

Experiment Copolymer Reason 

Chapter 6 Copolymers 

XRD (WAXS)a 95HT, 55HT, 44HT Crystal Structure 

Four-Point Probe All Conductivity 

Scattered White Light Interferometryb All Film Thickness 

Polarized Light Optical Microscopyc All Birefringent Behavior 

Chapter 8 Copolymers 

NMR Spectroscopy 

70/30 3EHT/3HT 

Track Copolymer Composition 70/30 3EHT/T 

70/30 3HT/3MoT 

Gel-Permeation Chromatography All Systems Track Copolymer Mn  

a Georgia Institute of Technology Materials Characterization Facility. 
b Dr. Kyle Schulze’s Lab in Mechanical Engineering at Auburn University. 
c Dr. Virginia Davis’ Lab in Chemical Engineering at Auburn University.  
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